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-iiiABSTRACT
This work is concerned with a general analysis of wave interactions in periodic structures and particularly periodic thin film
dielectric waveguides.
The electromagnetic wave propagation in an asymmetric dielectric waveguide with a periodically perturbed surface is analyzed in
terms of a Floquet mode solution.

First order approximate analytical

expressions for the space harmonics are obtained.
used to analyze various applications:

The solution is

(1) phase matched second har-

monic generation in periodically perturbed optical waveguides;
(2} grating couplers and thin film filters; (3) Bragg reflection devices; (4) the calculation of the traveling wave interaction impedance for solid state and vacuum tube optical traveling wave amplifiers
which utilize periodic dielectric waveguides.

Some of these applica-

tions are of interest in the field of integrated optics.
A special emphasis is put on the analysis of traveling wave
interaction between electrons and electromagnetic waves in various
operation regimes.

Interactions with a finite temperature electron

beam at the collision-dominated, collisionless, and quantum regimes
are analyzed in detail assuming a one-dimensional model and longitudinal coupling.
The analysis is used to examine the possibility of solid state
traveling wave devices (amplifiers, modulators), and some monolithic
structures of these devices are suggested, designed to operate at the
submillimeter-far infrared frequency regime.

The estimates of

-ivattainable traveling wave interaction gain are quite low (on the order
of a few inverse centimeters).

However, the possibility of attaining

net gain with different materials, structures and operation condition
is not ruled out.
The developed model is used to discuss the possibility and
the theoretical limitations of high frequency (optical) operation of
vacuum electron beam tube; and the relation to other electronelectromagnetic wave interaction effects (Smith-Purcell and Cerenkov
radiation and the free electron laser) are pointed out.

Finally, the

case where the periodic structure is the natural crystal lattice is
briefly discussed.

The longitudinal component of optical space har-

monics in the crystal is calculated and found to be of the order of
magnitude of the macroscopic wave, and some comments are made on the
possibility of coherent
lasers in single crystals.

bremsstrahlung and distributed feedback
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Propagation of waves in periodic structure is a long standing
physics research subject which aroused the interest of many distinguished
physicists and has been investigated from different aspects through
the last century [e.g. Lord

Rayleigh, 1887, Brillouin 1946, Pierce

1950, 1974].
The periodically reviving interest in this problem results from
the existence of few general phenomena in wave interaction in periodic
structures, which are characteristic of the periodic structure and
independent of the kinds of interacting waves.

With the advancement of

technology different kinds of waves in new kinds of structures and
operation regimes are constantly found to exhibit these phenomena.
Some of the most important common characteristics of wave
propagation in periodic structures are Bragg reflection, forbidden
bands and the existence of space hannoni cs (wave components which can
propagate with phase velocities very different from that in the
unifonn medium).

These phenomena occur to electromagnetic waves in

the microwave regime, optical regime or x-ray regime.

They occur

with acoustic waves, electron waves and plasma waves. They may be
observed in natural oo:urring periodic structures - like the crystal
lattice- as well as artificial periodic structures like periodic
waveguides and optical gratings.
Many physical phenomena may be described as the result of
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interaction between two, three or more waves .

Suppose we have two

traveling plane waves
A (!:_,t)
1

{I-1)
A (_!:.,t)
2

Using very general terms to describe a vast class of phenomena, we
may say that the "coupling strength" or the "interaction rate" between
the two waves will be proportional to the time-space overlap of the two
field waves (assuming the coupling mechanism is uniform in space and
time)

*JJ e i[( wl-w2)t -

A1A2

(~1-~)_!:.] 3
d rdt

(I -2)

This overlap integral will be maximal when
(I-3)

(I-4)

These conditions can be referred to as tempora 1 and spatia 1 "phase
matching" and are equivalent to the familiar conditions of energy
conservation and momentum conversation.
We may clarify this concept

a little more by considering a

familiar example -quantum mechanical radiative transition of an electron.
This example (which will be broadly discussed later in Chapter VI)
can be described as a three wave interaction.

Instead of {I-2) the

transition rate will be proportional to a term like
(I-5)
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where w1 =?1/11, w2 =~ 2 !1f, fl and Fz are the energies of the
electron in the initial and final states respectively, and w is the
3

radiation frequency.

The phase matching condition
(I-6)

( I-7)

are equivalent to the familiar energy and momentum conservation con~
ditions respectively ~l

-F2

3

=liw3 , £.1 -~ =1l~ •

1

where£_ = 1i~ •
1

~ ~ ~~ are the electron momenta at the initial and final states res-

pectively and ~3 is the propagation vector of the radiation.
The significance of periodic structures in supporting different
wave interactions which can be described in the above mentioned manner,
can now be appreciated.

The mode solutions of a field wave

equation in a spatially periodic medium is given according to the Floquet
(or Bloch) theorem by
~(!:_, t)

=~

~{g_,w)e

i (wt-%!)

(I -9)

where G are the vectors of the reciprocal lattice of the periodic
structure.

(In the one dimensional periodicity case[§J= m 2;r/L,

m = 0, ±1,±2, ... and Lis the period.)
in Eq.

(I-~

We call the elements of the sum

space hannonics and the zero order space hannonic 6 = 0

the fundamenta 1.
Since each wave in a periodic structure has an infinite number
of space harmonics with different momenta, momentum conservation

-4condition (or spatial phase matching) can occur between waves which are
normally unmatched in an homogeneous medium, and hence the interaction
between them can be largely increased.

This phase matching can occur

between modes of the same kind of wave (ordinary Bragg reflection can
be described this way) as well as interaction between different kinds
of waves (like electron- photon interaction in periodic structure which
will be discussed in Chapters VI, VII).

Deliberate phase matching is

possible in artificial periodic structures where the periodicity L
can be chosen in advance so that the lattice momentum 1~1 = m ~TI
will provide spatial phase matching between particular waves of interest.
In the present work

I intend to present some interactions in

periodic structures with special emphasis on interactions between
electron and electromagnetic waves in different physical regimes.
In Chapter II I present a Floquet mode approximate

solution

of electromagnetic wave propagation in a periodic dielectric waveguide
and in particular, thin film dielectric waveguide with a periodically
perturbed surface (Fig. 1).

This last structure is of particular

interest to Caltech's Quantum Electronics research group, which has
recently demonstrated its fabrication with a new state of the art
period as short as 1000A and with lengths of the order of centimeter
[Garvin1973].

This structure is also fitting for integration in

future monolithic integrated optics circuits which is one of this group's
research objectives.

The third chapter presents analyses of several

applications of this structure utilizing the results of Chapter II.
Inclusive analysis of the interaction between electrons and

-5-

electromagnetic waves in periodic semiconductor structures is given in
Chapters IV to VI.

A classical collision dominated regime is analyzed

in Chapter IV, Chapter V presents classical analysis in the collisionless kinetic regime, and in Chapter VI we present a quantum mechanical
extension of the theory.

The three different treatments are then

discussed in Chapter VII, showing their mutual consistency and their
consistency and relation with conventional traveling wave interaction
analysis and related effects like Smith-Purcell radiation, Cerenkov
radiation , free electron laser, coherent bremstrahlung in the crystal
lattice, s uperlattice effects and the distributed feedback single
crystal x-ray laser .

-6-

CHAPTER II
ANALYSIS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC MODES
IN PERIODIC THIN FILM DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES
1.

Introduction
Wave equations and particularly the Maxwell equations were

previously solved in the crystal lattice and in stratified media in some
operational regimes by several authors [e.g. Brillouin 1946, Tamir 1964,
Elachi 1971, 1972].

However, the problem of periodic thin film

dielectric waveguide is different from the case of stratified media,
because of the need to match boundary conditions transversely to
the periodicity direction, which complicates the mathematical solution.
Following the recent interest in propagation of light waves in
periodic thin film dielectric waveguide (with particular reference
to application in integrated optics) several analyses of some particular cases of thi s problem were recently presented. These analyses
were usually based on computer calculation and solve particular cases
(symmetric waveguide, Bragg reflection regime, leaky waveguides)
[Dabby 1972, Sakuda 1973, Peng 1973, 1974].
It is our goal in this chapter to present an approximate
analytic solution for electromagnetic wave propagation in a periodic waveguide and in particular in a structure like that in Fig. 1. The analytic
approximate expressions that we will derive in this chapter for the
space harmonics of the electromagnetic wave will be used in Chapter III
to evaluate different applications in different regimes with convenience
•

and transparency that are not achievable by a computer calculation.

-7The structure which is under investigation (Fig. 1) is an
asymmetric dielectric waveguide with a thin periodically perturbed
surface layer.

The importance of this case is that it corresponds to

practically producible

periodic thin film waveguides.

The structure

is composed of a substrate, waveguide, and superstrate layers (for
example, GaAlAs, GaAs and air correspondingly), and a surface perturbation layer that can be introduced, for instance, by surface corrugation.
The realization of similar structures was recently demonstrated by our
research group [Garvin 1973, Nakamura

1973, 1974, Yen 1973].

The

0

shortest periods available so far are of the order of lOOOA and
achievement of periods of the order of several hundred Angstroms are
anticipated [Bjorklund 1974].

Hence this structure has the advantages

of ease of production, compatibility with future monolithic integrated
optics layout, and also as an alternative way to achieve long superlattice structures and related effects (discussed later in Chapter VII,
Appendix R).
Our model of a periodically perturbed thin film waveguide is
The periodic perturbation is

described schematically in Fig. 1

accounted for by an effective layer of thickness a, whose index of
refraction varies Qlong the propagation direction z (see Fig. 1)
according to

n~

=

n~ 0

+

n~ 1 cos ~n z

(Il-l)

This layer represents, as an example, a corrugation of a dielectric
waveguide or any other periodic perturbation of the index of refraction
of a dielectric waveguide.

-8-

Fig. 1 Dielectric waveguide with periodic perturbation layer of
sinusoidally varying dielectric constant.
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Fig. 2 Periodic waveguide with rectangular corrugation.
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In the case of rectangular corrugation of the thin film surface
with period L (see Fig. 2) n~ 0 and n~ 1 are the zero and first order
Fourier coefficients of the step funct1on:
(II -2)

(II-3)

The higher Fourier components of the corrugation function can be treated
by methods similar to those presented below.
In the following we will consider in particular the case of a
symmetric corrugation (L 1 = ~) so that:
2 +

2

n2 = ng
na
LO
2

(II -4)

(II -5)

In the present analysis the treatment is limited to two dimensional
waveguides and no variation in the y direction is assumed.

The results

will be approximately valid for three dimensional guides and especially
those with a large transverse aspect ratio.
2.

Derivation of the Mode Equations

TE Modes
From Maxwe11•s equations:

we obtain

y_

X

~ = -i w ll

'J_

X

g. =

2

i

2

W

g.

(I I -6)

£_5.

(II-7)

~

(II -8)

IJ ~+w}.l e: ~=O

-10Taking
(I I -9)
i = s,g,L,a refers to the different layers of Figs. 1,2
k2 - w2

The equation for

~Y

(II-10)

in layer i is:

(II-11)
Because of the periodicity of the dielectric constant,

~Y(x,z)

must possess the Floquet form
( II-12)
where:
S

m

= So

+ m 21T

(II-13)

L

When we substitute (II-12) into (II-11) and rearrange the order
of summation we get

where the primes mean differentiation with respect to the argument x.
Due to the uniqueness theorem of the Fourier expansion
(II-15)
This is an infinite set of equations which couples each space
harmonic to the next lower and higher harmonics.

The last result may

be applied to the different layers i = s,g,L,a of the waveguide (see
Fig. 1).

When we come to the periodic layer (0 < x < a), we have
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2
. h.1ng nLl
.
non-van1s

Th e other 1ayers are homogenous and nil
2 = o.

The result is
2
mm= 0

a" - a a

X <

-t

(II-16)

a" + h2a

0 > X > -t

(II-17)

a > x > 0

(II-18)

x

(II-19)

m

m

mm = 0

>

a

where we defined
(II -20)
( II-21)
(I I-22}
(I I -23)

In addition to equations (II-16+19} the field solutions need
satisfy the continuity condit·ions of ~Y and 3:4_ = (i/w~ } a~Y/ax.
( II - 12 } we get
.
.
-l S0 z
-1m
L am(x-}e
e
m
.
.
e-l Soz L a•(x-)e-lm
m m

2n
.
- z -1...,0 0 z
L =e

.
2n
-1m - z
L a (x+)e L
m m
2n
.
. 2n
r- z= e-l Soz L a•(x+)e-lm r- z
m m

From

(II-24)
(II-25)

Applying (II-24,25) at the interfaces x = -t,O,a and equating
separately the corresponding Fourier coefficients results in
a (-t-) = a (-t+)
m
m

(II -26)

am(o-) = am(O+)

(I I -27)

am(a-) = am(a+ )

(II-28)

-12a•( .. t-) = a•(-t+)
m

(II-29)

a~ ( 0- )

a~ ( 0+ )

( II-30)

m

=

( II-31)
The set of equations (II-16) to (11-19) together with the
boundary conditions (II-26) to (11-31) and the appropriate conditions
for the behavior at x

= too

constitute a well defined problem.

Had we

allowed, instead of (11-1), a periodic layer with additional Fourier
components, the derivation would be similar except that additional
higher and lower space harmonics would appear on the right hand side of
Eq. (II-18).

TM Modes
The equation for the magnetic field which is derived from the
Maxwell equations (11-6,7) is

y_2.g + (y_ 1og

e:) x

(y_ xj{_) +

i

ll £

J{ = 0

Assuming that in a given layer the dielectric constant

(II-32)
£

varies

only with z, we obtain for the y component :
(II-33)

Because of the periodicity,

f( = L am(x)e
Y m

J(Y

must have the Floquet form:

-i S z
m

(II-34)

As in the case of the TE mode we use only the first order Fourier
expansion to describe the periodic terms.

In particular:

d log
dz

£.

1

-132n
2n
- L gi 1 sin (L z)

~

(I I -35)

The first order Fourier coefficient gll is calculated in
Appendix II-B for the two cases of exact sinusoidally varying dielectric
constant and symmetric rectangular corrugation.

Eqs. (II-34), (II-35)

and (II-9) are substituted in (II-33), and the summation order is
rearranged to give:
-iS z
-im 2n z
e o Le
L
[all+(n~
k2-82)a + l(n~ k2-8
2Ln g1.l)am-l +
m- 1
m
m 1o
m m 2 11
(II -36)
By the uniqueness of the Fourier expansion it follows that
2 2 2
1 2 2
2n
1 2 2
2n
)
a~+ (niok - Sm)am + 2(nilk -Sm-1 L gil)am-1 + 2(n ilk +Sm+l [4lil am+l=O
(I I -37)

As before, the last equation applies to all the layers in Fig. 1
2

with nil 1 0, gil 1 0 only for the layer L (0 < x < a):

<ia
mm= 0

X

< -t

2
am + hm
am = 0

0

> X >

am
11

-

11

(II-38)
-t

(II-39)

a > x > 0

x > a

(II-41)

where Oro• hm, om, Ym• Sm are given by equations (Il-20) to (II-23) and
Eq. (II-13).

-14The boundary conditions for the space harmonics are somewhat
more complicated than in the case of the TE modes.

Jey

The continuity of

results in an equation similar to Eq. (II-24) which similarly

involves continuity of the space harmonics am(x).

The continuity of ~z

=

1
£(x-)

am{-t-) = am(-t+)
+
am(O-) = am(O )

{II-43)

+
am(a-) = am(a )

(II -44)

(II-42)

(-i/we) a~;ax, however, takes the form

~(x-)

=

ax

1 a/f.Y(x+)
£(x+)
ax

(II-45)

In particular at x = 0 we have:

2
2
2 z)]
[nLO + nll cos(Ln

L a'(O-)e

m m

-iS z
m = n2

L am(O

9 m

+ -iS z
)e m

(I I -46)

As in previous cases, rearranging terms and using the uniqueness property,
results in
( II-47)
and in a similar way:
2

am'(a-)
and;

= nLO a'(a+)
n2
a

m

(I I-48)

(II -49)
Again we have a well defined mathematical problem consisting of
a set of equations (II-38} to (II-41}, boundary conditions (II-42) to

-15(II-44), (II-47) to (II-49) and appropriate boundary conditions at
x =+

oo.

A simultaneous solution of this set for all m gives the values

of the different space harmonics am which, taken together, constitute
the TM mode.
As pointed out in the TE mode case, it is possible also in the
TM mode case to allow for second order (and higher) Fourier components.
This will add terms to the right hand side of equations (II-40,47,48).
However, observe that in the special case when £ has only one Fourier
component and is described accurately by equation (II-9), the derivation
for the T. E. mode is exact, but for the TM mode the derivation is still
approximate since

3.

-dlog£/dz possesses higher order Fourier components.

First Order Solution

TE Modes
The exact solution of the set of equations presented in Section
2 is rather complicated.

However, it was found that a first order

approximation leads to relatively simple and useful analytical
expressions .
In the first order approximation we neglect higher order spatial
harmonics relative to lower order ones.

Furthermore, we assume that

the zero order harmonic is much larger than the other harmonics and is
approximately equal to the undisturbed waveguide solution (a= 0),
which is derived in Appendix II-A.

Analyzing in particular the

example of m = 1, the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (II-18)(a2), will be neglected relative to the first term-(a 0 ), and this first
term will be approximated by the third of equations (II-A4):

-16a (x)
0

~

Fe-yx

{II-50)

X > 0

Equations (II-16) to (II-19) in thi s case become a simple
inhomogeneous set of ordinary differential equations for a 1(x), and
its solution is:
~ , (x+t)
X < -t
{II-51)
a, = A1e
a, = s,cos(h,x) + Clsin(hlx)

0 > X > -t

(II -52)

fF
-YX
a, = Dlcosh( ol x) + E1sinh( o1x)- 2 2 e
Y - ol
-y 1(x- a)
a 1 = F1e
where

a > X> 0

(II-53)

x > a

(II-54)

l n2 k2
f =
- 2 L1

(II -55)

When this solution is substituted in the boundary conditions (II-26 +31)
the res ult is a set of algebraic linear inhomogeneous equations which
can be readily solved for the coefficients. To avoid complicated
express ions we give here only the first order Taylor approximation (in
terms of a) of the solution which is valid for

o1a, y1a

«

1

A1

=b.1 h1f·F·a

B1

=

~ [ a, sin(h 1t) + h1cos(h 1t)]f·F·a

c1 = :
F1
6

=

[a 1cos(h 1t) - h1sin(h 1t)]f·F·a

B1

= h 1 ( a 1 +Y 1 )cos(h 1 t)-(h~-a 1 Y 1 ) s in(h 1 t)

(I 1-56)
(II -57)
(II -58)
(II-59)
(I I -60)

(II -61}

The vertical profile a 1(x) of the first order space harmonic for the

-17case of long period L ( so that h1 is real) is plotted in Fig. 3 and
compared to the zero order space harmonic profile a (x).
0

The same procedure may be used for any order m, when for finding
am(x) we use instead of (II-50) the expression for a 1 (x) (if m > 0)
mar am+l(x) (if m < 0) as the driving term on the right hand side of
Eq. (II-18) .

So, every space harmonic can be evaluated in terms of the

lower ones which were calculated in the previous steps.

The solution

described by Eqs. (II-57) to (II-61) is correct also for the -1
harmonic when the subscript 1 is replaced by -1.
arise for all other values of m.

When a

=

Similar expressions

0 all the space harmonics

m 1 0 vanish except for a 0 (x) which. equals the unperturbed waveguide
solution as would be expected.
TM Modes
In a manner similar to that of TE modes, we neglect in the TM
mode first order approximation higher order space harmonics relative
Taking in particular m = 1, the second term (a 2 )
on the right hand side of Eq . (II-40) is neglected relative to the first
to lower order ones.

term (a

0

),

and a 0 (x) is approximated by the unperturbed waveguide

solution - Eq . (II-A 21) .
e -yx ,

X >

0

(II- 62)

Eqs. (II-38) to (II-41) can then be solved as before, and the
solution is again given by Eqs. (II-51) to (II-54), but f is now replaced
by:

21T

fl = l2 (n 2L1 k2 + gl 1 -L

a )
~0

(II-63)
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Fig. 3 Profile of the first order space harmonic (a (x)) in
canparison to the fundamental harmonic (a (l)) of the
fundamental TE mode of the periodic wavegu ~de . Not i ce
the discontinuity in the derivative (the magnetic field)
at the perturbed surface! (In a case of a TM mode a1so
the electric field is discontinuous).

-19In equations (II-47) and (II-48) we neglect a2 relative to a~
and ai and then substitute equations (II-51) to (II-54) in the boundary
condition equations (II-42) to (II-44), (II-47) to

(II~49).

The

resulting inhomogeneous set of linear algebraic equations is readily
solved and its first order approximation (in terms of a), which is
valid in the limit of (II-56), is:
A1

=

81

=

i-[~
nLO

ln'";

liLa

1 /y + ~ y)·~ h ·F·a
"~
1
2 n~
\ 1 nLO 'j

t1 +

l

t1 +

1~
Y(Y 1 ~Y
Y[ii
na
nLO ~
+

(I I-64)

1sin(h 1t)+h 1cos(h 1t)J- F·a (I I -65)

(II -66}

(II-67)

( II-68)
where

al
-

Y]

n2

S! -1

al

(II-69)

=-t
na

yl

(II-70}

ns
n2

The same results, Eqs . (II-65) to (II-71), apply also for the
harmonic m = -1 if all the subscripts l are substituted by -1, and
f_ 1 is:

-201

2

2

2n

f_l =2(nllk - gll L 8o>

(II-71)

Similar expressions result for all other values of m.
4.

Higher Order Solution

Iterative Methods
We already mentioned in Section 3 that higher order harmonics
am

can be calculated in terms of the lower ones:

or am+l (if m < 0).

a 1 (if m >0)
mWe may also point out that if yma, oma << 1

the explicit expression of am will be proportional to alml,

so for

small values of a, the mth space harmonic is of lmlth order when
expanded in a .
By subStituting our first order solutions back into the differential equation as forcing terms, one gets higher order solutions,
and in principle the space harmonics may be completely evaluated in
terms of power expansion series by such an iterative procedure.

For

example, if we already solved a_ 1 and a 1 to the first order, we may
substitute them in the right hand side of Eq. (II-18) for the case m = 0
and so solve for the se cond order correction to a0 .

Note that the

series expans ion which i s obtained in this way has only odd powers of
a for odd harmonics, and even powers of a for even harmonics.

There-

fore, the first order correction to our firs t order solution of the
first harmonic is of third order!
Another kind of correction which should be considered is that
due to higher order Fourier terms of the periodic layer.

If Eq. (Il-l)

or (II-35) include second order Fourier components, then terms
proportional to am_ 2 and am+ 2 will appear on the right hand side of

Eqs. (II-18, 40, 47, 48).

-21The contribution of the second order Fourier

component or any higher order Fourier component can then be calculated
independently and added to the first order result due to the linearity
of the inhomogeneous set of equations.
In the first order approximation the second order Fourier component does not have a significant effect on the 1st harmonic, since
it couples it to the -1 harmonic and contributes a second order correction. It may , however, be significant for the 2nd harmonic (and
higher) since it couples it to the zero harmonic and thus contributes
a first order term, while the first Fourier component contributes only
second order term. Higher order Fourier coefficients may be important
in TM modes even in cases when their effect on the TE modes is insignificant. This is because even if £ has no higher Fourier coefficients
then the first one (Eq. Il-l), d1~9£ may have them.
11

Several Harmonics 11 Approximation
There are physical situations when the assumption used above,

that the zero order harmonic is much larger than all the other
harmonics,is not valid.

If two space harmonics have propagation

parameters close to those of the unperturbed waveguide modes
(this happens, for example, when S0

~

n/L

because

s_1 = -n/L = -s 0 ,

is the propagation parameter of the same mode, propagating in the
opposite direction), then physical considerations indicate that they
both may possess comparable amplitudes.

In other cases, the assumption

that 3 or more harmonics are significant will lead to more accurate
results when the first order approximation fails.
In fact we present in the following an exact solution of the TE
mode problem, in the case of purely sinusoidally perturbed layer (Il-l),

-22by solving formally the set of Eqs. (II-16) to (II-19) with the
boundary conditions (II-26) to (II-31), including any arbitrary number
of spatial harmonics .

In practice, this solution may be applied by

truncation to a finite number of harmonics.
The infinite set of Eqs. (II-18) can be written in a matrix
form:
(I I~ n)
where
f

1/ =

02

f

f

02

-1

0

f

f

(II-73)

02
1

f

§is the unit matrix, andef/is a column matrix whose elements are the
space harmonics am(x)(-oo < m < oo).
Since

1/ is symmetric, it is possible to diagonalize it by an

orthogonal matrix ~
(II-74)

(II-75)
where T denotes the transpose of the matrix, and

A is

a di.agonal

matrix whose diagonal elements are:

A 11..

=A~1

(II-76)

Hence A~ are the eigenvalues of the matrix ~.
When we substitute in Eq. (II-72) the transformation
(II-77)

-23we. get:

(#$-+A)A

=a

Since this is a diagonal set it is readily solved for
components of

a.1

the

~

= o .cOS A.X + E.sin A.X
1

a.,
1

1

1

1

- oo< i <oo

(II-.79)

-t <

(I I-BO)

then using (II- 77):
00

a = I T .[D.cosA.x+E .sin A. x]
1
J
J
m j =-oo mJ J

X <

0

where TmJ. are the elements of the matrix i7
rrr .
For the other layers, as in Section 1:
am(x+t)
X < -t
am= ~e
am = Bmcos(hmx) + Cmsin(hmx)
-y (x-a)
am = Fm e m

(II .81 )

0 > X > -t

( II.82 )

x > a

(II- 8~

When this is substituted in boundary conditions (II-26) to (II-31),
one gets after short manipulation:
hm[amcos(hmt)-hmsin(hmt)JI Tm.D .-[a sin(hmt)+h cos(h t)JI A.T .E.= 0
j
J J m
m
m j J mJ J
(II -84)
\[ymcos(AJ·a)-A.sin(AJ·a)]T jD.+\[y sin(AJ·a)+A.COS(A.a)]T .E.= 0
J
m J j m
J
J
mJ J
)
(II -85)

(- oo < m < oo)

To satisfy the infinite set of Eqs. (II-84,85 )

the deter-

minant of the coefficients of the unknown D., E. must be equated to
J

zero.

J

This equation gives the dispersipn relation of S0 vs. w.

When the dispersion equation is solved, all the coefficients Am, Bm,
Cm, Dm, Em, Fm may be obtained up to a multiplicative constant, which

-24may be determined by a normalization condition or by fixing

c0 •

In practice, the procedure just discussed may be used to obtain
an approximate solution in which m spans a finite number of integral
values.

Note, that if the dielectric constant of the perturbed layer

(Eq. II-1) has additional Fourier component, its only effect will be
to add additional symmetric diagonal rows to the matrix

(Eq. II-73).

A similar procedure may also be used in the case of TM modes.

This

involves a slightly more complicated derivation and will not be
considered further here.

5.

Adiabatic Approximation
For very large periods of the spatial perturbation, (A << L),

a simple approximation can be applied which leads to explicit expressions for all the space harmonics.

We will shortly describe this

approximation, previously presented in [Somekh 1972].
In the limit L

>>

A the solution must approach that of the

unperturbed waveguide, but with a z-modulated amplitude envelope.
Taking for instance the TE mode case the field can be written in the
fonn of

( II-86)

where aP(x) is the normalized solution of the pth TE mode in the
unperturbed dielectric waveguide (Appendix II-A) and KP(z) is the
excitation amplitude of mode p.
We regard the periodic layer as a small perturbation 6n 2 (x,z)
to the unperturbed case, then by substitution of (II-86) into equation
(II-8) and by making use of the orthogonality of the unperturbed
waveguide modes and the nonnalization (II-Al4) obtain [Somekh 1972,
Marcuse 1969]:

-252
a KP _

---::-z
dZ

f Iap (x) I2M 2 (x,z)dx

00

. a aKP __
2 13
p
21 . .,
-k 2,,g , K
dZ
..,...

( II-87)

- co

where it was assumed that the waveguide carries only the mode p.
When Eq. (Il-l) is used we receive for ~n 2 :
0 < x < a

(II-88)
otherwise
For the case L
also assume a

A we can neglect the first term in (II-87).

>>

0,

+

If we

the solution of (II-87) is

2
k2
2 2
2
k
2 2
2
-i 2 WJ..l laP(o) l (nL 0-na)az e-i 81TWJ..l laP(O) I nLlaL sin(Lrrz)
KP(z) = KP(O)e
(I I-89)

Using a familiar expansion in terms of Bessel functions for
the last exponential in (II-89) and substituting back in Eq. (II-86)
we ge t
-1. ( 8 +m -2rr ) z
0
L
E = aP( x) \ C e
{II-90)
Y
m~..QO m
where

em = KP(o)Jm(M)
2

2
8 ~wJ..l laP(0)1 n~ 1 La

M

=

13

= 13

(II-91)
(I I -92)

2

o

+ __k__ laP(o)l 2 (n 2LO - n2 )a
· 2w]..l
a

(II-93)

-26and Jm is them order Bessel function. *

We thus find that the amplitude of the m space harmonic is
proportional to the mth order Bessel function, and for a large
argument M it is possible for the higher order space harmonics to
have higher amplitude than the zero space harmonic .

On the other

hand, when a tends to zero all the space harmonics except the zero
order become vanishingly small.

For M << 1 we have in particular for

a well confined mode (when S ~ ngk and h

~

n/t) and symmetrical

rectangular corrugation {Eq. II-5):
(I I -94)

In deriving the last expression we substituted a(O)

=F=-~/f·flf

which results from Eqs. (II-A4, A9, Al5).
Note that in this approximation all the harmonics have the same
x profile.

*The periodic spatial modulation considered here is analogous to that

of temporal phase modulation of a carrier wave.
we can write instead of (II-86)
where

aP(x)exp[-i
S(z) ~S 0 +

In the limit L >> A

Js (z)dz]

*

a cos ~n z

where t is the height of the guiding layer (See Fig. 1). Substituting
the second equation in the first will also give a result in the form
of (II-89).

6.

-27Discussion on the Approximations
The first order approximation and the adiabatic approximation

provide explicit expressions for the space harmonics, and therefore
they are in many cases more useful than the more accurate numerical
solution.

However, one has to be aware of the limits in which these

approximations are valid.
In the first order approximation we neglected higher order
space harmonics relative to lower ones.

This assumption must be

checked after getting the explicit solution.

From the solution for

the first order harmonic (Eqs. II-57 to II-61 for the TE mode or
Eqs. II-64 to II-68 for the TM mode) we note that it will cease
being negligible relative to the zero harmonic whenever the determinant
appears in the denominator approaches zero.

~ which

Comparing Eq. (II-61) to Eq. (II-A8) and Eq. (II-68) to Eq.
(II-A25) one observes that

~

vanishes whenever the propagation

parameters of the first spece harmonic h1 , a 1 , y 1 , 81 satisfy the
dispersion relation of the unperturbed waveguide. There are two
cases when this can happen:
1)
23)

a

When L +

+a , y

1
2)

1
When

+

then 81
y , h + h.
1
oo

+

8 and consequently (using Eqs. II-20

(II-95)
where 8p' and 8p are the propagation parameters of two separate modes
of the unperturbed waveguide, so that 8~ = 8p' (see Eq. II-13) and
consequently a p1 =a p' y 1p = y p' h1p = hp' . Note that this will
always be the case whenever 8p = - ~· because then 8p = + ~
I
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corresponds to a waveguide mode, and condition (II-95) is satisfied .
In a similar way, the first order approximation fails whenever:
(II-96)
It is obvious that the first order approximation fails in cases
(1) and (2),because the neglect of all space harmonics relative to the
zero order one is not jus tified.

In

case {2),

whenever

Eq . (II-95) is exactly or approximately satisfied, it is physically
obvious that the space harmonic a1 is as significant as a 0 , and in the
more general case of Eq. (II-96), the space harmonic am is as
significant as a0 •

It is expected that in these cases a "two harmonics"

approximation based on the results of Section 4 will provide a
satisfactory solution .
The first order approximation fails in

case (1), because

for longer periods L, more and more space harmonics become significant
relative to the zero order one.

For large values of L the adiabatic

approximation gives that the m space harmonic amplitude becomes
proportional to Jm(M)

(Eqs. II-91, 92) which for arguments M > 1 is

not negligible except for high order harmonics which satisfy m > M.
For L large enough to allow the adiabatic approximation but not
that large to f ail the first order approximation, one would expect
the two methods to agree . For the adiabatic approximation to hold,
the x profile of the space harmonics must be close to the zero one,
•

in particular h1 ~ h0 . Using Eqs. (II-21), (II-A6) the condition to
satisfy this requirement is :
2n
L

S «
o

h2

o

(II-97)

-29which for a well confined mode can be expressed by:

(II-98)
In this condition it is also possible to expand the results of the
first order approximation Eqs. (II-57) to (II-61) to first order in
2n/L.

When this is done in particular for

symmetrical rectangular

corrugation, one gets from Eqs . (II-57, 61, Al5) a result identical
to Eq. (II-94), which indicates agreement between the two methods.
Equation (II-94) is valid of course only as long as the ratio

c1;c 0

is small compared to unity, which makes the condition for L:
t3

L << 4nng -Aa

(II-99)

Comparing conditions (II-98) and (II-99) indicates the domain in
which both the adiabatic and first order approximations are valid and
agree with each other.

We may mention that in many useful cases

condition (II-97) or (II-98) is not satisfied and the adiabatic
approximation cannot be used.

In general, the first order approxima-

t i on will be valid in these cases.

However, if the first order

approxi mat i on is not satisfactory enough, higher order approximation
with 3, 5 or more harmonics can be used in the way described in
Secti on 4.
It is difficult to find for the general case a simple criterion
for the validity of the first order approximation .

In general one has

to solve explicitly for the space harmonics and then check if the
as~umptions

about their negligibility hold.

For small enough

perturbation depth the approximation will be valid.

-30-

Finally we would like to point out that in general, the different
space harmonics in periodically perturbed dielectric waveguides,
have different transverse profiles am(x) (see Fig. 3 for example).
This is what makes this problem much more difficult than the simple
problem of periodic stratified media.
simple

Except for special cases when

approximations are justified, it is hard to solve practical

structures like Fig. 1 with less complexity.
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Appendi x II-A:

Solution for Unperturbed Waveguide

TE Modes
For asymmetric unperturbed waveguide (see Fig. 1 with a= 0),
the TE mode nonvanishing field components are :

~Y = a(x)e-i 8z
J/

i

~x = - w~

(II-Al)

'd Fy = lL a(x)e -i 8z
'd z
w~

(II-A2)

~
j_ a'(x)e-i 8z
ax = w~

.J = j_
Ol.z
w~

(II-A3)

Solution of Maxwell equations {Eqs . II-6,7) with the appropriate
boundary conditions gives:
a(x) = A ea (x+t)

X <

a(x) = B cos(hx) + C sin(hx)

-t

-yx
a( x) = F e

-t

< X < 0

( II-A4)

X > 0

2 = 82 n~k 2

(II -AS)

h2 = n2k2 - 82
g
y2 = 82 - n2k2
a

(II -A6)

a

tan1(ht) =

(II-A7)

~
h -ya

(II -A8)

h
F=B=--C
y

(II -A9)

A = -[-hy cos(ht) + sin(ht)]·C

(II-AlO)

and C may be determined by power normalization requirement
00

00

J i (x) dx
-oo

=

J I ~ 1 2dx

- oo

=

2

~ll ~

(II -A 11)
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which gives

p;;;;;;p

(I I-A 12)

ly

(II -A 13)

JT~
(t +

+

l)
a

In many cases it is convenient to normalize the power of the
mode to a unit power per unit width of the waveguide
00

(II -A 14)

in this case
(II -A 15)

To denote the degree of excitation of the normalized mode we
should relate to it an excitation amplitude

K~

so that the total field

is

(II-A 16)

Using the normalization (II-Al4) it turns out that the total power in
the excited mode is
P

2

wK (watt)

=

(II-A17)

where w is the width of the waveguide.

TM Modes
The nonvanishing field components of the TM modes are:

Ky

~

=

a(x)e -i Bz

aif

i

(II-A 18)
o

= ~ = ~
X
WE
WE

~ =

YZ

az

i

WE

a(x)e

a~= lWE

ax

-i Bz

a'(x)e-i Bz

(I I -A 19)

( II-A20)
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where:
a(x) = A ea (x+t)
a(x)

=

X <

8 cos(hx) + C sin(hx)

a(x) "' F e-yx
a2

= $2

-t <

-t
X < 0

X > 0

_ n2k2

(II -A22)

s

h2 "' n2k2 _ S2
g

( II-A23)

.

= s2 - n2k2
a

y2

(I I-A21)

(I I -A24)

tan(ht) "' h~&~i)
h -ay
2

(II-A25)

n

&

=-1 a

(I I -A26)

ns

2

-t y

- n

y =

( II-A27)

na

F:B=-~C

(II -A28)

A = -[~ cos ht + sin ht]C

(I I -A29)

y

y

and C may be determined by normalization requirement:
00

00

J ~ a2 (x)dx
_

J ~2 I(y(x) 12dx

"'
_

00

00

"' 2we:o p
S

W

(II -A30)

wh i ch res ul ts i n :

C=

{2

yt;ff

J2w•o P
s

(II-A31)

w

where:

waveguide

= -2+h2 [ t + 2+h2 .

-+-]

+ i+h2 .
(I I -A32)
-2+h2
c.
a
nsa
a
When the mode power is normalized to unit power per unit width of the
t

eff -

9--y

2n
g

u+h
y

1

-r
n y

-34f.=
.L
J lE j f (y j 2dx = 1 watt/em
w
2w
00

( II-A33)

- oo

!2Fo

c = yt;ff~ f3

(II-A34)

and the total field is

J(y = KJ(y

E = K~

where K is the mode excitation amplitude .
P

= wK2

(watt)

(II -A35)
The power in the mode is then
(II-A36)
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Appendix 11-8:

Fourier Coefficient of the Logarithmic Derivative
of the Dielectric Constant

The first order Fourier coefficient (g ) of- h_
2n d log
dz £ is
1
L/2
given by

J

gl = - f

-L/2

(k

~ ')

(II-81)

sin(fn z)dz

When e is given by Eq. (II-9) we obtain from Eq. (11-81)
gl

=

~)
jno

n2 ( 1 - Jl 2 --2nl

For the case of symmetrical rectangular corrugation,
described by step functions.

(II -82)
£

is

Describing the step function as the limit

of some continuous function allows evaluation of the integral (11-81).
The result is

n2
g

1

=

£7T

R.n __g_
~·

a

(I 1-83)
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Appendix II-C:

Computation of the Propagation Parameters of a TE Mode
in an Asymmetric Dielectric Waveguide

Program 3:

This program calculates the propagation parameters and

profile parameters of aTE mode using the equations in Appendix II-A.
The following notations in the program (left) correspond to different
notations in the text:
Input:
A

-+

n

L -+ t/A.

a

G -+ n g
S -+ n

K -+ kt

= 2nt/>.

s

Part 1:
Calculates propgation parameters for all modes and does part 2:
H -+ ht

Q(H)

B(H)

-+

at

P(H)

-+

yt

-+

at

Part 2:
Calculates profile coefficients for all modes:
C -+ Cit

V -+ Bit
E -+ Art

-37+USE FILE I
KOGEK .
+HF.CAI.L I !'EM 3
DONE ·

•

•+fYr'E

ALL

1·1 0 TYr'E G,A.~.L.K .
I. 10 1 LI NE .
1.11 LE I BCH>•So.lrtr< <G•K> t 2 -H+H>1.1 2 LEf Q CH>• S~HfCCG+G-S +~>•Kt 2-H+H> •
1·1 3 LEf P<H>·~~rtfC<G+~·A•A>+Kt2-H•H>•
1.14 L E f F<X>Y>l>•SIN<X>ICOS<X>-X+CY+Z>ICX«X-Y•Z>·
1.1 5 SEC H•.Ol·
1 .! 51 SEf NaO,
1.! 6 :::.El N•N+I.
1o11 ~E r I•l·
1 ·1 71 SEr H=n+ . 00 1.
1.!7 2 SEC C• ol •
1 • I 6 SE f J•H+C •
1 .1 8 1 SEf M•SGNC~(H,Q(H),PCH>>> •
lol 62 SE I K•SGNCF(J,Q(J),PCJ>>>•
1·19 TO SI'EP 1. 24 I F M+H• O·
I • 20 SE f I • I+ 1 •
1. 2 1 ro sn;p 1. 21 IF I•30·
1 · 22 SE C H•J •
1 .23 TO S f Er' loi H ·
1. 2 4 f O SfEP 1· 26 1 IF IJ-HI <~ . OO l.
1· 25 SE f C•<J - H>12 ·
1· 26 TO SI'EP I.IR.
lo 26 1 fO Sf~P 1·17 IF IF(J, ~<J> ,P<J>>-F<H,w<H>,P<H> > I>I.
1. 2 7 SE f l~<l+l /PC H>+l /QC H>>•<PCH>t 2 -H•H>IP<H>t 2 .
lo 26 TYr'E N,J,H,~<H>.P<H>•~<H>,J,c,I,FCJ,~CJ>,P<J>>,F<H.w<H>>r'CH>> •
1. 28 1 LINE.
1· 282 LINE .
1. 283 DO PArH 2 .
1. 29 CO PArtf 6 I F N• I O•
1· 30 ro S f EP 1·1 6 ·
2· 1
2.2
2.3
2 ·4
2.5
2·6
2 ·7
2 .8

SET C•SQrH<21 1 >·
SET V•- H•CIPCH>.
SEf E=-<HIP<H> • COS <H>+ S IN<H> l+C .
CYPE H, c ,v.E.
LINE•
LIN!:: •
LINE·
LINE·

3 ·1
3.2
3·3
3 .4

SEC K•6 · 283 185«L·
SET G•3 · 5 ·
SET A• l·
SE f S•3 ·
3 • 5 DO PAH I I •

3·6 DO PAtH 2 .
/t • I
DO PAtH I •
4· 2 DO PAtH 2.

B<H>I
FCX,Y . Z> :
P<H>:
U<H>:

SbltH<< G+Klt 2 -H+H>
S IN<X>I~O~<X>-X•<Y+Z)I<X•X-Y+Z>

S·JHC<<G•G-A•A >•Kt2-H•H>
Swrli'<<G«G-S•S>•K t 2- H•H>
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The following is a calculation of modes propagation parameters
{a,h,y,S) and profile parameters (A,B,C,F,teff) for the following
input parameters:
ng = 3.5
ng = 3.525

na = 1
na = 1

ns = 3

L = t/A = .566

(2 modes)

ns = 3.025

L = l. 132

(4 modes)

ng = 3.5

na = 1

ns = 3.3

L = .566

(1 mode)

n = 3.525

na = 1

ns = 3.325

L = 1.132

(3 modes)

9

(L = .566 and L = 1.132 correspond to
where the wavelength is A=

10.6~

the waveguide thickness is t =

particu~ar

and A=

6~).

5.3~

case of interest

correspondingly, and
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..

DO PART 1

G
A •

3· 5
1
3
• 5660377 36
3 . 55651981

s ..

t..

..

'I

.

K ,.

J
f{

BC H >
PCH>
QCH>

1
2 . 5245
2· 5237 187 5
1 2 . 189 3006
11.65891 1 5
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-43CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS FOR PERIODIC THIN FILM WAVEGUIDE APPLICATIONS
1.

Introduction
In the previous chapter we presented an approximate solution for

the space harmonics of periodically perturbed waveguide electromagnetic
modes.

In this chapter we utilize this solution in the analysis of a

number of potential applications of the structure, including second harmonic generation in thin films, grating coupler, traveling wave amplifier
and Bragg reflection devices.
All of the above-mentioned applications involve interaction between two or more waves.

As discussed in Chapter I, the periodic pertur-

bation helps to phase match the waves or to keep momentum conservation of
the interaction with the aid of the

11

grating momentum.

11

In practice we

can describe the interaction as being carried through one of the electromagnetic wave space harmonics
stant

am(x) (Eq. II-12) whose propagation con-

Sm (Eq. 11-13) is made (by appropriate choice of m and L) to match

the other interacting waves.
It i s clear that the strength of the interaction in each case dedepends on the profile and the relative power of the phase-matched space
harmonics through which the interaction is carried out.

These can be

found out from Eqs. (II-51) to (II-61) for the TE mode first order space
harmonic and Eqs. (II-64) to (II-70) for the TM mode first order space
harmonic.

Before embarking on a detailed analysis we can learn a good

deal about the profile and character of the electromagnetic wave by an

-44examination of these equations and Eqs. (II-13,20-23).

The schematic

description of the harmonics profile is given in Fig. 4 for the different cases.

It can be understood from general consideration in con-

junction with the corresponding momentum charts .

It is the apparent

advantage of the solution we presented in Chapter II that the space
harmonics for all the cases described in Fig. 4 can be given by the same
expressions which were derived from this solution (II-51-61,64-70).

The

only difference between the cases is the different size of the period L
which changes the character of the solution.
The condition for the confinement of the fundamental harmonic (or
the unperturbed waveguide mode) is
(III-1)
since only then

h0 , a 0 , y0 (Eqs. II-20,21,23) are real, and the profile

decays exponentially in the bounding media

x

>

0 and x < -t

(Fig.

4a).
The condition for any space harmonic to be confined to the waveguide is that its transverse profile will decay into the substrate and
s uperstrate

(~, ym

are real).

Assuming

ns > na , we deduce from

(II-20,23)

l o~->m I

>

(I II-2)

nsk

(see Fig. 4e, for example).
In case
<

n k

s

(III-3)
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Fig. 4
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Momentum charts and transverse profiles of different space
harmonics.
The fundamental space harmonic (or the unperturbed waveguide
mode). The condition for confinement (sine-cosine solutions
in the waveguide and exponential decay in the substrate and
superstrate) is nsk < B0 < ngk.
The -1 order space harmonic in the case when n k < B_1 < nsk.
In this case a_ 1 is imaginary (II-20) and the gpace
harmonic leaks to the substrate. This case is useful for substrate grating light coupler (Sect. 4). Notice also that the
solution inside the waveguide is more oscillatory than that
of the fundamental space harmonic.
The -1 order space harmonic in the case 0 < 8_ < nak . Both
a_1 and y _ 1 are imaginary (II-20,23) and there 1
1s leakage to
both substrate and superstrate (air). This can be used for
coupling to air.
The -1 order space harmonic in the case -nsk < B_1 < 0 . It
radiates to the substrate only, and only to one direction
(other space harmonics are confined, satisfying Eq. III-2).
Useful as a highly directional backward substrate coupler.
The first and -1 space harmonics in the case nsk < B_ 1 ,a1
< n k
In this case both harmonics are confined (notice
gtha.t
though
a_ 1 gets more oscillatory and a 1 less oscillatory). This case is useful for phase matching in second harmonic generation (Sect. 2).
The first order space harmonic in the case s1 >> n k . In
this case the profile is very different from a 0 (x)~ It is
exponentially decaying from the perturbed surface.
This case
is useful in traveling wave interaction (Sect. 3).
The -1 order harmonic in the case a_ 1 = -B0 . This case corresponds to Bragg reflection (Sect. 5).
The profile of
a_ 1(x) is equal to the fundamental a0 (x) . But the propagation direction is opposite.
·
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-47the space harmonic will radiate to the substrate (Fig. 4b) since

'1n

in Eq. (II -20) is imaginary.
When
Ism! < na k

(III-4)

radiation to both substrate and air wi 11 occur, (Fig. 4c) since both
am and Ym are imaginary.

Obviously these cases are appropriate for

application of light coupling from the waveguide to radiation modes.
Note that the profile of any space harmonic will differ more
from the profile of the zero harmonic the bigger is
S0

•

m 2~ relative to

In particular, when
(III-5)

>

h is imaginary and am(x) inside the guide is described by a
m
sum of hyperbolic sine and cosine instead of trigonometric sine and
then

cosine.

In the 1imi t

Ism!

>>

ngk the profile wi 11 look exponentially

decaying to both sides of the perturbed surface (see Fig. 4f).
2.

Second Harmonic Generation
It is well known that nonlinearity of the material dielectric

constant may lead to three-photon interactions in which (as a special
example) two photons of frequency w can combine to a photon of frequency 2w .

However, due to material dispersion, and in thin films

also due to waveguide dispersion, we

~enerally

have for any given elec-

tromagnetic mode
{III-6)
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and because of the phase mismatch (or the nonconservation of momentum)
the efficiency of the interaction is rather poor.

Since birefringence

phase matching cannot be used in optically isotropic material, many
materials with high nonlinear coefficients like GaAs are not phase
matchable in the bulk and are not used for second harmonic generation.
Furthermore, second harmonic generation in thin film dielectric
waveguide seems an attractive possibility for many reasons, particularly
because it makes it possible to achieve high power density without diffraction, which increases the conversion efficiency.

This application

is still retarded mainly because of the problem of phase matching.
Somekh and Yariv [1972] suggested phase matching by introducing
in the waveguide a perturbation of period L (Fig. 1) which satisfies
(III-7)

In that paper the authors actually calculated the effective nonlinear
optical coefficient deff

using an adiabatic approximation (see Chapter

II, Sect . 5) which is valid for long perturbation period

L so that

(Eq. II-97}
{III-8)

The evaluation of the amplitudes of the space harmonics in the first order approximation which we did in Chapter II allows us to calculate
deff for the more general case, to be used in practical cases when condition (III-8) is not satisfied.
At the present time we will analyze in detail the case of TE
modes.

The same treatment can be easily extended to the TM case.

We

-49denote the degree of excitation of a mode by premultiplying the normalized mode field (II-12) by a z dependent constant

Kw(z)
(III-9)

(III-10)
Since the assumed mode normalization (II-Al4,Al5) corresponds to a power
of 1 watt/em in the fundamental space harmonic (the contribution of the
other harmonics is neglected), the field (III-9) corresponds to a power
Pw = wjKw(z)j 2 watts (Eq. II-Al7).
We solve here the problem only in the nondepleted pump approximation, therefore Kw is assumed independent of z , and K2w(z) satisfies
the initial condition
(III-11)
Since in the first order approximation the power of the mode is
predominantly carried by the zero harmonic which is approximated by the
normalized mode of the unperturbed waveguide, we get that the power carried by each of the waves is
(III-12)
(III-13)
where w is the waveguide width.
The nonlinear coefficient d is defined by [Yariv 1971]

p2W(x,z)

-50d • [Ew(x,z)] 2

=

(III-14)

where p2w is the 2w frequency induced polarization.

Hence, by s ub -

stituting Eqs. (III-14), (III-9) and (III-10) into the equation
dP2 w
dZ = ww Im

0

J

E2w(p2w)* dx

(III-15)

- CX>

we get:
dP 2w( z~
dz

2
2
= wd Im[K w( z) *( Kw) L e
n, t ,m

-i( 82w- 8w- 8w)z
m n t

0

J an(x) a~(x) a~w (x) dx ]

(III-16)

- ex>

If L

is chosen to satisfy Eq. (I I I -7}, then a11 the terms in Eq.

(III-16) that satisfy

n+
are phase matched.

t

-

m = 1

(III-17)

The main significant synchronous terms are the three

first-orde r triplets:

(n, i ,m) = (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0,-1).

The wave

vector chart of these three terms is plotted in Fig. S,describing the
two possible ways to balance the momentum conservation equation. Keeping
only the three major synchronous terms, substitution of Eqs . (III-12,13)
into Eq. (III-16) gives
=

where

(III-18)
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(a)
~·-·-·-·-

~~

(b)

27T/L

--------------Q2W
- - 27T/L
i'J-1

•

Fig. 5.

Forward scheme for phase matching in second harmonic generation.
a. Zero and first order space harmonics of the fundamental frequency phase-matched to the zero order space harmonic of the
doubled frequency.
b. Zero order space harmonics of two fundamental frequency photons,
phase-matched to the -1 harmonic of the doubled frequency wave.
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..
..______________
--------------------------21r/L

~~w

(a)

~~w

21r/L
---------------------------

------·
13~

(b)

Fig. 6.

Backward scheme for phase matching in second harmonic generation.
a. Zero order space harmonics of two fundamental frequency photons, phase matched to the first space harmonic of the
doubled frequency wave propagating backward.
b. Zero order and -1 order space harmonics of two fundamental
frequency photons, phase matched to zero order space harmonic
of the doubled frequency wave propagating backward.

deff = d It

12

Ja~(x)

+

-53af(x)

a~w(x)dx

J[a~(x)J a~f(x)dx I (/l;)~
2

(III-19)

The solution of Eq. (III-18) gives the expression for the conversion efficiency
=

(III-20)

In the special case of well confined modes, Eq. (III-20) turns
into the familiar expression [Yariv 1971, Somekh 1973]

=

(III-21)

To evaluate the effective nonlinear coefficient deff (Eq. III-19)
a0 (x), a1 (x), a_ 1 (x) from Eqs.
The result in volves integration of products of trig-

we may substitute the expressions for
(II-51) to (II-61).

onometric (or hyperbolic) functions (a scheme for computer calculation of
deff is presented in Appendix III-A).
As an example we calculated a second harmonic generation of a
fundamental wave at

A0 = 10.6 , assuming a GaAs epitaxial film (Fig. 2)with

t = 6).1, ng( w) = 3.5,

ns( w) = 3.3 , using the computer program 1 isted in

Appendix III-A.

The bulk dispersion in this wavelength [Boyd 1970] and
2
2
the waveguide dispersion require mismatch compensation: ~ = e w - 2Sw =
0.078 \-lm- 1 (L = 80 ).lm). Using this data, Eq . (III-19) yields: deff= d/15.

-54This value is higher than the value calculated by Somekh [1972] in the
adiabatic approximation (d = deff/25).

The reason is that the adiabat-

ic approximation is hardly valid in this case since Eq. (III-8) is
barely satisfied.

With input power density Pw/wt

one gets 10% conversion after length of

~ =

=

10 megawatt/cm2 ,

4.3 em.

We may indicate that reduction in the conversion efficiency may
arise from radiation loss due to light out coupling through high order
negative

m harmonics which do not satisfy the confinement condition

(III-2).

This loss may be calculated in the way described in Section

4.

Since the amplitude of higher harmonics is generally small, this

loss is believed to be rather low.

However, radiation loss can be com-

pletely avoided if the backward matching scheme is used (Fig. 6).
this scheme the fundamental components of the

w and the

In

2w waves

move in opposite directions, so that Eq. (III-7) can be written as:
2rr
T =

Considering

(III-22)

Eq. (III-1), this results in
(III-23)

which lets Eq. (III-2) be sati sfied for all
and

2w.

m in both frequencies

w

The expressions for second harmonic generations which were

deried above are valid for the case of backward matching as well as for
forward matching.
It turns out that technological limitation s are the main factor
in the device design and in choosing the operation scheme . In practice,

-55perfect phase matching can only be approached,
2n/L
or

t

~8

=

2
8 w - 28w -

0 , because of some inaccuracy in determination of

L .

2
8w , 8 w

If the coherence length
(III-24)

is s hort enough

( ~c < ~ )

then the maximum attainable second harmonic

power generation is determined by

~c

and not by

~

.*

In thi s sense

the process of phase matching can be viewed as increasing the coherence
2
length from its natural value ~ c = n/(8 w- 28w) to a longer value,
~ = n/( 82w_ 28w- 2n/L), which tends to an infinite value as the phase
c

matching accuracy increases.
The dominant contribution for phase mismatch is inaccuracy in determination of the perturbation period
t

L

(The thin film thicknes s

may be mea s ured accurately before determination of the periodicity.

Al so, inaccuracy in

t

has little effect when the modes are well con-

fined) .

So, in order to increase the coherence length (decrease the

mi smatch

~8 )

relative to their natural value by a factor of ten--from

When ~8 t 0, Eq. (III-21) does not apply. Instead, the second harmonic power generated in a distance ~ is proportional to p2wa sin 2
( ~8~/2) I ( ~8 ) 2 . Thus the second harmonic power oscillates as a
function of length between zero and some low maximal value which is
attained when ~ = ~ c = n/ ~8 (see illustration in Fig. 14a and a
broader discus s ion in Yariv [1971].) Hence, for fixed coupling coefficient and input, the maximum attainable gain is proportional to
~~ (or inversely proportional to ( ~8) 2 ) as long as an interaction
length i = ~ c can be practically realized, and as long as the undepleted pump assumption holds. However, if ~ << ~ c then the sine
function can be expanded to firs t order,resulting again in Eq. (III-21).

-56~c =
~c

40

~m

(with no phase matching at all, L

=

oo) to a value of

= 0.4 mm,the periodic perturbation must be introduced within 10%

accuracy,when the forward matching scheme is used.
turbation of L
ing techniques.

=

80 ± 8

~m

Introducing per-

can be easily done by conventional mask-

On the other hand, if we consider backward phase

matching then for the above example, using Eq. (III-22), we get
L

= 0.765

~m

.

In order to get in this case elongation of the coher-

ence length (decrease in the mismatch 66 ) by a factor of 10, the
periodicity must be determined within an accuracy of 0. 1%, which is a
difficult task, even if the grating fabrication is done by holographic
method.

It is therefore because of this technological limitation that

backward phase matching may be difficult to realize.
3.

Traveling Wave Amplifier
When charged particles happen to move in higher velocity than an

electromagnetic wave which propagates in the same medium, then under the
appropriate conditions,

transfer of energy from the particle beam to

the electromagnetic field may occur.

This principle is the basis of

phenomena such as the Cerenkov [e.g., Jackson 1962] and the Smith
Purcell radiation [Smith 1953], and of traveling wave amplifiers and
oscillators [Pierce 1950] in which accelerated electron beam interacts
with a slow electromagnetic wave component which is generated by a
periodic waveguide.

The period and the electron velocities used in com-

mon traveling wave tubes allow for microwave frequency amplification and
generation.

-57The ability to produce dielectric waveguides with very short
period perturbation (less than 1

~)

makes it interesting to consider

the traveling wave interaction in new operational regimes.

Since very

short periods provide appreciable slowing down of the electromagnetic
wave, it may be possible to amplify higher frequency waves (visible or
IR light) or alternatively to use lower velocity charged particle current (like drifting carriers current in solids).

The first possibility

(see Fig. 7) was investigated in Yariv [1973A], and the second one will
be discussed in Chapters IV to VI

(see Fig. 8).

Assume that the slow wave component which participates in the interaction i s the first order harmonic
Their propagation parameters are
drift velocity is

v0

•

B± l

a 1 or the -1 harmonic

= 80

±

f! .

a_, .

The charged particle

The condition for energy transfer into the

electromagnetic wave is
(III-25)
which can be rearranged to:
(III-26)
Using Eq. (III-1) and assuming

v0

<<

c , it i s possible to write this

condition approximately as :
X

C

>

c
v

(III-27)

0

Equation (III-26) or (III-27) allows calculating in a very simple way
the wavelengths in which one expects amplification in beth mentioned
applications.
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Vacuum
Electron Beam

Output
Optical
Beam

Substrate

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of an optical traveling wave oscillator
using a corrugated dielectric thin-film waveguide.
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(no)
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CONDUCTING
LAY ER

a
WAVE GUIDE (n )
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(a)

xLz t-!~~~~::-:::;;::-~-~
a

CONDUCTING
LAYER

d = L/27T
WAVE GUIDE (n )
9

(b)

Fig. 8

(a) Monol i t hic solid-state trave l i ng-wave amplif i er
with conducti ng layer beneat h t he period i c corrugation .
(b) Monolithic sol id - state trave li ng-wave amplifier
with cond ucting layer on top of the periodic corrugation.
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Consider the case of the vacuum beam optical traveling wave oscillator (Fig. 7) with

L

= 1~

Assume that the electron beam is ac-

celerated to a tenth the speed of light, then Eq. (III-27) predicts
amplification range:
A ~ 10 ~m
On the other hand, in the solid state traveling wave amplifier
(Fig. 8), we want to use drifting carriers for the charged particle
beam.
em/sec.

Achievable carrier drift velocity may be as high as
When this is substituted in Eq. (III-27) with

L

v0 ~ 2 x10 7
= 1~

we find

that the wavelengths which may be amplified in this device are of the
order:
A

~

1.5 mm

We may indicate that higher order harmonics may allow proportionally
shorter wavelengths in both applications, however their interaction
efficiency will also be reduced, and this case will not be considered
here.

Using shorter corrugation periods [Yen 1973, Bjorklund 1974], the

wavelength may be reduced by another order of magnitude.
Let us discuss the traveling wave interaction in more detail. It
may be described as a coupled wave problem, where the electromagnetic
wave couples to a space-charge wave of the beam.

The electromagnetic

wave spatially modulates the flowing charged particle plasma and, in
turn, the space charge wave induces electromagnetic field into the waveguide structure.

The detailed calculation of this process [Pierce 1950,

Gould 1955] requires the knowledge of a parameter of the slow wave
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structure.

This parameter, called the interaction impedance, is a

measure of the coupling between the space charge wave and the electromagnetic wave, and is given by

(III-28)

where

E1 is the electric field of the slow space harmonic (the first
order one in this case) at the point where the interaction with the
charged carrier beam takes place, and

P is the total power carried by

the electromagnetic wave.
We are interested in finding expressions for the interaction impedance in order to use it in the following chapters, as well as in other
published works [Yariv 1973A, 1974A, Gover 1974A, 19748].
In order to

find

E1 and the interaction impedance, we can use
the expression for the first order space harmonic of the TM wave which
was calculated in Chapter II (longitudinal space charge modulation will
be performed by the z field component only

E

1

=

E

zl

, for this reason

we have to use the TM mode).
For large values of

which are to be used in the presently

2~/L

discussed applications, the parameter h1
then define

(II-21) becomes imaginary. We

(III-29)
Substituting this instead of h1 and taking the limit

x1t

>>

1

(III-30)

-62Eqs. (I I -51, 52, 54, 64-68) turn in this 1imi t in to:
x,x

=s1e
-X
F
e
=1 1

a1 (x)

X < 0

(III-31)

X > 0

(I II - 32)

X

a 1 (x)
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F1

2
2
nll
nLO
+
1
n2
(yo+ ~yl)
f1
"2'" ::-7
na Yo
na
K F0 a
n2
nLO
y1 + x1
n
a

=+

(III-33)

--!

n2
1 L1
+
"2'"--;(:"Y
(Y 0
f1
0
n2
a
n2
nLO
y1 + x1
n
a

=-+

-

2
nlO
-zY 1 )
n

-t

K F0 a

(I I I -34)

where
1 2 2
=~nllk
+ 91

fl

2'TT
~ 8o)

2
nLO"
nl2 , g 1 are defined by Eqs. (II-1 ,35).
1
also for the -1 harmonic when the subscript

(III-35)
The same equations apply
is substituted by -1 and

The transverse profile corresponding to this solution is illustrated in
Fig. 4f.
We further use the equations:
Ez

±1

i Y± l

(O+) = ---:..,... F

.

W£o

2 ±1 ·K
na

(III-37)

-63i x± 1
E (0-) - 2 B±l
z±l
we:o na
2
2w£ 0
"aho
2
Fo - - 2
- - -sng y 0 teff

(III-38)

J

p

(see Appendix II-A).

=

(III-39)

wK 2

(III-40)

In the limit
(III-41)

we have:
(III-42)
and substitution of Eqs. (III-33) to (III-42) in Eq. (III-28) gives in
thi s limit:

+

n?

Ll

n

2

LO

-zzYo
n
n
a

g

)2

(III-43)

Equation (III-43) gives the interaction impedance with an electron stream
moving outside of the waveguide next to the perturbed surface, and Eq .
(III-44) is for interaction with electron stream flowing inside the waveguide next to the s urface.
In the case of an electron beam optical oscillator [Yariv l973A]
the electromagnetic wave interacts with an accelerated electron beam flowing outside of the waveguide next to the surface (see Fig. 7).
(III-32) and (III-42) we deduce that the space harmonic decays

From Eqs.

-64exponentially away from the surface (Fig. 4f), hence effective interaction occurs only with a beam focused down to

L/2rr thickness.

Equation (III-43) indicates also that interaction impedance is bigger
for the -1 harmonic than for the +1 harmonic, consequently oscillators
and amplifiers of this type should be better designed for "backward
wave" coupling.
In the application of solid state traveling wave amplifiers
[Gover 1974A, Yariv 1974A] the electromagnetic wave interacts with carrier currents flowing in a thin conducting layer located in the waveguide right beneath the perturbed surface (see Fig. 8a). The conducting
layer thickness must be of order L/2rr
teraction.

in order to get effective in-

Equation (III-44) which gives the interaction impedance for

this case indicates that forward wave amplification is advantageous.
Another way to produce the solid state amplifier is to deposit a
thin conducting layer of thickness L/2rr
face (see Fig. 8b).

If the layer is thick enough so that the mode

penetration through layer nd
Eq. (III-43) with
l/y

0

,

on top of the perturbed sur-

nd

is negligible, then we can still use

instead of na

However, when

d

= L/2rr

then our treatment up to this point does not rigorously describe

this case, because an additional layer with index of refraction
(which may be quite high) replaces the medium na
tion layer.

nd

above the perturba-

However, with some simplified assumptions we may suggest

a rough approximation for this case.
-1

<<

The assumption is that the first and

harmonics, having short range of penetration, sense

the waveguide surface and for their calculation

nd

only nd

above

is used instead of

n , but for the zero harmonic calculation the thin layer nd
a

is neglected
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Fig. 9 Norma lized interaction impedance (Eqs. III-B5TB7) for
interaction with the fundamental even TM mode in a symmetric waveguide ng=3.5, na=n 5 =1.

and medium na

-66only is assumed to be for

x

> 0 .

The resulting

interaction impedance is in this approximation
2
2
nl 1 nLO
2
+--Y)

+
K± l ( 0 )

n2 n2
o
d
g (III-45)

2

2

where gPnLO'nL 1 are calculated from (II-4,5,B3) with nd instead
of na , but h0 ,B 0 ,y 0 ,teff are calculated with the assumption
d =0 .

For this case apparently the backward interaction is stronger.

Equation (III-45) is based on rough approximations and it is hard to
estimate its validity for quantitative indication of the interaction
impedance.

We will use it further only for qualitative discussion.

A more rigorous approximate calculation of the interaction impedance
in the case of Fig. 8b (in special operation condition) is presented
later in Appendix IV-A.
We use Eq. (III-43) to calculate interaction impedance for a
particular example in which the thin waveguiding layer is GaAs -n
3.5

and the periodic perturbation is introduced by

rugation of the surface (L 1 = L/2

11

Symmetric

11

g

=

cor-

in Fig. 2):
(I II -46)

2 =-(n
2 2 -n 2) -7.2
7T
g
a

"Ll

(I II-47)

n2
~n -t= 1.6
(III-48)
gl
"a
A numeri ca 1 calculation of Eqs. (III-43,44) was carried out
2
=7T

(see Appendix III-B) and the resulting normalized interaction

-67impedances (Eqs. III-B5-B7) are displayed in Fig. 9.

The electromag-

netic mode that was used in the example which i s illustrated in Fig.
9 is the first order even TM mode in a symmetric waveguide (n
n

s

= n

a

= 1)

g

=

3.5,

·

From Fig. 9 it seems that all first order mode interaction
impedances attain their maxima about

t/ A ~ l/7

For backward wave

interaction on top of the corrugation (Fig. 7), the choice of parameters

K_ 1 (o+ ).

t/ A = 0.1433 results in the highest value of

At this

condition
K_ (0+)
1
+
K+l(O)

=

=

f1E aA2W
2
0.0589 jJL LAW
0.573

£0

£

(III-49)

0

For example, for possible operation conditions a = 1~ , A = 10~ ,
t = 1.43~ , we get wK_ 1 ( 0+) = 2.16 x 10 -3n em. For forward wave
interaction beneath the corrugation (Fig. 8a), the choice t/ A =
0.1448 results in the hi ghest value of K1 (o-).

K_ 1(0-) --

0.230

£
V~

At this condition

(III-50)

2

aAW

For example, for possible operation conditions
1.5 mm, t

= 0.22 mm we get from (III-50): wK 1(o-)

a

=

A=
6.84 x l0- 6n em.
= 1~,

The expressions calculated in this section are used in Chapters
IV, V and in Refs. [Yariv 1973A, Gover 1974A, 1974B].
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4.

Grating Coupler and Thin Film Filters
In this section we discuss another application of periodically

perturbed thin films: coupling of light between radiation and guided
modes.

As discussed previously, in the introduction to this chapter,

coupling of light out of the waveguide will be performed through harmonic

m whenever Eq. (III-3) or (III-4) is satisfied.

We get sub-

strate coupling for the case of Eq. (III-3) and air and substrate
coupling for Eq. (III-4).

If

6m < 0, the coupling is called back-

ward coupling, since light coupled out propagates in opposite direction
to the fundamental guided wave (see Figs. 4b to 4d).
Coupling of light out of the waveguide is due to all the space
harmonics that satisfy Eq. (III-3) or (III-4), but we will analyze
only the -1 harmonic which couples the dominant part of the power. In
most applications we will also prefer having only one harmonic coupling in order to be able to collect the coupled light in one direction.
The condition for a single harmonic coupling is satisfaction of Eq.
(III-2) for

m = -2 .

Using the definition (II-13) we get
(I II -51)

This is certainly satisfied when we have -1 backward coupling for
which
21T

T

>

Q

~-'o

{III-52)

Best directionality of light coupling (i.e., light is coupled out only
to one direction) is achieved for -1 substrate backcoupling for which

so

+

nsk

>

¥

-69> S0 + nak

(III-53)

In this case light is coupled out only through the -1 order space harmonic which is leaking only to the substrate (Fig. 4d).
Besides being used for power coupling in optical dielectric waveguides, grating couplers may be used as transmission filters for guided
light [Dabby 1973].

To get a high pass filter which transmits at

w > w1 , choose the period

L1 so that
(III-54)

For frequencies

w < w1 we then have

s_,
Hence
w

=

2'TT
< nsk
l

(III-55)

S - L,
0

1 {Eq. II-20) becomes imaginary and the liqht mode in frequency
loses power through the -1 hannonic (see Fig. 10). In fact frequena_

cies higher than

w1 also lose some power through higher order negative

harmonics, but this power loss is significantly smaller than the -1 harmonic loss.

So, for sufficiently long grating couplers it is possible

to achieve considerable filtering of the frequencies

w

w1 .
To get low pass filter [Dabby 1973] which transmits w < w2 , the
periodicity L2 must be chosen to satisfy:
<

(III-56}

then for frequencies

w > w2 ,
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ls_ 1 1

a
1 ~-'o

=

27T
I:2

I

< n k
s

then Eq. (III-20) becomes imaginary for
at high frequencies

w

>

w2

m = -1

(III-57)
and we have power loss

(Fig. 11).

Band pass transmission filter can be devised by incorporating two
gratings with periods that satisfy Eq. (III-54) and (III-56) on the
thin film surface.
same place.

The two gratings can be put successively, or in the

In designing a filter like this , one has to be aware of

having a reflection stop band inside the pass band w1 < w < w2 . This
s top band occurs for 80 =
(see discussion in the next section) . By

r

choosing

w1

to fall in or above the reflection stop band, one can de-

sign a narrow single transmission band (see Fig . 12) .
We may mention that the stop band itself can also be used as a
very narrow bandpass filter when the reflected lig ht is used.

This ap-

plication is discussed in the next section.
In order to calculate coupling efficiency we are going to use the
expression for the -1 harmonic amplitude derived in Chapter II.

In

using this expression we make the approximation that over few periods
only a small portion of the power is coupled out, hence the mode amplitude stays approximately constant.

The next step will be to assume ex-

ponential decay of the mode amplitude where the decay constant is determined from the power loss rate calculated in the first step.

For brevity

we henceforth develop the expression for coupling efficiency only for TE
mode -1 substrate coupling (either forward or backward).

One can easily

calculate the appropriate expressions for the other cases by following
the same procedure and using for the case of the TM mode the expression

Fig. 10

High pass filter.

The condition for leakage via the

-1 space hannonic (Eq. III-55) is satisfied only for
w < w • Fot· w > w the ··1 hannoni c is confined and there

is leAkage only th~ough -2 harmonic or higher negative
orders.

w

Fig. 11

Low pass fil~er. The condition for leakage vi a the -1
space harmon1c (Eq. III-57) is satisfied only for w > ~ 
For w < w? the -1 harmonic is confined and the light is
transmitted (except at the stop band).
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w

~TRANSMISSION

-=-~-REFLECTION

Fig. 12

Band-pass filter application of grating couplers. The
period L1 grating filters out by radiation loss frequencies
w < w1 .
The period L2 grating filters out by radiation
loss frequencies w > w
2 , and also provides filtering by
Bragg reflection in a
thin reflection band . Light is
transmitted without attenuation in the band w < w < w .
1
2
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derived in Chapter II.
For -1 order substrate coupling nak <18_1 I < nsk , hence
in Eq. (II-20) is imaginary and we may define real positive q_

=

a -1

a_ 1
1
(III-58)

Equation (II-51) then changes into
a_ (x) = A_

1

1

e

iq_ 1 (x+t)

while Eqs. (II-52) and (II-54) do not change.

{III-59)

X < -t

All the coefficients

A_ ,
1
In particular

B_ 1 , c_ 1 , F_ 1 calculated in Chapter II become complex.
(II-57,61) and (III-58) result in
1

=

2

2 nu

2

k h_,a
------~~~----~------~---------------·F
h_ {iq_ + y_ )cos h_ t- (h_ - iq_ y _ )sinh_ t

1

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

(I I I -6Q)

To find out the power flow into the substrate along a distance
~~ .

integrate the x component of the PoYnting vector in a plane parallel

to the waveguide plane which is located in the substrate

x

<

-t (see

Fig. 1).
~~

~~

~ pOUt = W
-1
'2'"

where the segment

Re

~~

J0

Ey H*z dz

= L2wll

aE*

ReiJ Ey ~
ax dz

(I II-61)

0

i s short enough to neglect the decay of the mode

power within its length, but long enough to include several periods of
the .periodic structure.

We substitute in (III-61) a normalized mode

-74with excitation amplitude

K (only the fundamental and -1 space har-

monics are kept):
EY ~ K( a ( x ) e

-iB z

o + a_ ( x ) e
1

0

-iB z

-1 )

(II I -62)

and carry the integration over an integral number of periods, then Eq.
(III-61) yields only one nonvanishing term:
6Pout
-1

=

2 q_,IA_,I
WK
2w~

where we used Eq. (III-59) for

2

q_, I

6~ = -Po 2w~ A_l

a_ 1 (x).

12

6~

(III-63)

The minus sign in Eq. (III-63)

indicates flow of power to the -x direction.

P0

wK2

=

is (in the zero

order approximation) the total power carried by the mode with excitation
amplitude

K (II-Al4-Al7).

6Pout
is the amount of power coupled to the
-1

substrate by the -1 harmonic within the length
For a long segment

P0

6~

6~.

, we can no longer assume that the power

in the right hand side of Eq. (III-63) is constant.

the differential decrease in the mode power 6P0

We assume that

is equal to the power

coupled out to the substrate within the short segment

6~

(I II - 64)

Substituting (III-63) in (III-64) we can write the result as a
differential equation for
dP

o

P0

= -P q_l IA_ll 2 d~
o 2w~

(III-65)

whose solution is
(II I -66)

-75where (using (III-65,60,IIA9,Al5})
q_,

n_ 1 = 2w~ IA_ll

•

2

n~,k4h~

1

=~

--..2,_...;;.._

aoyo teff

h~ 1 (y_ 1 cosh_ 1 t-

h_ 1 sinh_ 1t) 2 +

q: 1(h_ 1cosh_ 1+ y_ 1sinh_ 1t) 2
(III-67)

is a good approximation, this expression can be simplified to
4

nu

(III-68

The direction in which the coupled light is emitted is:

(n~ k2- ~1)1/2

tan e =

a_,

(I II -69)

For the special case of well confined mode and with the periodic
perturbation being introduced by "synmetri c" corrugation (Eq. II -5) we
can reduce to a very simple working formula:

n

=

-1

2

a-l

v

2

tan e a
~

(III-70)

We calculate an example with
n

5

= 3. 3

t/A

=

.566

,

L/t

=

1.2

-76Equation (111-70) leads to

For

A.

=

10.6~m(t

= 6~m) and a/t = .05

n_l

= 35.9 em -1

so that corrugation of the waveguide surface in a length of
is required to couple out

1/e of the power in the mode.

i

= 280~

The angle

at which the light will be coupled into the substrate is calculated
from Eq. (111-69)
tan e

=

1.47

The simple formulas derived above were found to agree closely with
computer calculated coupling efficiencies [Ogawa 1973].
5.

Bragg Reflection Devices
When the periodicity L is chosen so that:
m

¥

=

280

(111-71)

then the propagation parameters of harmonic

a -m correspond to a mode

of the unperturbed waveguide propagating in the negative direction:
8-m

=

{111-72)

-m are resonant in the waveguide,
they will have the same weight in the perturbed structure eigenmodes,
Since both harmonics

a0

and

a

and generation of one of them will necessarily involve generation of

-77the other with opposite phase velocity (see Fig. 4g}.

This property

may be used in different applications which require reflection or feedback, like distributed mirrors, transmission stop band filters (which
may be used as reflection band pass filters} and distributed feedback
1asers.
We will calculate the structure eigenmodes and the stop band for
the example of a TE mode.

We cannot in this case use the first order

approximation, and will resort to two-harmonic approximation (see
Chapter II, Section 4}.
~(x,z}

= a0 (x}

-i 8 z
0

e

+ a_ 1 (x} e

-i 8_ z
1

(III-73}

where right in the Bragg condition
8 -1 = - 8o

= - -L7T

(III-74}

Following the derivation in Section 4, Chapter II , we indicate
that a (x}
0

and

a_ 1 (x} in the periodic layer satisfy the differential

equation:
(111-75}

where

'Y/=(

02

:2)

\f

02

=o
:1 = 020

(III-76}

= ([-}2 - nl2 k2

f = 1 n2 k2
'2" L1

(111-77}

0

(III-78)
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The solution of Eq. (III-75) in the region

0 < x < a (see Fig.

1) is

where

A.~, A.~ are the eigenvalues of"//
(I I I -81)
(II I-82)
The solution of the space harmonics in the other (uniform) 1ayers

is given by (II-81-83)
A CXm(x+t)
am(x) = m e
am(x) = Bmcos hmx + Cmsin hmx

X

< -t

-t <

X

<

0

-y X

am(x) = Fm e m

X > 0

(III-83)

By properly matching the boundary conditions (see Section 4,
Chapter II) one derives a set of homogeneous equations which may be
reduced into
(acos ht - hsin ht) B8 - (cos ht+ fi"sin ht) A. 8c8_ = 0

(I II-84)

(II I -85)
and another identical set in which A replaces

B.
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k=~

c

7r/L

Fig. 13

Brillouin dispersion diagram for periodically perturbed
waveguide. The broken line is the unperturbed guide dispersion curve. The perturbation opens a stop band 6k and
shifts its center from k0 to kc.

-80h2

= h20 = h2-1 = n2g

y2

2
- 2
=
Yo = y -1 =

k2 - <[->2

(II I -86)

<[->2 - n2a k2

(1 II-87)

2 - 2
2
2 - n2 k2
ex = exo = ex-1 = (!!.)
L
s

(III-88)

For a nonvanishing solution of Eqs. (III-84),(III-85), the determinant of the coefficients must vanish:
(ex cos ht - hsin ht) (y sin A. 8a + A. 8cos A. a)
8
+ A. 8 (cosht+~sinht) (y cos A. 8a-A. 8sin A. 8a)
Equivalent equation results also for the other eigenvalue

=

0 (III-89)
A.A

Equations (III-89), (III-90) are the dispersion equations for the frequency w at

B

=

n
!c
. Equation (III-89) corresponds to the lower

branch of the dispersion curve-curve B, and Eq. (III-90) to the upper
branch-curve A (see Fig. 13).
vanishes,

a

=

When the periodic perturbation layer

0 , both Eqs. (III-89) and (III-90) reduce to the dis-

persion relation of the unperturbed waveguide (compare to Eq. II-AS).
2

h(o)(ex(o)+ Y(o))cos h(o)t - (h(o) - ex(o)Y(O))
sin h(o)t
For

a~

=

0

(III-91)

0 we may provide an approximate solution of Eqs.

(III-89) and (III-90) by assuming that the thin layer "a" shifts the
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frequency

w or the vacuum propagation constant

k

= w/c

by a small

amount 6k
k
where

wo
k0 = c

=

k0 + 6k

(II I -92)

is the solution of Eq. (III-91) and

k is the solution

of Eq. (III-89) or (III-90).

Then we expand all the parameters, h1 , y 1 ,
a 1, AA' AB to first order in 6k using Eqs. (III-77,78,81,82,86-88),
and substitute in Eq. (III-89) or (III-90). The zero order parts (6k =0)
of both equations turn out to be identically zero when Eq . (III-91) is
used, while the fir st order parts result in:

(III-93)

where

(III-94)

1

- '2"

Ps =

"u -

2

2
2
(nLO- "a)

n2

2

g

n

(III-95}

a

The stop band width i s then given by the difference of the two branches
6w
wo

- -

6wA - 6w8
=
wo

2

"u

2

h(o) a

2 2(1 + 1) + n2 k2
2
"g - na 8 a y
g o t

and the stop band center by

(II I -96)
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w

...£.: 1 +

~wA+ ~wB

2w0

wo

=

1

-

2 - n2
nLo a

n~

(o)2
h
a
2
2(1+
1
)+
n2
k2
- na 8 a Y
g 0 t

(III-97)

The analysis gave expressions for both the gap separation and a
constant down shift of the dispersion curve (see Fig. 13).

The two ef-

fects may be comparable in magnitude, and the shift effect may be significant in design of some devices.
For the "symmetrically corrugated" layer (Eqs. II-4,5) and well
confined mode

(h~O) ~ nTI/t, ~+~

«

t,

(3

~ ngk), Eqs. (III-96) and

(III-97) simplify into:
(I II -98)

(II I -99)

where

n is the order of the mode.
The perturbation analysis resulted,in addition to the expression

for the band gap,an expression for the shift in the dispersion curve
(see Fig. 13) .

This shift is caused by the "DC part" (n~0 ) of the per-

turbation layer (Eqs. II-1,4).

This term has exactly the effect of add-

ing an effective dielectric layer n~ = n~ 0 = (n~ + n!)/2

of thickness

a • The effect of such a layeri s to increase the propagation constant
by ~8

2

4~ ~ (see Appendix III-C, and use Eq. III-C8).
n
g t
effect of this layer on w(B) , one should use the relation
=

Clw _

ar-

asl /asl
aw lt

-ar w/

To find the

-832 .A a
aw
oB
71Tl
oA nn
With we - w0 = ~t a
6Bn = - a = -r.:- --.r- and ~ = ---2
o
at
ttng t"
aw c
(III-99) gets confirmed by the independent analysis of Appendix III-C.
Consequently we point out that in designing a Bragg reflector
for a specific frequency (given laser) one has to be aware of the fact
that w0

,

defined by

B0 (w0 ) = n/L

(where

B0 (w)

is the propagation

constant of the waveguide without the perturbation layer, see Fig. 1,
a=O), is not the center of the Bragg reflected frequency band, but it
is rather we , defined by

Bn( wc) + 6Bn(wc) = n/L (see Fig. 13). Equa-

tion (III-99) or in more general cases, Eqs. (III-97) or (III-Cl3), can
Notice that the shift w -w
c 0
magnitude of the bandgap 6w .
be used to find

is of the order of

The use of Eqs . (III-98,99) is demonstrated through the following
n=l, .A o = 10. 6l-l ' ng = 3 • 5 , na = 1 • t = 61-1 , a • 0. 3lJ, L = 1. 5lJ .
One gets from Eq. (I II -98) 6w/w0 = 2 x 10 -3 or 6.A = 215~. From Eq.
(III-99) one gets (wc-wo ) / w = 1.6 x 10 -3 or we = 10.616lJ.
example :

0

The use of a Bragg reflector as a narrow band reflection filter
has been demonstrated experimentally [Schmidt 1974] with light in the
visible region. Fractional bandwidth 6w/w = 3 x 10- 5 was achieved
there.
We have to point out that expression (III-98) is different from
the corresponding expression which was derived by coupled mode technique
by

Stoll (1973],
6w

-w

=

2n
j

n~

-

n~

2
ng

(~)

3

(I II -1 00)

The reason for the difference is the use of different approxi mate
assumptions .

Although both Eqs . (III-98) and (III-100) were derived for
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the case of well confined modes, it was assumed in deriving Eq.
(III-98) that the perturbation layer, a • is thin enough so that
the field variation across it is negligible and assumed constant,
and first order expansion of the parameters in terms of "a" is valid.
On the other hand, in deriving Eq. (III-100) the field was assumed
to vanish at the surface and vary appreciably (linearly) across the
perturbation layer 0

<

x

<

a .

Indeed, when one repeats the coupled

mode analysis, avoiding the last assumption, one gets for a well confined mode [Yariv 19738]
(III-101)

In the 1 imit:
A

>>

2 - na2)1/2 a

TI ( ng

(II I -1 02)

this expression reduces to Eq. (III-98), and in the opposite limit it
reduces to Eq. (III-100), which indicates the limits of validity of
each of these approximations.

We also realize that at thick enough

perturbation layer "a", the first order (in terms of a) solution of
Eqs. (III-89,90) stops being valid and higher order solution is required.

Condition (III-102) may be too restrictive when the mode is

not well confined (the variation of the field across the perturbation
layer is then smaller), hence Eqs. (III-96,97) may have somewhat
larger scope of validity than indicated by inequality (III-102).
Finally, a few words may be in order concerning the two different approaches in solving Bragg reflection thin film devices.

The
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coupled mode approach solves the problem in terms of two (contradirectional) modes of the unperturbed (homogeneous) waveguide which are
coupled by the periodic perturbation.

This approach was first intro-

duced by Kogelnik and Shank [1972], solving for the distributed feedback laser in a one-dimensional model.

Following D. Marcuse's coupled

mode analysis of perturbed dielectric slab waveguide [Marcuse 1969],
A. Yariv et al. showed how to extend the one-dimensional coupled mode
approach to the basically three-dimensional problem of Bragg-coupled
dielectric-waveguide modes, and how to apply it to specific devices
like Bragg reflectors and filters [Stoll 1973, Yariv 1973B] and oscillators [Yariv 1974B].
The approach taken in the present work is based on solving the
problem in terms of the eigenmodes of the periodically perturbed waveguide which are Floquet-Bloch modes.

To simplify the solution we trun-

cated the Floquet mode series and left only two terms: zero and -1
order space harmonics (Eq. III-73) which are in resonance with the unperturbed waveguide modes.

This makes the two approaches completely

equivalent!
Claims made by S. Wang in several publications that the truncated Floquet-modes can bring additional results which are not evolving
from the coupled modes approach was shown by Yariv and Gover to be unfounded [Yariv 1975, see there references to

s.

Wang].

The two ap-

proaches are equally valid, and fail at the same point when the perturbation is strong enough.

At this failure point it is invalid to neglect

higher order space harmonics (in one case) or the other unperturbed
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waveguide modes (in the other case).

In this case it might be more

convenient to use the Floquet mode approach, basically following the
procedure presented in Sect. 4 of Chapter II and solving the set of
equations (II-85) truncated

at some high integer.

This must be usually

done by numerical computation [Dabby 1972, Sakuda 1973, Peng 1974]. We
should point out that the elaborate three-dimensional analysis of Sect.
4, Chapter II cannot be substituted in this case by a one-dimensional
Floquet mode approximation (as used by S, Wang), since the transverse
profile of the higher space harmonics is very different from that of
the two fundamental space harmonics.
By matching boundary conditions at the ends of the Bragg reflection device and by introducing complex index of reflection at some of
the layers, one can extend the analysis of this section to calculate
different parameters of Bragg reflectors, filters and distributed feedback lasers.

However, as mentioned above, one should not expect results

which are different from the coupled mode formalism.

This is well pre-

sented in closed form in Stoll [1973] and Yariv [1973B,l974B].
6.

Analysis of General Coupling between Floquet Modes
The problems discussed in the previous sections involve different

examples of coupling between waves in a periodic dielectric waveguide.
We intend, in this section, to generalize the analysis of wave interaction in a periodic structure (using the Floquet-B loch formalism approach)
so that the analysis can be applied to any additional problems of wave
coupling in periodic waveguides.

-87Before embarking on the detailed analysis, we review some of
the general qualitative results of coupled-mode theory of wave interactions in dielectric waveguides [Marcuse 1969, Kogelnik 1972, Yariv
19738, Stoll 1973].

These are descendants of Pierce's coupled mode

formalism [Pierce 1954, Louisell 1960].
A detailed and unified coupled-mode formalism for waves in a
dielectric waveguide is presented in Yariv [19738].

Following this

reference, some features of the coupled mode interaction (in the case
of two waves) are illustrated in Fig. 14a,b.

When the waves are not

spatially phase matched (which means that there is a difference in
their propagation constants
~S= SA- s8 F 0), then there is recurrent
power transfer between the two waves with small amplitude and short
oscillation period (or short coherence length;
defined by Eq. (III-24)

~

c

= rr/~S

the coherence length

, is the distance between adjacent

minima and maxima in the power oscillation--see Fig. 14a). When the waves
are nearly phase matched and codirectional, the amplitude of power oscillation and the coherence length both increase.

It is possible to get

full power transfer from one wave to the other when the wave s are exactly phase matched (see Fig. 14a).

The period of power oscillation

then is maximum and is determined by the coupling coefficient.
The case of contradirectional phase matched coupling is described
in Fig. 14b.

In this case there is no power oscillation, and full power

transfer is approached when the coupling length

(~)

tends to infinity.

Let us now discuss wave coupling in periodic dielectric wave guides.
There are two different approaches to this problem, and to avoid
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Fig. 14a The variation of the mode power in the case of codirectional
coupling for phase-matched (broken line) and unmatched
(continuous line) operation.
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Fig. 14b The transfer of power from an incident forward wave K (z)
to a reflected wave KB(z) in the case of contradirect~onal
coupling.

-89confusion we will briefly clarify their differences.

In the usual

approach [Yariv 1973B] the eigenmodes of the system, between which
coupling takes place, are the eigenmodes of the waveguide without
periodic perturbation (uniform waveguide).

The periodic perturbation

itself is viewed as the couplinq perturbation which couples the modes
of the uniform waveguide .

For example:

one TE mode can be coupled

to another TE mode by a periodic perturbation of the linear dielectric
constant. If the perturbation period L satisfies 2n/L = SA- s8 ,
full conversion
[Marcuse 1969].

between

tMNks

A and 8 can 8e attained

Coupling of aTE mode to a TM mode cannot happen unless

an anisotropic perturbation in the dielectric constant is introduced
(e.g., by the electrooptic effect or the magnetooptic effect).

If we

apply a uniform anisotropic perturbation, then coupling from TE to TM
modes is possible, but full conversion will not be attained because the
two modes are usually not phase matched (i.e., they have different
propagation constant).

This can be avoided if the anisotropic pertur-

bation can be made periodic [Yariv 19738, Tien 1972, Somekh 1972].
Alternatively, it is possible to add to the uniform anisotropic perturbation a periodic perturbation of the linear dielectric constant.

In

this case the coupling between the TE and TM mode will be considered to
occur through two perturbations - -the uniform anisotropic perturbation
and the periodic perturbation .
In most of the present work a different approach is used.

The

eigenmodes between which coupling takes place are the Floquet-Bloch
eigenmodes (and not the uniform waveguide modes) .

Thus different modes

can be phase matched throuqh their space harmonics (i.e., they may have
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s pace harmonics with the same

S), but by definition, they are not

coupled to each other until another perturbation is introduced (like
a uniform anisotropic perturbation in the case of electrooptic coupling).

This was the approach used in the analysis of second harmonic

generation and traveling wave interaction in a periodically perturbed
dielectric waveguide (Sects. 2 and 3, respectively.)

In this sense,

the calculation of grating couplers (Sect. 4) and Bragg reflection
(Sect. 5) are not coupled mode problems (since no perturbation in addition to the periodic perturbation is present).

They can be viewed as

an evaluation of the amplitude of the space harmonic amplitudes and
the dispersion relation of the Floquet eigenmodes in special operation
regimes.
In the following we present in a generalized form a coupled-mode
treatment of Floquet eigenmodes.

We specialize the treatment to the

case of two-wave coupling and exact phase matching (extension to more
general cases is straightforward).

We pursue this analysis to the point

where standard coupled mode equations are derived (III-118).

Once this

is done, one may proceed to solve these equations as in the standard
coupled mode problem, and the interested reader is referred to Yariv
[1973B], Louisell [1960].
As a preliminary step we proceed by proving an orthogonality
theorem for Floquet-Bloch modes in a periodic dielectric waveguide.
A Floquet mode A in a structure with a period L can be written
as:
(I I I -103)

-91where
~(x,z+L) = ~(x.z)

(II I -104)

We show that this mode is orthogonal to any other mode

~8 (x,z)

of the periodic waveguide if
(II I -105)

oo

Iff

oo

dxdydz

~(x.z)·~(x,z) =Iff

f

dxdydz e

-i ( SA _ 8s)
0
0

z~(x,z)·~(x,z)

If

-, -

(m+l)L
'( oA 0 8)
oo
~ 0 ~0 z
= m~-oo
dz e
dxdy ~(x,z)-~(x,z)
ml
-oo
00

and using Eq. (III-104),

(

B~

-

B~

; n

¥)

=

0

Contrary to homogeneous waveguides where translation symmetry
results in an orthogonality of the modes• transverse profiles. in the
periodic waveguide the mode profiles are not orthogonal and the orthogonality involves a three-dimensional integration.

Independently

of the overlap of the mode profiles, modes with unmatched propagation
constants (Eq. III-105) are orthogonal because the fir s t factor in
Eq. (I II -106) is proportion a1 to a delta function cS ( s80 - BA
- n ~).
0
L

-92However, when the perturbation is small, also the mode profiles will

be nearly orthogonal, which means that also the last coefficient in
Eq. (III-106) is close to zero. Modes may be orthogonal even if they
are phase matched ( e80 - 8A
= n ~) because of other symmetries in the
0
L
system; for example, aTE mode is (vectorially) orthogonal to any TM
mode even if they are phase matched.
We proceed to derive the coupled mode equation.

From Maxwell

equations ( II-6,7) we get the wave equation for the electric field

Y.
where

e: =

e: (~)

X

!

X

f_ -

2

W

is periodic with

The Floquet modes ~(x,z)
equation (III-107).

lJEf_ =

0

(I I I -1 07)

z .
are solutions of the homogeneous

We now introduce a perturbation to the system

which causes coupling of the modes (for example an electrooptic or
electromagnetic coefficient in the case of TE to TM mode coupling).
The perturbation introduces polarization
~ert(x,z)

=

Jpert(x) f.(x,z)

(I II -1 08)

which drives the wave equation:
\l

X

\l

X

f_ -

2
W

lJE~

=

2
W

lJ .Epert

(I I I -109)

If the perturbation is small the solution of Eq . (III-109) can
be written in terms of the eigenmodes
(III-110)
where

Kp (z) are slowly varying coefficients of the normalized modes

-93We substitute Eq. (III-110) and (III-108) in (III-109) and get
after some mathematical manipulation:

IK"(z}(~- ~ @)+K'(z)(L f'.. _e xvx ~
P p
~ t-" pz z
p
az .:c:.p z - --p

-e z -v · ~
'F' )

=

(III-111)

The z component of the first term is identically zero, the other
K~(z)

components are neglected because we assume
much slower than the eigenmodes.

to vary with

z

We get:
(III-112)

where

~ = ~z ~
=

- ez

x

-e z x -v x:.:c:p
~ +

y
( -e

x

kp - e

. v>'f z - ~

2

:z._: ~

=

ez (v- •..:c:..p
'fl. >

(III-113)

We assume that two modes which are excited in the waveguide

~(x,z) and ~(x,z)

are nearly phase matched through an nth order

space harmonic
(III-114)

We now multiply Eq. (III-112) by ~ and ~
over all space .

in turn, and integrate

Since hp(x,z) satisfies Eqs.(III-103,104) the or-

thogonality theorem {Eq . III-106) can be extended to say that~ and
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~

are orthogonal to any

to mode A orB (III-105).

l
L

KA(z)

bp

(p I A.B) which is not phase matched

The result of the integration is

oo

dz

[i dxdy ~(x,z) ~(x,z) =
e

-i (66) z IL

n

dze

i (66)nz

0

JooJ

dxdy~;(x,z)

- oo

~ert(x) ~(x,z)

(III-115)

(III-116)

In deriving (III-115) we had to assume that KA(z), KA(z) and
-i (66 ) z
e
n have negligible variation over one period L so that pulling
them out of the integral is justified (for the last term this
can be expressed as
orthogonal to ~
ceptibility

~ert

Also we assumed that~

l2n/( 66)n1 >> L).
and ~

is orthogonal to

hA•

is

and that the sus-

does not couple the modes to themselves.

The last

two assumptions may not be satisfied in some cases, however, the extension to this case is straightforward, resulting in somewhat more
complicated coupled wave equations (two terms are added to both sides
of Eq. II I -115).
The integrals on the left and right hand sides of Eq. (III-115)
are constants (z independent) .

Hence, with the above assumptions and

approximations, and in the special case of exact phase matching,
A
60

-

2n

n L

=

0

(III-117)
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Equation (III-115) and the corresponding equation for

K8

can

be written in the form of the standard coupled mode equations

(III-118)

where

L

oo

-w ~ J

dz JJ

2

0

dxdy~;(x,z)

t 8 (x,z)

-00

(III-119)

J dz JJ dxdy_fA(x,z) ·
0

and KBA

1 (x)

4 (x,z)

- 00

i s given by exchanging A and B in Eq. (III-119).

We first proceed to develop the denominator of Eq. (III-119).
We use Eq. (III-113) and the identity

Y: (~*

<[

x ez)

= -ez(_f X~ xi_*)

- l_*(ez. ~)~ + _l* ez(~ ·1J

(III-120)
to substitute the integrand:
L

J fJ
0

dzdxdy

£A·~

=

- oo

L
=

oo

oo

0

- oo

JJf dzdxdy[- fA •(ezx y x£) + fA:<ez • ~)~
- !t:.~ A* . ez ('-V

• ~ )J
.!(i!.A

=

oo

f If
0

L

- oo

dzdxdy[ez(fA

x~x ~)

- ez(L

x<;J X

~A)- ~(.fA X ~ X ez)]
(III-121)
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The third term can be shown to vanish:
L

oo

I If

0

dzdxdy

~(~ X k

=

=

Xez)

(I II- 122)

0

- oo

~

S is the surface which surrounds the volume of integration, n is the
unit normal vector to the surface.

The integral of (III-122) vanishes

at the surfaces x =t oo because ~(x
the surfaces y

=

±

oo

because~

=

± oo ,z)

= O,L

0.

It vanishes at

is independent of y and the normal

vectors at these two surfaces are opposite.
surfaces z

=

It vanishes at the

because ~( x ,zaL) = e-i SoL~(x,z=O)

(Eqs . III-103,

104) so that the integrand in Eq. (III-120) is the same on these two
surfaces, and the integral vanishes because the normals are opposite
on these two surfaces.
We substitute in Eq . (III - 1'21) the magnetic field from Maxwell
equation (I I- 6)

L

L

oo

J JJ dzdxdy ~·~

0

=

-i Wll

= -4i w~
Here sz

l
L

I fJ
0

- oo

oo

dzdxdy

ei(~x ~+

L x1:f;.)

- oo

oo

dz [[ dxdy Re SzA

= -4iw~LPA

(III-123)

i s the z component of the PoYnting vector and

the total average z directed power carried by the mode

PA

is

A defined as :
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A

=

(III-124)

dxdy Re SzA

Notice that the z component of the Poynting power is in general
dependent on

z

The definition (III-124) associates with the Floquet

mode an average power flow in the z direction which is the significant
physical quantity in this problem.

It reduces to the conventional power

definition of a waveguide mode when the periodic perturbation vanishes.
An alternative form for (III-124) results when we substitute the Floquet
expansion of the mode:

~(x,z)
where

Bm

=

=

L ~ (x) e

m

-iB z

m

(I 11-125)

m

2n and a similar equation for Q{A(x,z).
~o
80 + m ~,

integration over

z

When the

is performed in (III-124), the mixed harmonic terms

vanish and we get:
00

PA

~ JJ

=

(I II -126)

dxdy Re szAm

- oo

where
S zA

m

=

i [k m(X) & m(X) ]z
x

(III-127)

Hence, the average z directed power of the mode defined by Eq. (III-124)
is also the sum of the powers carried by the individual space harmonics.
We now go back to the expression for the coupling coefficient {Eq.
III-119) and substitute in it the result (III-123).
the modes are power normalized
see Appendix 11-A).

(IPAI/w

=

Let us assume that

1 watt per em waveguide width,

In fact, if the perturbation is small, and most of

-98the power is carried by the fundamental harmonic, the normalization is
given by Eq. (II-Al4) for a TE mode or by Eq. (II-A33) for a TM mode.
Assuming the mode propagates in the positive (+z) direction so that its
power is positive

PA/w
L

KAB = -

+1 watt/em, we get

=

00

{I- J dz J dx ~(x,z) ~ert(x) ~(x,z)

(II I -128)

0

An alternative expression for the coupling coefficient is achieved

.
Assum1ng

using Eqs. (III-103,104).

s0B -

2TI ( the phase matching
6A = ~
0

condition (III-117) satisfied in first order,
2TI

L

=-

~~

dz e

-i

n = 1) we get

00

Tz

J dx

~(x,z) ~ert(x) ~(x,z) (111-129)

- 00

Still a third form results when we substitute the Floquet expansion of
the modes (111-125):

*

= -

00

2 J dx

m - 00

fAm(x)

~ert(x) ~ m-1 (x)

(I II-130)

which means that the coupling coefficient is proportional to the amount
of overlap (through the susceptibility) of the space harmonics of mode
A with the correspondingly phase matched (one order smaller) space harmonies of mode B.

If we keep only terms up to first order we get:
00

=

-lf J dx[£A (x) ~ert(x)k-1(x) +I$.1 (x) ~ert(x).fa (x)]
- oo

0

I"

I"

0

(I I I -131)

Assuming

~ert

is a Hermitian matrix, and taking the Hermitian

conjugate of Eq. (111-130) results in
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-K*BA

(II I -132)

The solution of the coupled mode equations (III-118) is now
straightforward.

If K8 (o)

=0

,

we get
(III-133)

K*

~K (0) sin
KAB A

(I I I -134)

KZ

where
(II I -135)
which means that at phase matched codirectional coupling a complete
power exchange between modes can take place at

z

=

n/2K (Fig . 13a).

Notice that if one of the coupled modes has negative power
(8

0

< 0),

then in the normalization step (Eq. III-123) we have to

normalize the mode average power to -1 watt per em waveguide width instead of 1 watt.

This leads to
(II I -136)

yielding hyperbolic solutions of the coupled mode equations (III-118).
In this case we have phase matched contradirectional coupling (backward
wave interaction) in which one wave decays in its propagation, and the
other wave grows (possibly from zero) in the opposite direction (see
Fig. 13b).
When the assumption (~~= 0 (III-117) is not made, and a s light
mismatch is assumed, then in deriving (III-118) from (III-115) the two
-i (M3)nz
couplerl equations (III-118) get extra oscillatory terms e
and
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ei( ~S)nz respectively. This case leads to the oscillatory solution
in Fig. 14a.

For further discussion of the solutions of the standard

coupled mode equations, the interested reader is referred to [Yariv 1973,
Pierce 1954, Louise11 1960, Watkins 1958].
Finally we discuss the limits of the approximations used to derive the coupled mode equations.

The first coefficient in Eq. (III-106)
2
= n LTI when
tends to the limit of a delta function at points s08 - SA
0
the structure is infinite (-oo < m < oo ).

When the structure is finite

the sunmati on is over the tota 1 number of periods
the length of the structure.

~s

=

7T
NC

=

where i is

In this case, the coefficient is still a

s~ - s~

function with maxima at points
width,

N = i/L

=

n ~ but the peaks have finite

TI/i •

In order for the orthogonality condition (Eq. II1-106) to hold,
the separation between unmatched modes

p and

p' (which satisfy Eq.

I1I-105) should be
27T
Is0p - sp'
- n Tl
0

«

~s = TI/i

(II I -137)

In deriving Eq. (I1I-115) we had to assume that

KP(z) changes

slowly in order to be able to use the orthogonality condition (Eq.
111-106).

We can now specify this requirement more quantitatively. The

summation in Eq. (III-106) should be performed only on so many periods
N within which

K(z)

does not change appreciably, which means that in

Eq. (111-137) we must substitute

i

by

TI/ K (if TI/K

< i):

(II I -138)

-101We should mention that it is possible to extend the analysis
of this section to coupling of three or more waves.

In this case,

instead of doublets of phase matched space harmonics (Eqs. III-130,131)
we get triplets of phase matched space harmonics.

This is implicitly

expressed in the previously derived equations (III-17,19).

Those

equations refer to the problem of phase matched second harmonic generation which is a special case of three-wave coupling.
In concluding this section we want to indicate an interesting
by-product of the present analysis.

We will show that it is consistent

with the Pierce equation for the electric field induced in a slow wave
11

periodic structure by a space charge current ( the circuit equation

11

[Pierce 1950])

E1

(III-139)

=

K1 , the interaction impedance is given by Eq. (III-28), s1 is
the propagation constant of the electromagnetic wave first order space

where

harmonic in the absence of interaction, and
constant of the external space charge current

S is the propagation
I 1 (z)

=

I 1e-i Sz

and

of the induced field at the location of the (zero thickness) electron
current ( S

~

s1 ) :
(III-140)

Substitution of Eq. (111-28) into (III-139) gives
E
1

=

i

2
s 1

~

(o)

2
1

..J:..Al
I
26~L( 6~) 2 - s2]PA 1

(III-141)

where we specify here to a particular mode~· ~ (0)

1

is the field

-102of the electromagnetic mode first order space harmonic (in the absence
of, interaction) at point

x

0 where the electron current passes.

=

PA is the total power of the mode, which is power normalized
(Eqs. II-A30,A31).
On the other hand. in the present section we used a slightly
different approach.
j

An external current distribution
e -if3z

1 (x,z)

(II I -142}

or the corresponding polarization

E. pert

i

= -

.

(III-143)

w.J..1

induces, through Eq. (III-109), the eigenmodes of the periodic waveguides.

If for a particular mode ~.

f3~ ~ f3 , this mode will be

predominantly excited and will grow with amplitude
f(x,z)

=

KA(z)

KA(z} ~(x,z}

(II I -144)

In particular, the synchronous space harmonic field will vary as

To find

KA(z)

we solve Eq. (III-109} in the same manner as be-

fore, using (111-143) instead of (111-108}.

An expression similar to

(III-115} is readily attained
L
oo

~

JJ

dz

dxdy

~(x,z)·~(x,z)

-ool
X

I0 dz

e

i( tlf3 }1z

•

oo

Jf
- 00

dxdy

~(x,z) • ~(x,z)

{I II -146)

-103where we assumed in (III-116)

n

=

1 (phase matching through first

order space harmonic)
( ~13 ) l = 13 - SA - ~ =

(III-147)

Using (111-123) and substituting in the right hand side of
(111-146) the Floquet expansion (111-125) and the definitions (111142,147), we get the resultAthat only the term with the first order
-i f3 z
space harmonic ~A (x) e 1 does not vanish in the z integration,
1

and Eq. (111-146) yields
-i( M3 ) z
1

KA(z)

=-

e

4PA

oo

J dx fA~x) ·~(x)

(III-148)

- 00

=

i(f3A- S)z oo
1
i e
A
J dx
4P A( e - f3 ) _
1

~

00

1

(x) •

~(x)

(III-149)

Now substituting in (III-145) we find
00

J dx JA 1 (x) • ~(x)

£., (X, Z) = i

(II I -150)
or
00

(III-151)

Assuming

e1

£., (x)

= 13

this can be written as

£.1(x)

00

J dx
- oo

[J:1(x) • ~(x)
(III-152)
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(111-141)

to the case of finite width and general transverse profile of the current.

It includes transverse field as well as longitudinal field

coupling.
x

=

In the limit where the current is a zero thickness sheet at

0, and
00

J dx ~(x) • j_1 (x) =~A (o)
1
1

- oo

r1

(I II -153)

Equation (111-152) is identical to (111-141).
The confirmation of the Pierce equation (III-139) is of considerable interest to us, since it will be used extensively throughout
this work.

It is striking that the one-dimensional simple model and trans-

mission line analogy originally used by Pierce [1950] provided expressions which agree well with a three-dimensional rigorous solution of the
Maxwell equation.
A similar derivation of Floquet electromagnetic mode coupling to
space charge wave can be found in a previous work of
Ter-Martirosian [1969].

Barybin and
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Appendix III-A :
Asymmetric

Computation of Space Harmonics in a Periodic
Dielectric Waveguide and the Effective Nonlinear

Coefficient for Second Harmonic Generation

In the following definitions the left-hand side corresponds
to notations used in the text while the right-hand side corresponds
to notations used in the program.
Input
n~ -+ G(l)

n2w-+ G(3)
g

kwt-+ K(l)

n2w-+ Q{3)
s
k2wt -+ K(3)

ewt-+ B(l)

e2wt -+ B(3)

n~

-+ Q( 1)

t;~(t

-+

T(3)

These parameters can be calculated for any asymmetric wavegutde using
program 3 {Append. 11-C) . ATE mode is assumed.
Part 4:
This part calculates the propagation and profile parameters
of the four space harmonics that are involved in the phase matched
second harmonic generation {Eq. III-19):
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an(x) = AN e

aN ( x+t)

-Y

an(x) = FN e N

X

< -t

X

X > 0

where
N= 1

for

m= 0

frequency

w

N= 2

for

m=

frequency

w

N= 3

for

m= 0

frequency

2w

N= 4

for

m = -1

frequency

2w

2
hNt =jln 2
g k -

s2N

t

1

-+

yNt

-+

P(N)

~t

-+

A(N)

(These parameters are defined in Eqs.

1

f

c2w
o

H(N)

-+

II-20,21 ,23).

C(2)

alf
w

f;rw /f = j {2t
.j4w}j
~
eff

-+

C(3) = r:r_T(3)
J TC3)
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B~

)f;; If ~

JT

Bw

1

2w)J

A~ ~

V(l)

1

V(2)

f alf

-+

Aw
1

~

../~

w

A2w

B2w

-l

fB2w

1

Jfwli f 2walf

~

V(4)

A2w
-1

~

1
f alf

E(l)

~

E(2)

w

fi!W

If

fB2w

1

~~

0

If

~

Ji.wl; f 2walf

E( 3)

-+

E( 4)

(These parameters are defined in Eqs. (II-55-61) and (II-A9 Al0,A12Al5).
The program goes through different schemes in the two different
cases of trigonometric or hyperbolic solution inside the waveguide. It
indicates a hyperbolic solution by typing

O(N)

(negative)

The program types the space harmonics propagation and profile parameters and the wave number mismatch ~B = s2w - 2Bw = 2n/L .
Part 5:
Thi s part calculates terms in the overlap integrals of the different space harmonic profiles.
0

U(l,l,M,N) •

I_{

sin[H ·(I)u]sin[H (M)u]sin[H (N)u]du) C(l) C(M) C(N)

0

U(2 ,I,M,N) •

I_{

cos[ H(l)u]cos[ H(M)u]cos[ H(N)u]du} V(l) V(M) V(N)
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U(3,I,M,N)

I

= {

sin[H O)u]cos[ H (M)u]cos[ H (N)u]du} C(I) V(M) V(N)

-1

0

I

U(4,I,M,N) = {

cos [ H (I)u]sin[H (M)u]sin[ H (N)u]du} V(I) C(M) C(N)

-1
-1

J e[A(I)

U(5,I,M,N) = {

+A(M) +A(N)](x+t) dx ·} E(I) E(M) E(N)

-1

U(6,I,M,N) = U(l,I,M,N)+U(2,I,M,N)+U(3,I,M,N)+U(3,M,N,I) +
+ U(3,N,I,M) + U(4,I,M,N) + U(4,M,N,I) + U(4,N,I,M) +
+ U(5,I,M,N)

Part 6:
This part calculates the effective nonlinear coefficient.

It

types the two relevant overlap integrals

U(6,1 ,2,3) = [

JO

aw
o (x) aw
l (x) iw(x)dx]

o

- oo

1

If a f

( {?,2
W

{f1W

J2~) J4Wii

0

U(6,1,1,4) =

J [a 0 (x)] 2 a~ 1 (x)dx

and the parameter
D

D
=

2U(6,1, 2,3) + 4U(6,1,1,4)

from which the effective nonlinear coefficient

deff may be found:

-109Parts 8,9
These parts calculate the profiles of the four space harmonics
which are involved in the interaction; evaluates and types them for
points:

x/t = -2,-1.9,-1.8,···,0.

W(l) = a~(x)

= af(x)

W(2)

!Twl
Jt;;{; f 2walt
The parts also calculate at the same time (by step summation)
the overlap integrals:
0

Y( 10) =

rJ

1
aw
aw a2w dx ]
0 1 0
Ira f w

0
y ( 11

)

=

[

2
J (a~) a:~

-2

dx]

1

If a fw

from which one can calculate
0

=

Y(lO) + 4Y(ll)

as a check to the calculation of parts 5,6.

(j~f ~
(J~t!:

- 110LIST PROGRAr1 4

2nd Hannoni c Generation

4oOI LET RCX:>•<EXPCX>+F:'<PC-X>l/2 .
4·02 LET SOO•CE'<PC'<)-fXPC-)())/2.
4.1 SET L=BC3>-2•B<I>·
4oll !>El' 1{(2)al{(l) o
4.12 SET GC2>•GCI>.
• 13 SET QC2>•Q<I>.
4.14 SET BC2>•BCI)+o••
4ol5 SET KC4>~K<3>.
4ol6 SET GC4>•1l<3>.
4.17 SET QCIH•QC 3> .
4·18 SET BC4>•BC3>-L•
4 • 19 SET ~- 1.
4• 191 SF:T OC~>•CfH~>•'<<III> >t 2-BCI\I)t 2·
4.19 2 TO STEP 4.20 Ir OC~>>O.
4ol93 SET HC~>•SQRTC-OC~»·
t~. 194 TYPE O<N ),ff('IJ > •
4ol9 5 LINE.
4• 1951 LI/>JE.
4 .1 96 TO STEP 4o21·
4·20 SET HCIII>•SQRTCCGCN>•KCN>>•2-BCN>t2>·
4.21 SET ACN>•SQRTCBC~> t 2-1{(1\J)t2•QCIII>t2)o
4·22 SET PCI'J>•SQRTC BCIII>t2-'<CIII>t2>.
4• 23 SET N•'l+ t.
4o24 TO STEP 4.191 IF' 111<•4•
4• 3 SET N"' t.
4. 31 SET CC'l >•SQRTC 2/TC'IJ > >.
4·32 SET VCIII>•-ff<'IJ>IPC'IJ>•C<~>·
4o33 SET ECIII>•-CfiCN>IPCN>•COSCffC~>>+SI'IJCHC~>>>•C<'IJ>•
4. 34 SET ~·Ill+ 2 .
4• 35 TO STEP 4 . 31 I I' 'IJ•3•
4• 4 SET Ill• 2.
4.401 TO STEP 4.462 IF' OCIII><O.
4.41 SET EC9>•ffCN>•CACIII>+PCIII>>•COSCHCIII>>-<HCIII> t 2-ACN>•P<III>>•SI'IJCHC'IJ>>•
4.42 SET VC~>•CACIII>•SII\ICHC~>>+HC~>•COSCHC~>>>•V<III-l>IEC9>.
4.43 SET CCN>•CACIII>•COSCHC~>>-HCIII>•SI~CHCIII>>>•VC'IJ-I>IEC9> •
4 ·46 SET E<~>•H<~>•V<'IJ-1>1~<9>.
4o461 TO STEP 4.47.
4o462 SET EC9>•H<N>•CACN>+PCIII>>•HCHCI\I))+CHCN)t2+ACI\I)*PCIII>>•SCH<III>> •
4o463 SET CC'IJ>•CACIII>•RCHC'IJ)>+HCN>•SCHCN>>>•V<III-I)/EC9> •
4o464 SET VC'IJ>•CAC'IJ>•SCHC'IJ))+HC'IJ>•HCHCN>>>•V<N-I>IEC9).
4.465 DO STEP 4.46 .
4. 47 SET Ill•~+ 2 ·

4. 413 TO STEP 4. 401 I I' 1\1•4•
4• 5
SET "'• I•
4o 51 TYPE GCI\I),QCI\J ),'{(~), BC'IJ),I-{(1\1), PC'l>.AC'IJ) , CCN) , VCN>. ECN> •
4 . 52 LI'IJE .
4.53 SET 'IJ•I\I+t.
4. 54 TO STEP 4·51 IF' ~<•4.
4o55 TYPE L.TCI>.TC 3 >•
4o !>6 LI'IJE o
4o 57 J.II\IE.
4. 5'! I. I'IJF.o

5o 101 SET I • 1•
-111S·1 02 SET "'1•1·
S· 103 SET '1•1•
S-12 SET 7. C I .I ,"!,IIJ)•Ii<I >+liC"'!>-IiCIII>•
S·13 SET 7.C2,I."'!oiii>•HC"!>+IiC'I>-IiCI> •
s.1~ SET 7. C3,Io"1o'l> •liCI> +IiCIII>-~C~>·
S· 15 SET 7. C 4, I •"'~• 'I >•li< I >+liC"' >+ 1H'I >.
S.tSI SET J•1•
~16 SET XCJ>•C1-COSC7.CJ,[,"'!,IIJ)))/7.CJ,r .~. lll>·
S· 17 SET YCJ>•SII\IC ?;C.J, I.~.N> )/?;(.], I.~,l\1).
S·17 1 SET J•J+1.
5.112 TO STEP 5·16 I F' J<•4·
5· 1'1 SET U< 1, Io"'o\I >-- I/4•<K< I >+XC 2 >+KC 3>-X<4> >•CCI >•C<"!>•C<N>.
s .IQ SET UC2.Io"'o'll•1/4•<YCI)+YC2>+YC3>+YC4>>•V<I >•VC"'>• VCII,J) .
S· 20 SET U<3,I.~oiii>•-I/4•CKC4>-XC2>+KCI>+KCJ>>•C<I>•V<"!>•V<'I>·
5·21 5ET UC4,I,"f,IIJ>•I/4*CYC3l+YCil-YC4>-YC2>>•V<I>•C<~>•CCIII>•
s.22 SET UC S, I•"'•'I> • I/CACI>+AC~>+ACIII>>•ECI>•Io.C~>•ECIII>•
5.2s SET '1•'1+1 .
5 ·26 TO STEP s .1 2 I F' '1< • 4•
5 · 21 SET ~·'I+ 1.
S· 2'3 ro STEP S · I 03 IF' 'I< • 4.
S. 2Q SET I•l+l•
S· 30 TO STEP 5.102 IF' I< •4 ·
S· 301 SET J•l•
5 • 31 SET I • I •
s. 32 SET "'• P..
5 · 33 SET "l• 3 .
5,34 ~ET UC6oi•"''•III>•UCI,I,"'!,IIJ>+UC2,I,"1 ,11J>+UC:J,I,"1, N>+UC3,"1,11Joi >•
~3 5 SET UC6,Io'lo 'I>•U<fulo"''oiii>+UC3 ,11J,t,"f>+ UC4,t."'oi\I)+ UC4,"! , 1\1,I).
5 · 36 SET UC6olo"1o'I>=UC~.I."1,1\1>+UC4,'1.t.'I>+UCS ,I,"!olll>•
5• :J7 SET "'• I •
5· 313 SET N• 4,
5· 39 SET J•J+ 1.
~40 TO STEP ~.34 IF' J•2·

6 · I SFT D-2•U<6. 1. ?., 3 )+4•tJC6, l o 1, 4>.
6o 2 TYPE U< 6 • I, 2 , 3 >, UC 6 • I, I, 4 >. D.
7 • I DO PART 4.
7, 2 DO P ART S ·
1. 3 DO PAKT f> ,

a.

I TO STEP '~• 14 IF 0<111><0 •
II SET T. C I O>•COSCKC 10> >.
'1.12 !.ET 7.( 11 >•!. I'ICI(C 10> >.
'1·13 fO SlEP 8 .1 6·
'I · 1 4 SET ~( I O>•RCXC 10)) .
<J,I'; SET 7.C I1> •SO<C I O» .
1! .1 6 TO STEP s.20 IF' XC1 0>>- 1. 0 .
8 .17 SET IIICIII> •EC'I> • EKPCAC'IHCKC 10) +1)).
I!• I I! TO STEP I! • 22 .
q , 20 SET WCIII>•F:C'IIH•T.C I O>+ C<'J>•'.C II),
ll · 22 SET 'J•III + I·
'! · 22 1 TO STF:P fl , I l F' 111<•4 ·
'! · 23 SET YC I O>=YC I Ol +WC lltoWC2HWC3>•0.t .
'!.1?4 SET YCII>•Y<II>>WCI>•2•WC4>•0.t .
'! . 25 TYPE WCI>.WC2>.WCJ>.WC4),((10>,YCII).
1! . 27 L. I'IE •
'! . 2'1 l. ti\IE.
lj ,

I DO PART 4.
9 . 2 SET Y<IO>•O •
9 . 3 SET YCII> •O ·
9 .4 DO PART I! F'OR XCIO>•- ?. C.I>O.o.
9 , 5 I'YPE 2 • YC I OH4 • Y< II) .
Q,
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•DO PAtH4
O<N>
HCN>
OCN>
QCN>
K<N>
B<N>
HCN>
PCN>
ACN>
CCN>
VCN>
ECN>
GCN>
QCN>
KCN>
BCN>
HCN>
PCN>
ACN>
C<N>
VCN>
ECN>

...
..
..
...
..
..
...
..
.

.-

a

...

-6.406061:1
?. . 53 1021 14
3·5
3·3
3 · 5565 1981
12 · 225!:!764
2 - 34J2503 1
11 · 6965 187
3 · 4222 1989
1-22979312
--!:!46373573
--70883523
3.5
3· 3
3·5565198 1
12.7025302
2·531021 14
12. 194484
4 · 8588557 3
- .016786427 4
- . 0 1 67 195898
-9 -1 3214633• 10 t ( - 4)

GCN>
QCN>
KCN>
BCN>
HCN> ,.
PCN>
ACN>
CCN>
VCN>
ECN>

3·525
3 · 325
1. 11 303961
24.9278066
2-6987 19 14
23.89 14254
7 · 87607256
1 ·3 16525 13
--141:171 1578
-.4298159:.15

GCN>
QCN>
KCN>
BCN>

3·
3·
7.
24 .

.
..

H<N>
PCN>
ACN>
C CN >
VCN>
ECN >
L

..
.
..
..

•
•

=

•
•
•
"

T< l > •
TC 3 > •

525
325
1130396 1
4505528

5-554 19616
23 - 3930374
6 - 202 13745
- - 0266232037
-3 . 59543437• 10 t C-5>
- . 0177609594
.4772538
1.32240925
I • 15390934
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Computation of the Propagation Parameters of TM

Modes in a Symmetric Waveguide and the Interaction Impedance
We calculate the TM mode parameters of a symmetric dielectric
waveguide.

This is used in order to calculate the interaction imped-

ance of such a waveguide with periodic perturbation on its surface.
The dispersion relations of a TM mode in an asymmetric waveguide
were derived in Appendix II-A.

For symmetric waveguides they can be

solved and the different propagation parameters can all be written as
a function of the normalized propagation parameter ht .

For even

modes:
kt =

n4

1/2
2
~htl
[l +
tan (~)]
(n2 _ n2) 1/2
ng
g
a

-1

na (ht)
St =
(n2 _ n2) 1/2
g
a

yt

=

n!(ht)
n2

[l +

tan~)

n2

l/2
-t
tan2(ht)]
ng
2

(III-81}

(III-82)

(III-B3)

g

The equations for the odd modes are the same with the only change
tau(ht/2) ~ -ctan(ht/2). The effective mode width teff can then be
found from equation (II-A32).

(III-84)
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When these parameters are found the interaction impedance can be
evaluated using Eqs. (III-43,44).
The propagation parameters yt, kt, St, teff/t and the normalized
interaction impedances 'VK±l ( 0+ ), 'VK±l ( 0- ) were computed by computer and
hand calculator as a function of (ht) for different values of ng , na .
For ng = 3.5, na = 1 the results are plotted in Figs. 15 to 18 and 9
as function of kt (or t/A).

The normalized interaction impedance

+

'V

{K±1 (o- )) defined by:

R±l (0±)

-

K±l (0±)

/<~ Jt->

(I II -BS)

0

is given for these values of parameters by:
(h t) 2
0

(Yot)2(kt)2( Bot)(teff/t)

[( B t)+29.747(y t)J 2
o -

o
(III-B6)

- (0)
+ = 1.0373x10- 3
K±
1

The curves corresponding to these expressions are plotted in Fig. 9 .
The listing of the computer calculation of kt, St, yt and teff/t
is also given in the end of the appendix .
The followi ng notations in the text (l eft) correspond to notati ons
in the program (right).
ht

+

h

teff/ t

kt

+

k

ng

+

g

~t +

b

na

+

a

yt

p

+

+

t
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tiA
1.0

50

1.5

n a =I
ng= 3.5
na =I

y

2.0

'+
t

(yt)=~ (kt)
yt

10

8
6
4

(yt)= ~n~-1)/2n~J (kt)2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10 II 12 13

kt
Fig. 15

Dispersion re1ation -TM 1st

,

order mode {yt) .
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t/)..
1.5

1.0

50

A.

y

~h

{3

y

n a =I
n~=

:3.5

n a =I

t
t

+

{3t
20

10
8
6
4
6

7 8 9 10 II 12 13

kt
Fig. 16

Dispersion re l ation -TM lst order mode (Bt).
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tI A
0 .2

1.0

0 .5

1.5

-t
~
n9 =3.5
t
f3 -y--n=--=--:-1- -.......

)..

1
I
I

2 .0

2.5

n a =I

y
h

0

( ht)= 7T

,--------

7T

3

2

ht

0

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

kt
Fi g. 17

Dispersion re l ation-rM l s t order mode (ht ) .
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A
f3

y

-.JV\1'-h

-y~~-"-'--'--r-t-......;;;

0.1
n2 - - - - - - - - - - - g

I

kt
Fig. 18 The effective width (teff/t) of TM lst order.
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~dt

1 .1
,. "

n"-sin<rv.d/cos(h.£).

:;..,t ~~h • .sqrt(l+r.wn•oA4/rA4);sqr~Cg•c-"*t~l .
1.3 5!1t O&h•sqrt(l .. r. • n • ctJ<b;c;,;C'l •d/Sqrt(Q*r-a•dl .

4 !>.1t .
::.e ~
l . o !:>d t.
1 . 7 ::>et
I

1• ~
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-122Coupled Mode Formulation and the Effect of a Pertur-

Appendix 111-C:

bation in the Transverse Structure of the Waveguide
Coupled mode analysis is a very useful tool in analyzing electromagnetic wave propagation in dielectric waveguides [Marcuse 1969,1972,
1973,1974; Yarivl973B; Stoll 1974].

Some basic formulas which result

from this theory will be presented in the present appendix for future
reference and they will be subsequently used to derive a simple expression for the change in a mode propagation parameter due to a slight
change in the transverse structure of the waveguide.
We wish to start from a general formula which can be reduced to
different cases (TE,TM modes) .

The discontinuity of the normal

electric field at the waveguide boundaries imposes some mathematical
difficulty which may lead to inaccurate formulas in the case of TM
modes [Stoll 1974].

We will use the carefully derived formulas from

Marcuse [1974] .
The problem in ques tion is the coupling between the eigenmodes
{~(x,y)}

of a general cro ss section dielectric waveguide due to the

introduction of a small perturbation to the dielectric constant
(n 2 + n2+ ~n 2 ). The field of the perturbed waveguide can be given in
terms of the unperturbed modes :
E

=

L Kn(z) fo<x,y)

e

-i 8 z
n

(III-Cl)

n

where

Kn(z) is a s lowly varying function.

After some development of

Maxwell equation s assumin g a so lution (111-Cl), a set of coupled mode
equations is obtained for the coefficients

~(z)

[Marcuse 1974]

-123-

= L Knm K me
m

i( e - e )z
n

m

(III-C2)

where

where in our notation (which is somewhat different from that of Marcuse
[1974]),Pn• the power of mode n, is a real number which can assume neg-

e

en < 0). _nt is the transverse component of the
is the longitudinal component,and en is real(positive or

ative values (when
mode, ~nz
negative),

In the case of a slab waveguide the modes~ are either TE or TM
modes.

ForTE modes

tnz = 0

and £ t =

~Y @Y , then Eq. {III-C3)

simplifies to
00

Knm

=

~pn JJ

M2 ~*ny

~my

(III-C4)

dxdy

- oo

For the TM mode there is not much simplification.

When

~n 2 << n2 then

to fir st order in the perturbation:

We now want to specify to the case where ~n 2

=

~n 2 (x), viz. there

is only a change in the transver se dependence of the dielectric waveguide.

We solve Eq. (III-C2) with the initial condition Cm(O)

Equation (III-C2) can be approximated by

=

omn .

-124-

(II I-C6)
which indicates "coupling" of the mode with itself because of the
perturbation.

This allows us to find the change in the propagation

parameter of the mode due to a slight change in the transverse structure of the waveguide.

The solution of (III-C6) is
{III-C7)

The field can approximately be written as
~

~(z) = Kn(z) ~(x) e

-i e z
n

= Kn(O) ~(x)

(K -ie )z
e nn n (III-C8)

which means that the effect of the perturbation is to change the propagation constant of the mode
66n

en by
=

(III-C9)

i Knn

for a TE mode we have
00

- W£0

L\Sn - 4P
n

Jf 6n 1~ n)
2

2

dxdy

(III-ClO)

- oo

and for TM (and TE) modes
00

6Sn = :_no
~~ .

JJ

6n2 1~1 2 dxdy

(I II -Cll)

- 00

These equations are useful in many problems of interest.
Let us find for instance the effect of adding a thin uniform
dielectric layer nd

of thickness "a" on top of an asymmetric

-125dielectric slab waveguide.

The eigenmodes of the (unperturbed) wave-

guide are derived in Appendix II-A.

We specify to TE modes and to

simplify the integration we assume a thin enough perturbation layer
so that ~ny(x)

does not change considerably through its thickness.

So
(III-Cl2)

Using Eqs. (II-A4, A9, Al5) and assuming that the modes are power
normalized (II-Al4. Pn/w= 1 watt) we obtain

(III-Cl3)

(III-Cl4)

This derivation is equivalent to the adiabatic approximation of Chapter II, Sect. 5 (Eq. II-93).
In the case of well confined modes this equation can be written
more exp 1i citly.
(n2 _ n2) l/2k
g
a

Substituting
t

~Bn

effn

= t

hn : : : ntr/t

Bn : : :

nl '

Yn

:::::

we get

2
n2
- 1Tn2 d - n a
- 2rl
ng ng2 - n2
a

I. a

"2

(II I -Cl5)

As a particular case, the effect of increasing the thickness of the
waveguide by "a" (nd = ng) i s found to be
(III-Cl6)

-126CHAPTER IV
MONOLITHIC SOLID STATE TRAVEL1NG WAVE AMPLIFIER
IN THE COLLISION DOMINATED REGIME
1.

Introduction and Description of the Device
The application of periodic structures in traveling wave

amplification was discussed briefly in Section 3 of Chapter III.

We

mentioned there the possibility of travelling wave interaction with
drifting carriers in semiconductors, suggested new structures for the
embodiment of this interaction (Fig. 8), and calculated the interaction
impedance of those structures.
The possibility of solid state travelling wave interaction was
discussed by several authors.

A simple closed analysis of this inter-

action was first introduced by L. Solymar and E. A. Ash [1966].

This

was a one-dimensional model coupled mode analysis based on earlier
analyses of vacuum traveling
[1950].

wave tubes (TWT) presented by Pierce

further elaboration of the analysis (three-dimensional) was

presented by Masao Sumi [1966, 1967], who has also first demonstrated
experimental evidence of this kind of interaction using n type InSb
semiconductors [1968].

B. Zotter [1968] presented critical analysis

of Sumi•s derivations.

Another demonstration of the effect in InSb

and Ge at 4.2°K was presented by Freeman et

~·

[1973].

Further

elaborations and different approaches are presented in Refs. [Nadan
1967, Hines 1969, Ettenberg 1970, Meyer 1970]. A related work is also
that of Swanenburg, who analyzed [1973] and observed [1972] negative
conductance in an interdigital electrode structure on a semiconductor
surface.

-127In most of the proposals to date, the solid state amplifier is
considered as a straightforward extension of the conventional travelling-wave tube amplifier, where a current conducting semiconductor is
placed in close proximity to an external slow-wave circuit (helix or
metallic meander line, electrically insulated from the semiconductor.)
A different structure (Fig. 8) which was proposed before by Gover and
Yariv [1974] is discussed here.

This structure has the current and

"the external circuit" integrated together in one monolithic semiconductor crystal.

The external circuit in this case is really an

integral part of the structure, consisting of a periodic perturbation of
the dielectric constant (e.g., corrugation).

The current conducting

layer is placed right next to (or even at the same place as) the periodic
lqyer.

It can be introduced by diffusion or ion implantation (Fig. Sa)

or epitaxial growth [Nakamura 1974] tFig. 8b). The electromagnetic wave
is guided in a dielectric waveguide and no external cavity is required.
At very hi gh frequency operation (millimeter waves, far infrared)
where short (submicron) period of the periodic structure is essential,
the present structures seem to be much more feasible for fabrication than
the previous proposals , and in addition provide closer coupling between
the current and the electromagnetic wave.

Common use of semiconductor

techniques, epitaxial growth, doping, lithography, and waveguiding
indicates that these structures have also the advantage of compatibility
with electronic and possibly future optical integrated circuits.
The design considerations of any of the structures of Fig. 8 can
be aided by the understanding of wave propagation in periodic dielectric
waveguides that we achieved in Chapters II and III.

The field of the

-128first or -1 order space harmonic (which carries the interaction) is
given by
X >

0

X <

0

{IV-1)

where

a±1 (o+) = F±l , a± 1 (o-) = B±l

(see Eqs. III-3H·36,42).

effective interaction can occur only in a layer of distance
above or below the perturbation layer.

Hence,

L/2n

For this reason and also to

avoid undesirable heating, the conduction layer is confined in both
structures (Fig. 8a,b) to thickness

d = L/2n • As follows from

the computer numerical calculation (Appendix III-B) for structures made
of semiconductor with

ng

~

3.5, maximum interaction impedance is ex-

pected when the thickness of the waveguide is about one-seventh of the
operating wavelength

t ~ A/7 {see Fig. 9).

This should be a

preferable choice in the structure design.
In the following sections we present a one-dimensional coupled
mode analysis of solid state travelling wave interaction in the collision dominated regime.

This analysis proceeds along the same lines as

presented by Solimar and Ash [1966] and previously by Pierce [1950]
(without collisions and diffusion). However we add here (in Sections 4
and 5) the (non-negligible) effect of interaction with the asynchronous
space harmonics,

and we also apply (in Section 6) the analysis to a

different structure (Fig. 8) whose interaction impedance was calculated
in Section 3 of Chapter III.
2.

The Dispersion Equation
The line of analysis is as

follows~

The z-component of a slow

wave field component Ec (z) = E ei(wt-Sz) modulates the drifting carriers
1
cl

-129-

and generates a carriers• plasma wave.

The plasma wave in turn induces

electromagnetic wave in the corrugated waveguide.
the

~rocesses

Calculating each of

separately and substituting them self-consistently re-

sults in the dispersion characteristic for the combined excitation
travelling in the structure.
parameter

The imaginary part of the propagation

B gives the expected gain.

From any linear plasma response theory it results that an exter-

E
will induce a plasma current J = J (B, w)
1
cl
zl
which is proportional to the local field E :
zl

nal harmonic field
x ei(wt-Bz)

(IV-2)
xp is the plasma susceptibility to be found later.

is the local

field which is experienced by the plasma:

(IV-3)
where

Epzl

is the plasma space charge field given by Poisson equation

(rationalized M.K.S. units system is used throughout the derivation):

-i BE

pz 1

= l£ p 1 = l£ ~w J z = .:!..§.
X E
p z1
1 £

where we also used the continuity equation
UV-4). We hence obtain

(IV-4)
to derive Eq.

-130(IV -5)

{IV-6)
where

£

is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor apart from the

free carrier plasma contribution.
Equations (IV-2,5,6) give:
=

( IV-7)

This last result represents the linear plasma response to an external
field
tion

E z . It includes as a special case the plasma dispersion relac 1
e:p = 1 + xp( S.w)/e: = 0 . This follows from requiring that Jz

be finite with zero external field

Ec = 0 in Eq. (IV-7), which can

occur only when the denominator 1 + xp/e:

1

vanishes.

In order to complete the coupled mode analysis we need an expression for the electric field E
which would be induced in the structure
czl
(circuit) by an impressed current J . We use the heuristic Pierce
zl
expression (Eq. III-139):
{IV-8)
where S = wd is the interaction cross section area,

d is the

thickness of the conducting layer, and w is the width of the waveguide.

s1 =

S0 + 2rr/L

i s the propagation constant of the first order space

harmonic in the absence of charge carriers (real number).

K1 is the

-131interaction impedance which is characteristic of the electromagnetic
mode (Eq. 111-128).
The dispersion equation of the coupled modes is obtained by imposing self-consistency on Eqs. {IV-7,8).

This yields:

= 1

( IV-9)

When the coupling vanishes (K 1= 0), the dispersion relation gives
the four independent eigenmodes of the system, the electromagnetic
waves

B=

±8

1

and two plasma space charge waves which are the solutions

of e:p(e.w) = 0.

For small coupling, Eq. (IV-9) still has four solu-

tions which are slightly different from the uncoupled modes.

We can

solve for the "electromagnetic-like" mode, using first order expansion
of B

B = e1+ 68 ( 8 1 is the propagation constant of the electromag-

netic component with no coupling} .
root near B =e 1 we get

Assuming e:p( B,w) does not have a

xp( e1 ,w)

(IV-10)

In particular :

Im~ = lm6~ = l K se 2w
2

1

1

ll

Imx
P
+ Xp/ e: 12

{IV-11)

This results in an exponential intensity gain constant of g = 2 Ime .
3.

First Order Space Harmonic Interaction with Plasma Which is Described
by the Macroscopic Equations
The analysis of Section 2 is very general in the sense that it does

not impose any limitations on the plasma model as long as the linear relation

(IV-2) holds.

-132In the present chapter we use the standard macroscopic

(moment ) description of the plasma, in which it is described by its
first three velocity moments (carriers density n, average drift
velocity v, and thermal velocity vT or temperature T).

The assumption

is that in the collision dominated regime collisions are frequent
enough to relax the carriers to a steady state distribution keeping the
temperature of the plasma a meaningful parameter [Steele 1969, Stix
1972].
The velocity field v(z,t) of negative charge carriers is governed
by the force equation (collisions included)
(IV-12)

where 0

is the carrier diffusion coefficient,

T

is the collision re-

laxation time, and m the effective mass of the carrier.
The parameters

E, v, and n can be broken into de and small sig-

nal ac (harmonic) parts:
E(z,t) = E0 + E e i (wt-Sz)
1

(IV-13)

v(z ,t) = vo + v1e i (wt-Sz)

(IV-14)

n(z,t) = no + n1e i (wt-Sz)

(IV-15)

where IE 1 « IE I,Iv 1 1 « lv0 l ,ln 1 1 « ln 0 1. When these are sub0
1
stituted in Eq. (IV-12) and the de and ac parts are separated we get:

-133v
o

= - eT
E
m o

(IV-16)
- ~ E + i

m 1

The current density

J

0

=

(IV-17)

separates into two terms

= -env = -en oo
v - e(n v
ol

J

D

n0 T

+ v n )ei(wt-ez)

ol

= J o+J 1ei(wt-ez)

-en 0 v0

(IV-18)
(IV-19)

The de equations (IV-16,19) constitute Ohm's law:

J0

= a 0 E0
2

e n
0o =

m

0

{IV-21)
T

(IV-22)

To find the ac susceptibility (IV-2) we use the continuity
equation

aJ az-

e ~
at

(IV -23)

which has an ac part:

(IV-24)
Equations (IV-17,20, 24) are then solved for J , in terms of E1 ,
1
resulting in:

(IV-25)

-134We use the following definitions and identities:

The plasma frequency

{IV-26)
Thermal velocity is defined by:

(IV-27)
The Einstein relation is assumed to connect the diffusion coefficient
and the mobility

~

(v

0

D

= ~E 0 ):
(IV-28)

which, using (IV-16) can be written as

(IV-29)
or

(IV-30)
so we can write (IV-25) in the form
. 2

lw £T

xp(S,w) =

_

io 0

-(----)--.-[~2~2-(----)~2]-

svo-w +

l T

VTS - svo-w

(IV-31)

and consequently the plasma dielectric constant response (IV-6) is

(IV-32)

-135Eqs. (IV-31,32) can now be directly substituted in Eqs. (IV-9,
10) to result in the coupled modes dispersion equation and its first
order solution respectively.

But before doing this, it is interesting

to check our results at some familiar limits.

In the

limit<~ oo

Eq. (IV-32) reduces into
(IV-33)
which is the dielectric constant of collisionless drifting plasma
including diffusion effect.

When vT

=

v0

=

0 we get the familiar

expression
(IV-34)
An interesting limit to check is the case of the conventional
traveling wave tube amplifier .
temperature) and vo ~

s
l

r

0.

In this case < = oo , vT = 0 (zero
We show in Appendix IV-A that in this

case our results reduce to the conventional traveling wave equation
( IV-A3,A8).
Coming back to our results in the general case (< 1

oo ,

we realize that £P( f3,w) (Eq. IV-32) does not have real roots.

T

r

0),

Hence

ep( f3 ,w) r 0 and we usually may use the first order solution of the
1
dispersion equation (IV-10). Directly substituting (IV-31 ,32) in
( I V- 10 ) we get
{IV-35)

-136This can be written as
(IV-37)
where
( IV-38)
or when S0

<<

s1

~

51A

=

2n/L:
vo

c

A.

(I V-39)

I

(I V-40)

WT

{IV-41)
and

When the conducting layer thickness is d

L/2n

=

~

11s 1 , (see Fig. 8) it

can be simplified to
{IV-43)
The curve describing the gain dependence on drift velocity [Eq.
(IV-37)] is shown in Fig. 19.

It is a typical S-shaped curve which

turns from negative (attenuation) to positive (gain) at the beamelectromagnetic wave synchronism point

s1

=

1 providing gain at the

Cerenkov condition (III-25,27) .
Such an S shaped curve is typical
dissipation present [Barybin 1974].

~o

coupled wave problems with

When there is no dissipation an

exact phase matching condition of the interacting waves can be found
and the first order solution (IV-10) is not valid.
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Fig. 19 Gain curve of the traveling wave amplifier in conditions
T 1 0 T 1 oo . Describes the gain vs. drift velocity v0
(for fixed A.).

-138At a fixed frequency w, the gain as given by Eq. (IV-37) reaches
its extreme at
{IV-44)
2 2
2 2
2 2
The parameter A B = T (wp + vTf3 l) is independent of frequency.
For cases when 2A 2B2 >> 1, Eq. (IV-44) simplifies into
[ 2 + (vTol)2]1/2
S - 1 = B = _w
_ p"----'--""'-=---(IV-45)
1m
w
and the

maximum exponential gain constant is
Ql s l
g1 = 2 ( I mf3 ) 1 = - B = Q113 1
m

urr

o

T""'l

For the case when 2A2s 2
S

T[(v

-

2

1 = AB2

= T

lm

2]

1I 2

{IV-46)

wp

1, Eq. (IV-44) gives

<<

[(vTf31)

)2 +

2

2
+ wp]

(IV-47)

WT

and from Eq. (III-37)
gl
4.

Ql f31

m

=

-2- 2
T

WT

[(vTf3 l)

2

(IV-48)

2

+ wp]

Backward Wave Interaction
The analysis of the interaction of drifting carriers with the

electromagnetic wave via the -1 space harmonic is similar to the analysis
of the first order space harmonic.
(with

s_,

<

However, since the -1 harmonic

0) has opposite phase and group velocities, unlike the

first order space harmonic, there is some physical difference between
the two cases. The first i s a backward wave interaction, and th e second
a forward wave interaction .

Us ing Pierce's analys i s , [P ierce 1950, p. 158]

leads in the case of a -1 order space harmonic to an expression
similar to Eq. (IV-8) with an opposite sign:

-1392
13 13_1K_ 1s
Ecz_ = -i
2
1
s:,-13
where

K-1 =

J

(IV-49)

z_,

2
IE -1 1

(IV-50)

2B~ 1 1PI

where K_ 1 is defined positive. This relation can also be obtained
from our analysis in the end of Section 6 of Chapter III ( which is
correct for backward wave as well as forward wave) considering the
fact that the mode power PA is negative for wave with negative group
velocity.
Correspondingly we get for the case of interaction with the -1
order space harmonic instead of (IV-37):
(Im8)_ 1

Q_ls_,
2

s -1
2

- 1

(s_ -1) +A 2 [(s_ -1)]-B 2]

1

1

2

(IV-51)

where s_ 1, A, B, Q_ 1 are given by Eqs. (IV-38, 40-42) with -1 substituting the index 1. In the present convention s1 >> 80 > 0, hence
B-1

~

-l s1 I

<

0.

s-1

=

In this case we can write
B-lvo
vo
vo >,
v
c
L
w
ph-1
~

(IV-52)

(IV-53)
S

-1

=

s_1v0
w

is positive only for negative electron velocities.

gain dependence on drift

The

velocity is again given by the curve of Fig.

Gain starts when s_ 1 > 1 which ~eans negative drift velocity v0
which exceeds the negative phase velocity vph-l = w/ 8_1 of the -1
harmonic. Note that negative (Im8)_ 1 corresponds to gain, since
9.

s_ 1

<

o.
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The condition of maximum gain is given again by Eq. (IV-44)
and the maximum gain is given by Eqs. (IV-46) or (IV-48) (where Q1
is replaced by IQ_ 1 1).

-141-

5. Interaction of an Electromagnetic Mode via More than One Space
Harmonic
The model of interaction via a single space harmonic may be too
simplified for high temperature electron beam and low gain.

An elec-

tromagnetic wave which is propagating in the periodic waveguide consists
of an infinite number of space harmonics.

Each of these (even if they

are not synchronous with the current) modulates to some extent the
drifting carriers with a different space charge wave.

Each of the space

charge waves interacts back with all of the space harmonics

and through

them amplifies or attenuates the total electromagnetic mode,
We will assume a model in which all the space harmonics except
the main three: -1,0, 1 , are neglected.

Significant resonant interac-

tion will take place only between a given space charge wave and its
parent space harmonic.

Our assumption is that the three interaction

mechanisms may be treated independently, and the total gain of the
electromagnetic mode will be given by the sum of the gains or attenuations
due to the three coupling interactions.
The contribution of the interaction with the zero (fundamental)
harmonic is always negative and should be related to the familiar free
carrier loss.

We can try to use the analysis of Section 3 to describe

this interaction, substituting the subscript 0 instead of 1. The
variable S = B v /w is very small, of the order of 10- 3 (notice
0

c/ng < w/8

0

0 0

<

c and v0 ~ 2 x 10 7em/sec), hence we may assumeS

0

"'

0.

Substituting these into Eq. (IV-37) we get
(I mB)

QOBO

1

= - ---;;--- -----,~------...:..-----=,...-----~,_

o

~

1 + w2, 2[1 - (vTBo/w)2 - (wp/w)2]2

(IV-54)
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where

(IV-55)
Since

is negligible,

and we obtain

(IV-56)

Following Eq.(III-28), the fundamental interaction impedance may be
defined as

(IV-57)
We assume a power normalized TM mode (II-A33
and

Ez

= ~z(O)

) so that P/w = 1 watt/em

(the structure of Fig. 8 or Fig. 20 is assumed here).

0

Then Eqs. (IV-55-57) result in

(IV-58)
These expressions for (Ims) 0 are formally very close to the standard equation for free carrier loss except for the spurious term w2;w2
This
p

term results from the use of the Poisson equation during
the derivation.

Equation (IV-58) cannot account for the total free carrier

losses, since it results from a one-dimensional model with longitudinal
field (Ez) only, while for the case of the fundamental space harmonic the
transverse field (Ex) is non-negligible.
and accounted for in Appendix IV-B .

These points are broadly discussed

-143The fundamental space harmonic travels with about the speed of
light in the medium and can never be synchronous with the

carriers,

therefore, it will always contribute attenuation to the traveling wave
interaction of the mode.

The first or -1 order space harmonics can

be synchronous with the drifting carriers for correspondingly positive
or negative drift velocities.

The synchronous component will contri-

bute gain to the total interaction, but then necessarily the other
two components contribute loss.
Suppose we choose operation conditions with positive

drift

velocity, so that a synchronous interaction via the first order harmonic
takes place; then interaction with the -1 harmonic is asynchronous and
lossy.

From Eq. (IV-52) it is apparent that for a fixed drift velocity
s_l

=

(IV-59)

-sl

If the conditions are such that the first order harmonic interaction
is on the maximum gain condition

s1

=

s 1m (Eqs.

IV-44,45,47), then to

find the -1 harmonic contribution we should substitute

s_ 1 = -s1m

in

Eq. (IV-51). This results in

(Ims ) _1

I Q_

=

1 11 s_1 1
2

1 +

s,

m

(IV-60)

where

(IV-61)
Since

s _ < 0 this positive (Im S)_ 1 corresponds to attenuation.
1
For the case when the -1 harmonic is synchronous and on maximum

gain condition, an equation similar to (IV-60) holds for (lmS ) 1 with

-144the subscript -1 substituted by 1 and the sign reversed

(indicating

loss contribution).
6. Discussion and Illustrative Examples
Until this point the discussion was quite general and did nat
specify the analysis to a particular structure (except for Eq. (IV-58)
which is the fundamental free carrier loss in the specific structure
in Fig. 20).

At this point we direct

our discussion to specific ex-

amples and calculate the interaction parameters for the structure in
Fig. 8a, whose interaction impedances were calculated in Sec. 3 of
Chapter III (6q • III-44):

(IV-62)
To calculate the interaction impedance of the fundamental harmonic
we use Eqs. (III-A20, A21, A31)
~~0)

(IV-63)

and Eq. (IV -57)

(IV-64)
Eq. (IV-58) is th en explicitly given by
h2

1

0

1 +

2 2

2 2

w c (1-w~/w )

=

1

22

2 22

l + w T (1-wp/w)

(IV-65)
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The maximum value of K1 was numerically computed in Appendix III-B
for the first order mode in a symmetric waveguide ng = 3. 5 na = 1 , and
was found to be (Eq. III-50)
2

=

0.272 ~ If[_
>..wv e:o

(IV-66)

= 0.1448. The mode paramkt = 0.91, Bt = 1.549,

This maximum is attained at choice of parameters t/>..
eters at this point were found to be:
yt = 1.2535, teff/t = 0.1474.

ht = 2.783,

At this point the -1 interaction impedance is

given by

= o.23

L
n::
'Aw V ~

{IV-67)

The interaction impedances increase proportionally to the square of
the corrugation depth-a 2 , so it is advantageous to use deep corrugation.
However, technological difficulties are likely to limit the corrugation
depth to something less than the period length * .

We will choose in the fol-

lowing examples:

a=~

( IV-68)

*A recent publication [Kendall 197.5] reports application of preferential
etch on Si wafers, achieving etch ratio of 1:400.

Further develop-

ment of such techniques for different semiconductors may allow
fabrication of devices with large corrugation depth compared to the
period length.

Some approximations that we used during the present

work will not apply to these structures.

-146Let us consider two illustrative examples:
Example 1:
A = lOO~m (w= 1.88 x lo 13rad/sec) ,

= 1.6

wp

x lo 13 rad/sec,

v0

=2

T

=

1.33 x lo- 14 sec,

x l0 7cm/sec,

vT

=1

x 10 7cm/sec,

L = 600~
When GaAs is used as the dielectric material (effective electron mass
m.: ! 0.08 me), the indicated wp' vT are achieved (Eqs. IV-26,27) with
n = 7.9 x 1016 cm- 3 and T = 53°K.
0

The conditions of this example are in the regime where Eq.{IV-48)
applies (2A2B2 << 1). Equations (IV-48), (IV-43), and (IV-66) are used to
g1 = 0.733 em -1
The -1 order contribution is calculated from E"qs. {IV-60,52,53,67) :
g_ = -0.11 cm- 1 and the o order contribution (Eq. IV-65) is g = -0.45 cm-l.
1
0
The resultant gain is
calculate the maximum first order gain contribution:

g

=

g + g_ + g0
1
1

=

0 . 17 em -1

{IV-69)

Example 2:
x lo- 13 sec, wp = 1.3 x 10 13 rad/sec,
v0 = 2 x l0 7cm/sec, vT = 1 x l0 7cm/sec, L = 280~

t- =

100f.JIT1,

T

=1.7

For GaAs, the indicated wp,vT
and T

=

are achieved with

53°K.

2 2
In this example we are in the regime of Eq. {IV-46) (2A B >> 1) .
At maximum gain conditions we get g1 = 1.015 cm- 1 , g_ 1 = 4. 3 x l 0- 3cm- l

and

g

0

-147resulting in:

= -0.142 cm-l
g

=

gl + g_ 1 + go

=

0.87 em -1

(IV-70)

It should be pointed out that the equations derived above indicate
a higher gain for a longer relaxation time
regime

wT

» 1

is doubtful.

T,

but at the collisionless

the applicability of the macroscopic equation analysis

This regime, which requires different theoretical methods,

will be treated separately in the .following chapters.
Higher plasma frequency (viz., higher free carrier concentration)
increases the gain due to the first order harmonic interaction.

On the

other hand it also increases the loss due to the interaction of the zero
and -1 harmonics.

In addition, skin penetration depth may become small

enough to limit harmfully the field penetration into the conducting
1ayer.
Appropriate choice of a semiconductor (possibly InSb) and the
temperature, which may allow higher drift velocities and lower thermal
velocities may appreciably increase the gain.

However, in high

mobility semiconductors, the small effective mass may require extremely
low temperature in order to achieve sufficiently low thermal velocities.
In conclusion,we demonstrated in this chapter that a new approach
to solid state traveling wave amplifiers based on existing and still
developing techniques of semiconductor surface corrugation and thin film
waveguiding may possibly provide new amplification and oscillation devices in the interesting regime of submillimeter and far infrared waves.
However, the gain predicted in the illustrative examples is quite low,

-148and in practice will be masked by different loss mechanisms like
phonon absorption and some free carrier absorption from unintentional
impurities doping in the non-conductive portions of the waveguide.

Also,

the structural and physical parameters assumed in the examples are
hard to realize in practice.

Hence, it should be indicated that the

structure of Fig. 8a and the material and parameter choice in this
chapter are probably not satisfactory enough to produce an efficient
amplifier.

There is room for improvement in design parameters and

in the structure.

The structure of Fig. 8b or "superlattice"

structures (discussed later in Appendix V-A) may be found more
efficient.
The framework of traveling wave interaction analysis which we
developed in this chapter will serve us in investigating the traveling
wave interaction in different regimes (collisionless and quantum
regimes) in the following chapters .

The one-dimensional model makes

it possible to employ a simple analysis that does not mask the main
physical mechanism.

It proved to be general enough to allow us to

include in the analysi s also interaction with nonsynchronous space
harmonics.

However, the underlying assumption of trans verse ly uniform

electric fields is certainly not satisfied in the structure that we
analyzed (Fig. 8a).

This model is much more rigorously applicable to

structures like the ones discussed in Appendix V-A (Figs. 28,29)
where there is small transverse field vari ation.
Evidence for gain in solid state traveling wave amplifiers was
presented in [Sumi 1968].

Even though different structure and

frequency regime were us ed in that experiment, one should expect

-149similar qua1itative behavior.

We note, however, that some important

details of the experimental results differ from the basic theory.
Higher gain was observed at the backward wave operation mode, also
instead of "S" shaped gain curve (Figure 19) gain increased in some
of the samples starting with zero applied field.

We conclude that

the question of the experimental observation of amplification in a
circuit-solid state plasma interaction is still open.

Appendix IV-A:

-150The Traveling Wave Dispersion Equation in the Limit
T

In the limit

= ()() T = 0
T~

vT

0 (T

=

=

0) we would expect that Eqs.

(IV-9, 31, 32) will reduce into the conventional dispersion equation
of vacuum electron beam traveling wave tube.

Substituting -r

= oo

vT = 0 in (IV-31-33) one gets
(IV-A 1)

(IV-A2)
When this is substituted in the general traveling wave dispersion
equation (IV-9) one gets the conventional traveling wave tube equation
(compare [Gewartowski 1965, p. 361], [Hutter 1960, p. 328]).
2 2 2
e:Kl Sl3l f3 wwp/V 0
2 2
2 w 2
(13 -s )( [(13- ~)- (.:.2.) J
1
vo
vo

_ _

= 1

(IV-A3)

This equation can be cast in terms of parameters customary in
traveling wave tube theory.
13

Define C,

=~
(1
vo

t

iCc )

Q
=
...,,
- ~
v (1 + Cb)

o,

b, Q by

(IV-A4)
(IV-A5)

2

0

3 _ e:K1Swp
C = 2v

(IV-A6)

0

2

wp

Q

=4w2C3

-

(IV-A7)

Assuming near synchronism condition 13% 13 1 ~ w/v 0 , we get by substituti on
in {IV-A3)
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(i o - b)( o + 4Qc)

=

1

(IV-A8)

which is the conventional normalized dispersion equation [Pierce
1950, Yariv 1958].

This is a third order algebraic equation which

often must be solved accurately (see [Pierce 1950]) and first order
solution is not employed.

-152Appendix IV-B: TM Mode Interaction with Free Carriers
In Section 5 we extended the traveling wave interaction analysis
to the zero (fundamental) space harmonic.

The result {Eq. IV-58) is

formally close to what is usua lly assumed for free carriers loss.

To

understand the relation better we will calculate the free carriers loss
of a TM mode in a dielectri c waveguide with a thin doped layer
(Fig. 20) using a standard approach.

This structure is the same as

Fig. 8 with the corrugation neglected and ns

na.

We start from Maxwell equations:
Vx E

= -i w~!i_

{IV-Bl)

V X H = i wEE + J

where there is nonvanishing current

(IV-B2)

~only

in the conducting layer.

Even if

the electrons in the conducting layer are drifting, they can be considered
s t at ionary relative to the phase velocity of the e l ectromagnetic mode
(v 0

<<

c) hence we get instead of (IV-17,20) simpler expressions:
(IV-B3)

-en o-v

J =

dv
l;
1
dt - - m - - -'{ v

(IV- B4)

I.

v
J

=

e

1

E

m i w+ l /T e2n <
1
= ---=-o-=---=-m
l+iwT -E = a o l+il wT -E = £w2p l+i wT E

When this is

s~bstituted

V x H = i w£E

in

Eq .(IV-&~we

(IV-££)
(IV-B6)

can rewrite it as
(Iv-s7)

where we defined in the layer d (Fig. 20) a complex dielectric constant
E which includes the carriers contribution
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t

d

t
E

Fig . 20 A symmetric dielectric waveguide with thin conductive
layer (corresponds to the structures of Fig. 8 with
vanishing corrugation height).

+

-E:
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1 + l WT ) E:

2

-

WPT

- - (1 e:r

WPT

=

(1

w

=

- + i e: .
e: r
1

(IV-88)

2 2
(Iv-B9)

2 2) e:

+

W T

2

=__£_T
(l.l

-

E: ·

1

w

1

1

+

W

(IV-810)

E:

2T2

This can readily be used to obtain the classical plane wave free carriers
losses formula

[Moss 1962]:

2(Im £/e:)n ~c

a=

-E. ·

=

1
n -~
E:
c

(IV-811)
We proceed

to derive the free carrier attenuation for a TM

mode in the dielectric waveguide (Fig. 20).

The conducting layer d

can be considered as a perturbation to the unperturbed waveguide (where
wp

= 0).

Hence we may use Eq. (III-Cll) to find the change 66 in the propa-

gation parameter due to the perturbation 6£
00

(IV-812)
- oo

In deriving (IV-812) from (III...Cll),we performed the integration over y:

I dy

=

w.

II-A (P/w

assumed that the mode

=1

~

is power normalized as in Appendix

watt) and substituted 6e:

In the present problem 6e:

= £- e:

=

e: 6n2 .
0

in the conductive layer and 6e:

=0

e 1sewhere, hence the imaginary part of (IV-812) is

+
-

(Im66 ) 0 = (Ime) 0 =

WE: .

0

f

2

1~1 dx

(IV-813)

-d

If the conductive layer d is thin enough so that the field variation across it is negligible, the integrand in Eq . (IV-813) can be
substituted by its value at x

=

0-.

With the use of (IV-810) one obtains

(IV-Bl4)

There are striking similarities and dissimilarities between Eq.
(IV-Bl3)and the corresponding expression that was derived in Section 5
for the free carrier attenuation of the fundamental harmonic of a TM
mode (Eq. IV-58).

The two equations have similar coefficients.

(IV-Bl4) contains in addition to the term
with the

X

component of the electric field

Eq.

l ~- z(O) I 2 also a term

I rx (0-)1 2 . On the other

hand Eq. (IV-58) contains a factor (1 - w~/w2 ) which is absent in Eq.
{IV-Bl4).
The absence of the term

l&x(0-)1 2 in Eq. (IV-58) is an expected

result from the approximation of a one dimensional model in the analysis
of the traveling wave interaction where transverse field components are
ignored.

On the other hand it seems that the presence of the factor

(1 - w~/w2 )

in (IV-58) indicates an interaction mechani sm that i s

possibly omitted in the standard derivation of free carriers loss .
It is suggested that the usual separation of the electromagnetic
wave into noninteracting

rotational and longitudinal waves does not

hold in the case of TM electromagnetic wave in a plasma loaded waveguide.
It should be expected that in this case there will be coupling between
the rotational wave and the longitudinal space charge plasma wave.
This coupling is included in the traveling wave interaction analysis,
and the coefficient (l - wp2/w2 ) results there from the use of Poisson
equation (IV-4).

This coefficient is missing from Eq. (IV-B14) because

the coupling process between the rotational and longitudinal wave is
missing in the standard analysis.

-156The coupling between the rotational and longitudinal components
in the case of a TM wave, traveling _in a bounded structure which
contains plasma, is an interesting effect, which may be detected in
waveguiding experiments in plasma loaded waveguides or in ATR
(attenuated total reflection) experiments [Kaplan 1974].

However we

will avoid further investigation of this problem in the present work
in order to not be carried away from the main research subject.

It is

suggested that the use of Eq. (IV-58) for the z field component los s
contribution and Eq. (IV-Bl4) with ~z

=0

for the x field component

loss contribution, would be

a reasonable estimate for the free

carrier loss of the TM wave.

In many cases the x component of the

electric field may be considerably smaller than the z component and
therefore its contribution will be negligible.

In the present situa-

tion (Fig . 20), we find from Eqs. (II-Al9+A21 ,A28) that
2

=( B) ~

(0)
T
z
gY

(IV-Bl5)

for the choice of parameters used in Section 6 it is
{IV-Bl6)
so that the contribution of the x component is negligibl e and the use
of Eq. (IV-58) or (IV-65) is a good approximation.
Finally we estimate the free carriers effect on the real part of
the dielectric constant.

From Eq. (IV-B9)
2 2
- - WPT

er-E

£

l+w2T2

This contribution may be appreciable at low frequency w.

(IV-Bl7)
Moreover, if

there is appreciable reduction in £, the field penetration into the

-157conducting layer will be considerably reduced.

In the s implified

model that we used in Chapter IV this contribution was usually neglected in

order to keep the analysis clear.

In the examples used

in Section 5 the change in the dielectric constant can be estimated
as
b.£ =
£

-0.07

for example 1 and
b.£
£

for example 2.

= - 0.44

-158CHAPTER V
TRAVELING WAVE INTERACTION IN THE COLLISIONLESS REGIME
l.

Introduction
As Landau [1946] first demonstrated, plasma waves in a finite

temperature plasma have features due to collective particle behavior
which cannot be obtained from the macroscopic kinetic equation.
Landau showed that the interaction of a plasma wave with particles
traveling with velocities near its phase velocity could lead to
damping of the wave even if the plasma is collisionless (relaxation
timeT+oo),
The goal of this chapter is to analyze the traveling wave interaction mechanism in the Landau regime, viz. wT

>>

l.

We should say in

advance that the problem we consider here is different from the problem
treated by Landau not only because the plasma is drifting, but also
because of the existence of a slow wave structure which supports an
electromagnetic mode whose field, acting on the plasma, is referred to
as the external electric field.

In the original Landau problem, by

comparison, no external field exists in the plasma and the field
solution there is the self-consistent solution of the plasma medium.
Indeed it is possible to show that by itself, even when drifting (but
with single peak in the velocity distribution fun ction), a plasma does
not give rise to unstable plasma waves [Stix 1972, Chapter 7].
In the two f ··miliar traveling wave interaction problems -the
conventional traveling wave tube problem [Pierce 1950] and the solid
state traveling wave interaction in the collision dominated regime
(Chapter IV), the charged particles are usually described by the moment

equations.
systems.

-159This approach is valid for different reasons in the two
The TWT electron beam is nearly monochromatic; for such a

beam, the Boltzmann equation reduces immediately to the moment equations.
Even though the carriers in the solid state amplifier have a finite
temperature, collisions are frequent enough that the effects discussed

.

by Landau for a collisionless plasma are unimportant and the moment
equations are again a good approximation.
If the frequency w is sufficiently high, the drifting carriers in
the solid state amplifier may be considered as a finite temperature,
collisionless plasma (wT >> 1).

The existing analysis of traveling

wave interactions is not applicable to this case, since the momen t
equations used in it cannot correctly describe the Landau waves that
propagate in a collision1ess plasma .

We intend, therefore , in this

chapter, to extend the analysis of traveling wave interaction to this
regime, employing the Boltzmann equation to describe the drifting
plasma.

This i s an elaboration of a recent examination of this problem

by Gover, Burrell and Yariv [1974] .
A proper analysis of the solid state traveling wave interaction
at high frequency is of special interest, since the availability of
periodic structures with very short periods may allow amplification at
frequencies in the collisionless regime. Such an analysis is also useful
to describe the traveling wave interaction of a vacuum electron beam
with wide thermal spread such that the Boltzmann equation describing the
beam cannot be reduced to the moment equations.

-1602. The Plasma Response in the Collisionless Regime
We will use the derivation of the coupled mode dispersion equation
presented in Section 2 of Chapter IV.

However we use the Boltzmann

equation to describe the plasma response.

The linearized one dimensional

Boltzmann equation is

(~t + u ~z)f 1 (z,u,t)

~ E(z,t) ~u f 0 (u)

(V-1)

Here u is the z component of the particle velocity.

The zero and first

=

order velocity distribution functions f

and f 1 , respectively, are
calculated from the three dimensional distribution functions by integrating over the transverse velocities.

0

E(z,t) is the longitudinal (z)

local field at point z.
We may solve Eq. (V-1) by substituting harmonic time dependence
ei wt.

To avoid the difficulties pointed out by Landau [1946] we

need to define the z coordinate transformation carefully.

We define a

"rotated" Laplace transform of a function h(z) (z >O) by :
00

h( B)

=

J dz

h(z)ei Bz

(V-2)

0

This transform is properly defined for values of B with an
imaginary part large enough to ensure the convergence of the integral.
Therefore the inverse transform must be defined by:
h(z)

=

1n

J dB h( B)e-i Bz

(z > 0)

(V-3)

c
where the contour of integration C (shown in Fig. 2la) i s parallel to
the real axis at ImB large enough to contain all the pol es in the lower
ha 1f plane.
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a)

Im,B

c

Re,B

b)

Im,B

c
Re,B

c)

Im,B

c
•

Fig. 21

Integration contours of the inverse transform (V-3).

Re,B

-162As we will see later there will be a pole on the real 6 axis so
that the integration contour car.not pass completely on the real axis
but as in Fig. 2lb.

So the function is defined at the singularity by

its analytical continuation from the lower half plane.

An alternative

way to define h( 6) properly is to translate the argument by an
infinitesimal quantity 6 ~ 8+i n '.

This will shift the pole below the

real axis allowing integration along the real axis (Fig. 21c)
oo

h(z) =lim

~n J d8h( 8+in')e-i 8z

n·~o

(V-4)

- 00

The integral is thus properly defined by an integration path passing
above the pole.
Using this convention we get from the transform of Eq. {V-1)

{V- 5)
or

.

f~( u)

fl( 6,u) = ~: u- w/ 8 +in E( 8)
where n

= n' u/8 will

(V-6)

be later set to the limit zero*.

The current induced in the plasma is then found to be:
oo
f
ie2 oof
U f~(u)
-e
du u f 1 (8 ,u) = - m8
du u-w/ 8 + 1 n E( 8) =
00
-~ 2
f'{u}
- oo
=
le w J du
o
E( 8)
- ~
u-w/ 8 + i n
- 00

We have used the identities uj(u+a )

(V-7)

00

=

J duf~(u) = 0

1-a/(u+a ) and

- oo

to put the integral in Eq. (V-7) in its present form.

That f 0 (u)

An al~ern~tiv: presentation of the term i n i s made by adding an infinites imal
negat1v: 1mag1n~ry part to.the frequency w ~ w - in '. Thi s corresponds
to turn1ng on d1sturbance 1n the far past (adiabatic turning on). n can
also be presented as a vanishing collision term.

-163~~is

should vanish as lui
function.

The

integra~

necessary for any reasonable distribution

in Eq. (V-7) would have been undefined if n

=

0.

Canparing Eq. (V-7) with the definition of the susceptibility
(Eq. IV-2) we find

~

e2

Xp( S,w)

= -

~
J
rna

f~(u)

(V-8)

du u-w/ 8+ 1n

-~

We can now go back to the coupled mode analysis of the traveling
wave interaction (Sect. 2 of Chap. IV) and readily use Eq. (V-8) in
(IV-9) to get the coupled mode dispersion equation, or in (IV-11) to
get the gain of the electromagnetic wave.

However, before doing this

we will pause for some further development of our res ult.
First we show that Eqs. (IV-5-7) can be
the Poisson equation

derived directly from

~

(V-9)
-~

Using

(V-6)

in Eq .

(V-9)

and consequently using (V-8) we get
.2 "''

-i 8Ep( 8)

= -

clmeo
..,

()

J du u-w/:~+ u.1n E( 8)

- oo

X

:2.
E(8)
£

(V-10)

Ep (8) + Ec (8)

(V-11)

where ( IV-3)
E(8)

=

E(8) is the local field.

Ep( 8) is the plasma s pace charge field and Ec( B)

is the external induced field
(V-11) we get

(rotational field).

From (V-10) and

-164(V-12)
£p

=1

(V-13)

+ Xp/ £

Notice that we did not have to use the continuity equation which is
implicit in the Boltzmann equation and only the Poisson equation (V-9)
was used in addition to the Boltzmann equation .
To cast our result in a slightly more universal form, we define
the following moments of the unperturbed distribution function :
carrier number density

the

00

(V-14)
- oo

the drift (average) velocity
(V-15)

and the temperature T and thermal velocity vth
00

k 8T

= mv~h/2

~

0

2
J(u-u 0 ) f 0 (u)du

(V-16)

- 00

Notice that the definition of thermal velocity vth is different from
vT {Eq. IV-27), their relation is vth
normalized distribution function g{x)
n
u-v 0
f (u)
0

= _2_
vth

g ( -)

=

12 vT.

Also we define a

(V-17)

vth

The function g is defined so that its zero, first and second moments are
1, 0 and 1/2 respectively.
Using these definitions we proceed to define the plasma dispersion
function

-16500

G( r; )

J iliL
x-r;;

=

dx

Im r;

<

0

(V-18)

- oo

This definition disagrees with the usual convention in plasma physics,
where Imr; > 0 is usually taken .
Combining these

definitio~with

we find
Xp ( B, w)

1

(V-B),(V-13), (V-7) and (V-12)

2
kD

(V-19)

=-2 £f1 G'( r; )
2 l/2

where
k0 -

(:~:r) = 12 ~h

(V-20)

is the Debye wavenumber and
w/B - v0 - i n
r;;

(V-21) .

=-- - - - vth

and primes denote differentiation with respect to the argument.

(V-22)
k2

1

- i £W

DG '( r; )
2if
----'=c=---- Ec ( B)
k2

1 -

l2

_Q_ G I (I;;)
2
8

Eq. (V-22) is consistent with similar expressions for the plasma
dielectric constant in [Steel e 1969, p. 124].

(V-23)

3.

-166Solution of the Dispersion Equation
When the derived expression for the susceptibility (V-19) is

substituted in the general coupled mode dispersion equation (IV-9)
and its first order solution (IV-la,ll) we find

=1

(V-24)

(V-25)
where

(V-26)
a

= t e:wk~K 1 S

(V-27)

and where we have finally taken the limit n ~a+.
Because

S as

s1

is real we may write the real and imaginary parts of

ImG • ( r; 1 )
Im13 = -a -----'--..
2

(V-28)

lq,(l31 ,w)l

Rea= a, -

a

1Pp(s1 ,w>l

2

~eG'((;l)- t k~

L

2

(V-29)

IG'(,,l l ]

S1

As a consequence of taking n ~ a+
00

G'(r;) = (p)

1

J xg'(x)
r;
- co

(V-3a)

1

where (p) denotes principal value and the minus sign results in
since we define the function at r; 1 from its values at Imr;

<

a (Eq.

V-18).
From Eqs. {V-28) and (V-3a) we see that the imaginary part of 13
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-1/2

t
~~=(w/{31- vo)/vth
Fig. 22

1/2

X= ( u-

Vo)/Vth

A plot of g(x) (the function is not neces sarily symmetric
as in the picture). In this case g•(r; ) > 0 for r;; 1 < 0
1
or v > w/s 1 .
0

-168(and consequently the gain) is proportional to the derivative of the
normalized zero order distribution function g'(,1 ). Hence the system
can support growing waves (ImS > 0) when this derivative is positive
(see Fig. 22).
(V-31)
Only when g'(O)

This gain criterion is different from (III-25).

=

0

g"(O) < 0 (which is the case when the maximum of the distribution
function occurs at the drift velocity v0 ).
be written as , 1

< 0

The gain condition can

or (see V-26)
(V-32)

which is identical with the Cerenkov condition(III-25).
If ~/13 ~ «

Two limits of Eq. (V-28) are of interest.

1 then

Ep % 1 (Eq. V-22) and
(V-33)
This corresponds to the limit of low electron density where the plasma
has a negligible polarization effect and the local field E(8) is
approximately equal to the externally applia::l field Ec(S).

On the other

hand if k~/8~ ~ 1 we may be able to satisfy the condition
2

Re~( a 1 ,w) = 1-

1 ko

2 ~ReG'(r;
1)
s,

=

(V-34)

0

which yields (using V-28,22,30)
4

s,

l

- 4a.

4

s,

k4

l

Ims = -4a. -:---4 ImG, (, ) - 1T
ko
l
o g'(,J)

(V-35)

-169Physically, Eqs. (V-34,35) mean that maximum gain results when

a1 comes as close as possible to satisfying
(V-36)

which implies a good phase match between the electromagnetic wave
(a 1 ,w)

and the collective plasma excitation (which is the exact solution

of Eq. V-36).

As Landau [1946] showed, no nonzero real a can satisfy the

plasma wave dispersion relation (V-36) exactly, but the gain increases
the closer a1 comes to satisfying it.
Eq. (V-28) can be regarded as gain (or attenuation) due to single
electron interaction since collective phenomena are not involved.
the other hand Eq. (V-35)

On

describes gain (or attenuation) due to phase

matched interaction of the electromagnetic wave with the collective
plasma excitation.

For this reason, we will call thi s case

electromagnetic wave-plasma wave coupling.

This will be further di scussed

also in the next chapter in the framework of the quantum mechanical
analysis.
If the denominator in Eq. (V-35) can be made very small, one
wonders whether our first order approximation to the dispersion relation,
Eq. (IV-10), is valid.

To check it, let us extend the solution for

to second order, by expanding in Eq. (IV-9) a 2 - a~
1 + X

p

(a, w)/£

:to first order about
A( M3)

a1

2

a = a1 .

+ B( t.B ) + C = 0
1

a

and £ P( ~, w)

t.a

=

We obtain
(V-37)

where
(V-38)

B-

-170£P(~ ,w) = 1 + xp(s 1 ,w)/ £
1

c -

- 2 K1ss 1wxp(s 1 ,w)

l

(V-39)

3

(V-40)

In the present case the collisionless plasma susceptibility is
given by (V-19), so the parameters A, B, C can be written in terms of
the plasma dispersion function
2
k w
0
A=2+
3
2Slvth
B = 1-

G'(~)

G"(~ )

1

2
1 ko

2$2" G'(~ 1 )

(V-41)

(V-42)

1

C=~

s1 G'(~)I

(V-43)

The solution to Eq. (V-37) is

~8 _ -B ± (B 2-4AC) 112

Bl-

2A

(V-44)

If

(V-45)
which corresponds to poor plasma-electromagnetic wave phase matching

(810) or small interaction impedance, Eq. (V-44) reduces to
(V-46)

which is exactly the tirst order approximation (IV-10) or (specifically)
(V-25).

Consequently (V-45) is the criterion for the validity of the

-171If the matching between the electromagnetic

first order approximation.

wave and the plasma wave is good (B

~

0), and the interaction

impedance is large enough, we will be in the regime
(V-49)
where the amplifying solution to Eq. (V-44) reduces to
C l/ 2

ilB _
f31-

(V-50)

i (A)

It is of interest to check our derivation

to find out if in the

proper limit it reduces to that of the conventional traveling wave
tube.

In this case the electron beam is assumed to have no thermal

velocity spread (vth

= 0)

(V-17) reduces to

so that the normalized distribution function

g(x)

(V-51)

= c(x)

Used in (V-18) we get
G'(r;;)

= ~

(V-52)

z;
which in Eqs. (V-19,22) results in

xp( e,w) = - £
£P( e,w) = 1 -

2
l.l.lp
-

(evo-w)2

(V-53)

2
l.l.lp

-

(V-54)

(ev0 -w)2

This result is identical with Eqs. (IV-Al ,A2) and was shown in
Appendix IV-A to lead to the conventional vacuum electron beam
traveling wave eq uati on (IV-A3 or IV-AS).
Eq. (V-24) is thus a generalization of the conventional traveling
wave equation (IV-A3,A8) covering situations where the electron beam
is not monoenergetic and can have some velocity di s tribution.
wavenumber of the slow electromagnetic wave

e1

If the

is quite different

-172from any of the plasma waves, Eq. (V-24) can be reduced into a first
order algebraic equation for

6~

(V-25).

When

~l

is close to one

of the plasma wave solutions, a second order algebraic equation
results in(Eq. V-37).

In the case that both plasma wave solutions are

close to each other also the second order approximation fails (this
is not likely to happen in the examples analyzed in this work) .
In this case the full transcendental equation (V-24) should be solved.
This equation reduces into a third order algebraic equation in
(Eqs. IV-A3,A8) for a monoenergetic beam {Eq. V-51).

6~
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Discussion and Examples of Amplification
The present discussion of traveling wave interaction was kept

up to this point general, so it could describe different systems.

We

now apply the analysis in the case of solid state traveling wave
interaction.

It is of particular interest to estimate the performance

of such a structure in the gain regime where it may function as a
submillimeter frequency amplifier and oscillator.
in the present section.

This will be done

Operation at the attenuation regime is also

of interest, providing tools for investigation of plasma waves and the
carriers distribution function in solids.

This will be discussed in

the next section.
In order to estimate the amount of gain available from the solid
state traveling wave amplifier, we need to know the velocity distribution function of the drifting carriers.

We will use a drifting

Maxwellian as a preliminary crude model of the distribution function.
The real distribution function of drifting carriers in the solid is
much more complicated than that, and not unambiguously measured.

How-

ever, drifting Maxwellian is commonly used as a first order approximation with some experimental justification [Mooradian 1970].
Consequently we take
2
g ( x ) = n-1/2 e -x

{V-55)

and the dispersion function (V-18) is then

G(~)

2

00

= n- 112

J e-x

X- ~

-00

dx

Im~

<

0

(V-56)

-6

-5

4

Fig. 23 The derivative of the plasma dispersion function
for Maxwellian distribution and real argument ~·

-4

ImG'

G'

G'(~)

5

6

~

I

~

"'-J

I
-'

-175The tabulated plasma function

Z(~)

which is defined by Fried and

Conte [1971], has Im~; > 0 in its definition .
G(~)
G'(~)

= Z* (~) (or Re

G(~)

= ReZ( ~ ),

is plotted in Fig. 23.

ImG( ~; )

For real

1;

we have

= -ImZ( ~; )). The function

A computer calculation of

Z'( ~ )

is listed

in Appendix VI- B.
The function

ImG'( ~ )

shown in Fig. 23 is an S shaped curve like

Fig. 19 (of course with a different functional dependence) .

It shows

that the present G'( ~ 1 ) can support gain (lme>O) whenever z; 1 < 0
(Eq. V-28) . The Maxwellian, of course, is a symmetric function and
satisfies g'(O) = 0; thus the gain condition
in this case to the condition v0

>

~l <

0 is equivalent

w/ e1 (Eq. V-32).

In Tables24, 25 we present a few examples of solid state
traveling wave amplifiers.

The structures which are considered are

shown in Figs. 8, 28, 29 and are discussed in Appendix V-A.
we present examples in the regime k~S~
From Fig. 23 we see that
ImG(-0.65)

=

-1.5.

ImG'( ~ )

<<

In Table 24

1 where Eq. (V-33) applies.

attains minimum value at

~l

= -0.65,

We choose

= 1.2

resulting

~l

= w/( S lvt~)-

v0 /vth = -0.65.

The calculated gain is

given in Table 24 for two different dielectrics and three different
structures along with some of the physical conditions necessary to
attain that gain .
w

For this calculation we assumed

= 1.88 x 10 13 rad/se c

(>. = lOOv)

-176Example of Gain kEt a~

Tab1e 24.
Parameter

Ge

GaAs

0.55

mime

<<

1
Unit

----

0.06

a,

10 7
6 . 49 X 10 6
2.41 X 106

k.o

1. 21 X 10

wp

5.54

X

1012

5.54

X

1012

no

6.51

X

1016

9.47

X

1015

T

77

31

OK

L

260

433.6

A

0.16

0. 27

em -1

8

8

em -1

4.1

4.1

cm- 1

1.2

vo
vth

X

6

2

X

10 7

em/sec

1.08

X

107

1.45

X

106

em/sec
cm- 1

7.25

X

10 5

em -1
rad/sec
em -3
0

Fig. Sa

(d = 1/a 1 )
g

Fig. 28
(~=652,

nl1/nl0 = 0.1)
g
Fig. 29
(~=90°

nl 1 ;n~0 =0.1)
g
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Table 25. Example of Gain at Plasma-EM Wave Phase Matching Condition

Parameter
m/me

Ge

GaAs

Unit

0.55

0.08

-----

2 X 10 7

em/sec
em/sec
em -1

vth

1. 2 X 10 7
3.43 X 10 6

s,

l . 1 X 10 7

5. 71 X 106
6.6 X 106

kd

3.24 X 107

1. 94 X 107

em -1

wp

2.52 X 1014

7.85 X 1013

no

l.3x 1019

1.9

rad/sec
em -3

T

21.3

8.6

OK

L

57.2

95.2

~

18.6

31.1

em -1

vo

Fig. 8b
(d=l/131'
t=lOu,
2 2 nL1/nkf 0.3,
<j> = 65
g

X

1018
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and used for the calculation of the interaction impedance Eqs. (III-50),
(V-A3l) and V-A34).
In Table 25 we present an example in the regime k02;s12 >> 1
where increased interaction can be achieved due to phase matched
coupling of the electromagnetic and plasma waves (Eqs. V-34, 35).
We choose~,= -2.5 which gives low value ImG'(-2.5) =-1.71 x 10- 2 .
Also we get ReG'(-2.5) = 0.231 .

The ratio 8~ /k5 is chosen to satisfy

the real part of the phase matching condition (Eq. V-34) .

8~/k~ =

i ReG'( ~ 1 ) = 0.1154

We also choose a=L/2, v0 /vth = 3.5, w/ (s 1vth) = 1 (so that
v0 /vth = -2.5).

s1 = w/( s 1vth) -

In this example we operate in the regime w

<

wp

(see discussion in Appendix V-A) hence we cannot use structur6 like
in Figs. 28,29 which do not transmit the electromagnetic wave.
calculate

We

the gain for the structure in Fig. 8b using Eq . (V-Al6) to

obtain the interaction impedance K1(o+). The _alculated gain is shown
in Table 25 along with some of the physical conditions necessary to
attain that gain.
w

The frequency assumed was

= 3.77 x 10 13 rad/sec

(A =50~)

The choice of the parameter n~ 1 ;n~ 0 = 0.3 would seem un practical if one
considers that the change between the dielectric constants of the different
semiconductors used in heteroepitaxy is quite small.
ment~6ned

However, as was

in Appendi x V-A, a big change in dielectric constant can

result if the epitaxially grown l ayer in Fig. 8b contains high density
of free carriers so that w
2
get nL21;nLO

= 1,

<

wp.

In this case it is even possible to

so th at our choice is rather conservative.

The choice

-179of effective thickness d = 1/81 = L/2n is dictated by the decay length
of the first order space harmonic. However if structures like those in Fig.

30 could be produced with thick periodic layer, interaction will take
place across the whole thickness of the periodic layer, allowing
considerably higher gain than

that

presented in Table 25.

In both examples considered the gain was calculated only from
the contribution of the synchronous first order space harmonic.

The

nonsynchronous -1 order space harmonic contributes negligible attenuation . In our collisionless model T = oo,and hence no free carriers loss
due to the fundamental space harmonic
is contributed. Of course
loss due to collisionless traveling wave interaction (Landau damping)
is negligible at the velocity of the fundamental space harmonic.
The physical conditions required in the two examples (especially
the second one) are quite difficult.
T

Finite collision relaxation time

would affect the cal culation (its effect is briefly discussed in

Section 6).

It is also not clear if drifting carriers distribution

functions with hi gh ratio v0 /vth can be ac hieved in semiconductors
(see discussion in Chapter VII Section 5 ).
5.

Attenuation and the Traveling Wave Modulator
The traveling wave interaction in the solid can be applied in

studying solid state plasma waves and the carrier velocity distribution
function.

In this case we may be interested in interaction also in the

attenuation regime .
If one can measure

~8

experimentally, then the derivative of

the normalized distribution function
(V-25,30).

However, sinceRe

~8

1

g•( ~ )

can be found from Eqs.

may be difficult to measure,

especially in a solid, a series of measurements of Im

~8

for various
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w,a, k

0 could furnish enough information to obtain g•( ~ 1 ) from
Eq. (V-28) alone. If it is possible to work in parameter ranges where
Eqs. (V-33) or (V-35) hold, then evaluation of

forward when

Im

~a

is known.

1 is straight-

g•( ~ )

It follows that it may be possible to

measure directly the velocity distribution function of drifting
carriers in some regimes.

Such a method will measure the distribution

of the velocities z components rather than the distribution of electron
energies.

Thus it may be complementary to other existing me thods whi ch

measure velocity distribution [Mooradian 1970, Jantsch 1973].
Attaining attenuation, particularly with phase matching of the
electromagnetic and the plasma waves (Eqs. V-34-36) is much easier than
attaining amplification at similar conditions.

The reason is that in

)1 + 0. This is
1
>> 1 which means operation at the tail of the distri-

order to get good phase matching we need II mG'( ,
possible for

1~ , 1

bution function (see Fig. 22).

Physically, we know that at the tail

of the distribution function the Landau damping of the plasma wave is
diminishing and this is why it can match better an unattenuated electromagnetic wave .
low

a1

To get

~, =

(w/a 1-v0 )vth>> l is possible with high frequency,

(long period) and low velocity v (even zero or negative
0

velocity) and the contrary is when we want to

get ~ , <<

1.

As we see

from Fig. 22 the derivative of the distribution function is negative
in the first case (corresponding to attenuation) and positive in the
second case (corresponding to amplification).
In Table 26 we present an example of attenuation under conditions
of phase matching between the electromagnetic wave and the plasma wave.

-181As in the previous section, we assume for the distribution function
a drifting Maxwellian (Eq. V-55) and use the plasma dispersion function
We choose the special case v0 = 0 (no DC voltage is applied).
Choice of ~ 1 = w/(s 1vth)=2.3 gives low value ImG'(2.3) = 4.11 x 10- 2 .
Also we find ReG'(2.3) = 0.2913. The ratio S~/k~ is chosen to satisfy
(V-56).

the real part of the phase matching condition (Eq. V-34)

We calculate the gain in the structures of Figs. 8a, 28, 29,
using Eqs. (III-50).
impedances.

(V-A31) and (V-A34) to calculate the interaction

The frequency of operation is chosen to be
w = 5.04 x 10 13 rad/sec

Since the frequency is quite close to the plasma frequency a
free carrier plasma correction to the dielectric constant was considered.
Consequently using n = 2.07 for the average index of the waveguides in
Figs. 28,29.

In calculating the total attenuation we notice that both

the first and -1 order harmonics contribute attenuations which add up .
The results of the calculations indicate considerable attenuation due to the phase matched interaction of the electromagnetic wave
via the -1 and first order space harmonics.

This attenuation may be

superimposed on free carrier attenuation of the fundamental harmoni c .
However, unlike the fundamental free carriers attenuation the
traveling wave attenuation occurs only at the phase matching condition
(Eq. V-34).

Hence it can be detected as a strong dip in the structure

transmission when some parameter (like v0 or w) is scanned about the
phase matching condition (V-34).

-182Example of Attenuation

Table 26.

at Plasma-EM Wave Phase Matching Condition
Parameter

Ge

m/me

0.55

0.08

----

vo

0

0

em/sec

GaAs

Unit

vth

1. 39

X

107

3.64

X

s,

1. 58

X

10 6

6.02

X

ko

4.13

X

106

1.58

X

105
106

wp

4.06

X

1013

4.06

X

10 13

no

4

X

1018

6. 7

X

lO 17

T

350

350

L

398

1044

Fig. 8a
(d=1/ t31)

107

em/sec
em -1
em -l
radjsec
em -3

OK
)\

66. 36
56.11
122.47

174
147. 13
321.13

em -1
cm-l
em - 1

Fig. 28
(r3oo
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-183Let us check the sensitivity of the attenuation to changes from
the phase matching condition.

Assume that

matching condition (V-34) is satisfied

~ , >> 1

for ~ , .

and that the phase

Then using (V-28)
k4·

g(~ 1 +6~)

lg<r;,>l

1

=arLl- }-:%
kz

s,

substituting 1/2 k~/8~

s,

=

l/ReG'( ~ 1 )

ImG'(~ )ImG'(~ +6~ )
1
1
1
lg(~l)l = [ReG'(~ 1 +t.~ )- ReG'( ~ 1 )] 2 + [ImG'( ~ 1 +6~ )] 2

l g(~ +6~)1

Expand

1

G'( ~ +6~)

D [ImG' ( ~ )]2

ImG'( ~ l+6~ )
4~
1
~2
k4
ReG'( i; 1 +t.~ ) + t~ [ImG'(~ 1 +M,;) ] 2 a ImG'( ~ 1 )

about

(V-57)

~l

ReG'( ~ +6s) = ReG'( ~ )

1

ImG'( ~ +6s)

1

=

1

(V-58)

1

(V-59)

1 +

ReG"( ~ ) 6~

1 +

ImG"( ~ ) 6~

ImG'( ~ )

The first order term in the expansion of

1

ImG'( ~ +6~ )

is negligible

relative to the zero order term for

(V-60)
Substitution in (V-57) results in this limit in a Lorentzian function
dependence

I g( ~ 1 +6 ~ ) I
19<~,>1

where

ImG • ( ~, )
0 =: ReG"( ~ )
1

1

= -----..,.,--, +

( t.~ / 0 )2

(V-61)

(V-62)
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Fig. 27

Lorentzian function describing the relative attenuation as
a function of deviation from the plasma-electromaqnetic wave ·
phase matching condition 6~ ( =-6 v 0 /vth or 6w/(Slvth)).

-185The function G"(z; 1 ) can be expressed in tenns of the tabulated functions
G (~ 1 ) and G'(~ 1 ) by differentiating the identity [Fried and Conte 1971]
G'

= -2(1

G"

=

+ ~ G)

(V-63)

which yields
-2(G +

~G')

(V-64)

A standard Lorentzian (Eq. V-61) is plotted in Fig. 27 as a function of

the deviation from phase matching 6z;.

If the change is caused by

changing the drift velocity (see'V-26) then
(V -65)

If it is caused by changing the frequency then
6s =

6w
(V-66)
elvth
The Lorentzian width 8 (Eq. V-62) can be made very small for
z; 1 >> 1 since ImG'(z; 1 ) decays strongly like a Gaussian, while ReG " ( ~ 1 )
decays asymptotically only like 1/;31. In the example considered in
this section

~l =

2.3 which corresponds to
8 = 0.12

A change of 100% in the exponential gain constant (0.4343 gl db change
in attenuation)is brought about by 6z; = 8 /3 = 0.04.

Using the parameters

of Table 26 we find that this corresponds to a driving current with
drift velocity
6v 0 = v0 = 5.56 x l0 5cm/sec (Ge)

v0 = 1.46 x 106cm/sec (GaAs)

-186or to changing the frequency by
-=

w

0.017

The sensitivity of this effect to small changes should make its
experimental observation easier.

Also notice that the physical condi-

tions required in Table 26 are much more convenient than those required
in the previous examples.
From the device application point of view the sensitive control
on the transmission at high values of the parameter

1

~ •

looks attractive

for use in modulation devices in the far infrared regime.

Such a device

may operate by changing the voltage across it so that the drift velocity
of the carriers changes,and the device transmission changes.

Contrary

to modulators based on free carrier absorption by injected carriers
[Moss 1962, Deb 1966, Benoit 1970] which are limited i n speed by the
minority carriers lifetime, this device is a majority carriers device
and hence may operate as a high speed modulator.

6.

The Effect of Collisions
In this chapter we presented traveling wave analysis in the

collisionless regime

( T~ )

only.

A more general approach would include

a collision term in the Boltzmann equation (V-1)
af
af
af 1 e af 0
( -1)
-at 1 + u
E=
az
m au
at coll

(V-67)

( af ;at)coll is the rate at which the number of particles in the class
1
of particles with velocity u changes due to collisions . Colli sions can

-187occur due to two particles interaction as well as interaction with
impurities, phonons and other excitations.
The collision rate function (af1/at)coll is usually very
However it is quite customary to assume that it is
complicated.
independent of velocity and can be described by a phenomenological
collision relaxation time parameter
af

( -1)

[Pines 196)]

fl

at call

T

T

(V-68)

=-l

in semiconductors is in the order of magnitude of 10- 13710- 12 sec

at room temperature.

The difficulty in this approximation is that it

does not conserve particles.

When we integrate (V-67) with {V-68) used,

we get a contradiction to the continuity equation· We get that the
total number of patticles reduces in a rate corresponding to the callisian relaxation time

T.

The reason for this discrepancy is that the

approximation (V-68) does not take into account the fact that particles,
which are scattered from one class of velocities, will populate other
classes and will not be scattered out of the system .

A formal

correction of this discrepancy was suggested by Bhatnagar et. al. [1954]
{see also [Steele 1969, p. 123] ). The limited validity of these
approximations is sometimes not too disturbingfespecially if the
collision term is small, or when we deal with effects in which only
a particular class of particle velocities participate.
Taking advantage of the simplicity of expression (V-68) we can
use this approximation to extend our analysis and include collisions
effect.

When (V-68) is substituted in (V-67) and we apply Laplace and

-188Fourier transforms as in Section

2

we get instead of

(V-5)

(V-69)
Instead of the
1/T.

infinit~simal

n'u

= an

in Eq.

(V-5)

we get a finite

We can simply extend our derivation to thi s case by substituting

everywhere
an - -T
Hence

~

(V-70)

is automatically complex (V-21) and has nonvani shing negative

imaginary part
z;; =

w/ a - v0

vth

-

i

(V-71)
La vth

Imz;; < 0

(V-72)

There is now no conceptual difficulty in the integration of Eq. (V-8)
or (V-18) since there is no si ngul arity along the line of integration.
Eqs. (V-28,29) still apply the way they are, but the i maginary
and real parts of G'( z;; 1 ) are not given by Eq . (V-30) but instead we
get from (V-18)
00

G'(z;; 1 )

=

J g'(x)

(V-73)

- oo

where
R
z;; , =

~~

=

w/ al - v0
vth
1
T(31Vth

(V-74)
(V-75)

The effect of the collisions on ImG'( z;; 1) is such that instead
of being proportional to g'( s 1 ) it is proportional to its convolution
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with a standard normalized Lorentzian centered at x
width ~~~~

= l/(LI3 1vth).

= ~~. and of half

The "smearing" effect of the convolution will

not hurt very much in operation at the regime where Eq. (V-33) applies,
and for small enough values of ~~~~
reduction in

ImG'( ~ ).

1

there will be only a moderate

The case of phase matched plasma electromagnetic

wave interaction {Eqs. V-34-36) is much more sensitive to the presence
of collisions.

In this case the gain {or attenuation) is inversely

proportional to the imaginary part of

1

G'{ ~ )

{Eq . V-35), which with the

absence of collisions goes strongly to zero for ~ 1 ~ > 1. The convolution
in {V-73) will cause ImG'( ~ 1 ) to go to zero more slowly~ thus resulting
in lower gain or attenuation.

The peak of the phase matched interaction

gets wider then as well as lower (Eq. V-62), and so the attenuation due
to

a phase matched plasmd-electromagnetic wave coupling is less

sensitive to deviation s from the phase matching condition {Eq . V-34},
and the efficiency of the effect as a modulation process is reduced.
The criterion for ignoring colli sion effect is ~ ~

<< 1

>> 1
This is somewhat different from the customary criterion

or
(V-76)

wT

>> 1 and

indicates that this condition is harder to meet at high values of
At the limit ~ ~

+

~ l.

0 the Lorentzian function in Eq. (V-73) turns into

a Dirac delta function o (x-~~) , and the whole expression reduces into
Eq. (V-30).
For a specific distribution function g(x), the function G'( ~ 1 )

-190is explicitly defined by Eq. (V-73). For the case of Maxwellian
distribution (Eq. V-55) the integrals in the expression do not
reduce into immediate integrals and the real and imaginary part
of the plasma dispersion function must be computed numerically.
For numerical computation of G'( s) in the complex field, a
continued fraction iteration scheme presented previously by
Burrell [1974] provides better convergence and accuracy than the
numerical integration of Eq. (V-73) (see also Appendix VI-B).
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Appendix V-A.

Discussion on Interaction Impedances of Periodic

Semiconductor Structures
The main purpose of the present work is to investigate different
wave interaction mechanisms in periodic structures and to analyze them
in different regimes and at different applications.

Of particular

interest is the traveling wave interaction between electrons and electromagnetic waves which is investigated here in different operation regimes.
Although the investigation of the interaction mechanisms is the
primary goal, we try also to suggest some possible structures where the
interaction can take place.

In order to be able to estimate the

interaction strength in the different regimes we must have in each case
an estimate

of the structure interaction impedance {Eq. III-28).

Unfortunately the calculation of the interaction impedance and its
optimization i s often a very tedious and lengthy electromagnetic problem
which we would like to avoid in the present work, as long as we can get
at least a rough estimate of this parameter so that we can estimate the
strength of the interaction.
In Chapter III we calculated the interaction

1m~cdance

of a

suggested slow wave structure (Fig. 8), utilizing the solution of the
electromagnetic wave in a similar structure (Fig. 2) which was presented
in Chapter

II.Al~ough

the calculation is

approxima~

and has limited

validity when the corrugation depth a is large, it served satisfactorily
in the estimation of the traveling wave interaction in the collision
dominated regime (Chapter IV).

However at the interaction regime which

is investigated in the present chapter we have interest in operation

-192conditions in which the suggested structure is not efficient, or that
the assumptions used to calculate the interaction impedance are not
satisfied.

In addition, some of the structural parameters which are

required (like the corrugation period) become difficult to realize
technologically.
A severe violation of the assumptions used in calculating the
interaction impedance of the structure in Fig. 8a (Appendix III-B,
Fig. 9) takes place when
(V-A 1)

w

p > w

since under this condition the free carriers effect on the real part of
the dielectric constant in the conducting layer is not negligible.
In the collisionless limit (wT

1) the real part of the dielectric

>>

constant (Eq. IV-89) is:

~r ,

2

(1 - ) ) e

which is a negative number at condition (V-Al).

( V-A2 )

However, in calculating

the interaction impedance we assumed that the dielectric constant in the
waveguide is

£ = n;£ 0 , and that the fundamental space harmonic i s equal

to the solution of the three layer homogeneous waveguide (Fig. 2, a= 0).
The discrepancy at operating condition (V-Al) is a pertinent
concern in this work.

As it was noted in Section 3, appreciable gain

can be achieved when phase matched photon-plasmon coupling is attained.
A necessary condition to attain this coupling is
also expect gain the Cerenkov
satisfied v0 > w/81 .
this means

ko

81 . If we
condition (Eq. V-32) should be
»

Using the definition ko = 12 wp/vth (Eq. V-20)

p >>

w

(V-A3)

Since it is hard to get the drift velocity v0 appreciably

larger than

the thermal velocity, it means that usually when we want to get
plasmon-photon coupling, we must operate at the troublesome regime
(V-A 1).

If one wants to calculate the interaction impedance in this case
correctly then the solution of a four layer unperturbed waveguide
{Fig. Sa with a= 0) must be found first, where the layers have relative
dielectric constants as follows;
substrate - n;
waveguide - n~
collisionless plasma layer (thickness d) 2

~ -~ )n~ < 0

(V -A4)

superstrate
and then the analysis of Chapter II should be repeated, in order to
find the amplitudes of the space harmonics in this waveguide.
This calculation will not be attempted in the present work .

We

may see though without elaborate calculation that the effect of the
plasma layer is to cause strong decay of the electromagnetic mode inside
the layer.

From Maxwell equations, an expression similar to (II-A24)

is readily attained for the transverse decay parameter in the plasma
layer;
2

n

=

Rk2
82 _ e:L

=

(V-A5)

-194If wp >> w then from ( V-A4) ;
R

I£L I

:=

n

2
2 w

-1w

g

w

(V-A6)
w

(V-A7)

nk = n-E.

n := -E.

w

g

9 c

and
(V-AS)
The effect will be that the mode will have suppressed amplitude at the
corrugated surface of the waveguide (Fig. Sa) and will
periodic corrugation.

11

Sense

11

less the

On the other hand, the first order Fourier

coefficient is in this case
(V-A9)
instead of Eq. (II-5).

This is working towards increasing the amplitude

of the first order space harmonic, and since the plasma layer can be
very thin, the mode does not decay significantly through the plasma
layer.

Thus the final result may even be some improvement of the

interaction impedance.
The Structure in Fig. 8b
With some approximative assumptions it may be possible to
readily find the interaction impedance of the structure in Fig. 8b in
the regime (V-Al) and to use it for the demonstration of examples in
this regime.
To simplify the calculation, we will assume that the thickness d
of the epitaxial layer i s large enough so that the mode does not penetrate
at all into the air medium.

In thi s case we can app1y the previous

-195derivation of K± 1 (o+) (Eq. III-43) and just use c~ {Eq. V-A4) instead
of n~ for the relative dielectric constant of the superstrate. In

this case we have instead of (II-A7):
y2

=

(V-AlO)
If wp » w then
y > > n g -tll
c =

ng k > B ,y , h

(V-All)

and
(V-Al2}
Using Eq. (V-All) we can neglect the first term gl Bo inside the
parentheses of Eq. (III-43) and thus avoid the difficulty resulting from
the fact that g1 (Appendix II-B) is not well defined for
We obtain

cE <

0.

(V-Al3)

Under the present conditions the mode does not penetrate appreciably
into the substrate and the superstrate which behave almost like metal
reflectors (with skin effect field penetration).

Assuming that the

field is limited to the waveguide core we get (following Appendix
II-A)

and
(V-Al4)
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S0 = ng k cos
where

ct>

is the

11

(V-Al5)

ct>

Zigzag angle 11 of the mode propagation. Eq. (V-Al3)

can then be written as
2 2
2
= £._ fLi__sin :p("Ll)
tw
2
ng~ £no

cos~

(V-Al6}

"La

where
2
"u
2

2 2 R
2 2 R
= :rr<n 9-£L) = 1T (ng+I £LI)
l

2R

l

2

R

The structure in Fig. 28 is

an

(V-Al7)

"La= 2 (ng+£L ) = 2 (ng-I£LI)

(V-Al8)

The Structure in Fig. 28.

periodic dielectric waveguide and easy

elementary example of
to solve.

By

calculating its interaction impedance we can get another estimate of
available and reasonable values for the interaction impedance in periodic
semiconductor waveguide structures.
proceed wi th

fewer

Since the model is simpler we can

approximations and get a reliable estimate.

This structure has few other advantages.
of a

case

It provides an example

where the traveling wave interaction analysis of Section

2! Chapter IV holds as a good approximation.

Since the periodic

perturbation of the wave i& distributed across the waveguide cross
section, the tranverse profile of the space harmoni cs is moderately
varying and the one dimensional model of Chapter IV holds well.

In
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z =0

Fig. 28

~

z

z =.i

A structure for solid state traveling wave amplifier with
11
bulk modulation 11 of the dielectric constant.

-198addition, this structure is expected to be more efficient, since
interaction can take place all across the waveguide (and not in a narrow
conducting layer as in Fig. 8).
The fabrication of this structure is difficult to accomplish
with today's technological state of the art.

The techniques of

semiconductor corrugation and epitaxial growth [Garvin 1973,
Nakamura 1974] could be used for this purpose if the technique of
deep preferential etching [Kendall 1975] would be further developed.
The development of the technique for superlattice growth by molecular
beam epitaxy [Blakeslee 19708, Alferov 1971, Woodall 1972, Chang 1973]
may lend itself to the production of such structures with periods as
short as 1ooa which cannot be achieved today with the other techniques
and the structures of Fig. 8.
We will calculate the interaction impedance of this structure
starting from first principles.

To do this we have to solve first the

electromagnetic wave propagation problem in the structure of Fig. 28,
and in partirular to find the amplitude of the first and -1 order space
harmonics.

Let us

further simplify the problem, assuming that the

modes are well confined and can be described by two plane waves
"zigzagging" along the waveguide by multiple reflection from the
boundaries.

The problem will then be equivalent to the problem of

single plane wave traveling into a transversely unbound periodic
stratified media.
plane wave

~forms

The angle that the propagation parameter of the
with the periodicity direction z, is equal to the

"mode zigzag angle" cp.
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In the periodic medium

th ~

fonn
E(r) = 2 -E me
--

electromagnetic field has a Floquet

i (wt-.9.m!:-)

(V-Al9)

m

where

(m

= 0, ±1 , ±2 , •.• )

(V-A20)

where L is the period, ez is a unit vector in the z direction, and
(V-A21)
The first order Fourier expansion of the relative dielectric
constant £R = £/ £0 is
£

r-

R(z) = c. R + c. R cos 2n z
1
0

(V-A22)

where (compare Eqs. II-1-5)
(V-A23)
(V-A24)
The longitudinal field component can be calculated from the
Poisson equation
(V-A25)
BY substituting Eqs. (V-Al9, A22) in (V-A25) and using the orthogonality of the Fourier expansion we get
(V-A26)

-200We substitute in turn m = 1 and m = -1 in Eq. (V-A26) and assume
that higher order space harmonics are negligible 1~ 1 ·~~< < 1~ 1 ·~I.
1~1

Also we assume that 2n/L >>

is in the z direction.

so that

Then we get from (V-A26 )
R

EZ±l

::<

1 £1

- 2R Ezo

(V-A28)

£0

The electromagnetic mode power which is carried through a cross
section S perpendicular to "ez is approximated by the power of the zero
order space harmonic (which is approximately a plane wave)
P

-

n
= _9_
2

{f
L E2
c
0

0

cos ,.,'+' S

(V-A29)

Eqs. (V-A28, A29) and the relation

Ezo-- Eo Sln
.

¢>

(V-A30)

can now be substituted in the expression for the interaction impedance
(111-28}, resulting in
K

±1

fL

= -1

n

9

~z

( V-A31)

0

There is striking similarity between Equations (V-A31) and
(V-Al6).

In fact this similarity is even more apparent if we recall

that the corrugation depth a is limited to (IV-68)

a =2L-- -TI-

s,

(V-A32)

-201If this is used in Eq. (V-Al6) together with the identities of Eqs.
(V-A23, A24) and S
K

±1

(0+)

=wt

we get
2

=~
n

g

-

IL

v0

£ ,.,.

1

(V-A33)
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which is different from Eq.(V-A3l)only by a numerical factor (2n 2 ).
This striking similarity between the expressions for the interaction impedance of very different structures

is encouraging to

believe that in spite of some crude approximations used through some of
the derivations, the derived expressions have a physically sound
dependence on parameters, which

resul~from

simple general considerations.

Thus they can give numerical values which are reasonably representative
of practical structures.
The Structure in Fig. 29
The technique of superlattice epitaxial growth by MBE (Molecular
Beam Epitaxy) [Chang

1~73,

Dingle 1974] may make possible fabrication

of periodic structures with periods in the order of 50-100~ [Esaki
1975] which is not presently attainable by other techniques.

However

fabrication of structures like those in Fig. 28 with a reasonable l eng th is
still unpractical with MBE techniques.

A different version of this

structure - Fig. 29 - is much more compatible with the MBE growth
technique.
In this structure t he periodicity and current flow direction is
perpendicular to the electromagnetic mode propagation direction (z).
Transverse traveling wave interaction is a mode of operation which is
known also in conventional TWT amplifiers [Dunn 1956].

We would expect

such a device to provide for more efficient interaction since the
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L

z

-

-.t.

Fig. 29 A 11 Superlattice 11 embodiment of solid state traveling wave
amplifier.
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electromagnetic field may have a larger component along the current
flow direction.
The interaction in the structure of Fig. 29 can be analyzed by
an entirely different approach from that of Section 2 Chapter IV.
Since it is invariant to translation in the z direction, conventional
waveguide coupled mode technique can be used to calculate the gain.
However, in order to get just a reasonable estimate of the interaction
impedance of this structure we can view the mode propagation in the
structure as a zigzag propagation of a plane wave, and we assume that
traversing this structure is equivalent to traversin g multiple times a
short segment of the structure in Fig . 28 whose len gth is t.
the waveguide width in Fig. 29.)

{t is

So the gain of a structure like that in

Fig. 29 whose length is t equals the gain of the structure in Fig. 28
with length t· t/(t.tan ~ ) = t/ta n ~, where t /(t.tan ~) i s approx i mately
the number of ray reflections from the waveguide boundaries.

We

conclude that the interaction impedance of the structure can be given
by Eq. (V-A31) multiplied by a fa ctor

IF

R 2

1 2 sin~
L
ng £o SB
1
Notice that in order to conform
K+_1

= -1

1 /ta n ~

(R
£1 )

£
0
with Fig. 28 the angl e

{V-A34)
~

in

Fig. 29 was chosen as the angle between the ray propagation direction
and the periodicity or current flow direction (and not the z direction ).
S in Eq. (V-A34) is the cross secti on of the curren t (normal to the x
orientation) .

It cancels out when the gain is calculated.

An inherent

assumption in the recent derivati on was that th e gain due to interaction
of synchronous -1 order space harmonic is equal to that due to synchronous first order space harmon ic.

Thi s is a justified assumption

-204since

ls_ 1 1 ~ s1

and K1

= K_ 1

in Eq. (V-A31).

Other Structures
The structures of Figs. 28, 29 may provide for more
efficient interaction and they may be produqble at short periods, but
contrary to the structures in Fig. 8, they cannot operate (with gain)
at the regime (V-Al) since at frequencies below the plasma frequency the
electromagnetic wave will not penetrate at all into the waveguide.

At

this regime a combination of these two kinds of structures is proposed.
For example, Fig. 30 shows a combination of the structure of Fig. 28 and
a homogeneous dielectric waveguide.

The periodic layer is doped by

impurities to the extent that the plasma frequency exceeds the electromagnetic wave frequency (V-Al).

Then the wave will propagate mostly

in . the undoped layer and will interact with the electrons through the
skin effect evanescent tail.

The thickness of the periodic layer is

chosen to be approximately the decay depth of the mode in the plasma
(see Eq. V-Al2).
This structure is different from that of Fig. 8b in principle
and in practice.

In the structures of Fig. 8 we assumed that the

periodic layer is very thin, and the interaction takes place out of the
periodic layer in the evanescent tail of the space harmonic which decays
at distance L/2n from the corrugated surface.

Conversely, in the

structure of Fig. 30 the interaction takes place in the periodic layer
itself.

This layer is then as thick as the mode penetration depth and
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Fig. 30 A solid state traveling wave amplifier structure . The mode
propagates mainly in the waveguide core (n ), and the interaction takes place in the periodic l ayer gwhose thickness (d)
is about the ski n effect penetration of the mode.
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may be much thicker than L/2n, thus providing more efficient interaction.
We will not attempt at present to calculate the interaction
impedance of this structure.
The expressions that were derived for the interaction impedance
of some of the periodic structures proposed here, allow rough estimate
of the range of values to be expected, and will be used in the text
for demonstrative examples.

-207CHAPTER VI
INTRABAND RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS IN PERIODIC
STRUCTURES (TW INTERACTION IN THE QUANTUM REGIME)
1.

Introduction
As indicated by the title of this chapter the familiar

traveling wave interaction can be described in the quantum mechanical
limit in quite different terms.
In the quantum mechanical limit the traveling wave interaction
can be described as a stimulated radiative transition of a free
electron.

The transition involves photon emission (and consequently

electromagnetic wave amplification) if the electron transition is from
a high to a lower energy state, and it involves photon absorption (and
consequently attenuation) if the transition is from a low energy state
to a higher one.
As discussed in Chapter I, this process can be viewed as a
three wave interaction involving the electron wave functions in the
initial and final states and the electromagnetic wave.

As we concluded

there from quite general considerations (Eqs. I-5-7) the transition
rate (essentially the Fermi golden rule) is appreciable only if energy
and momentum are conserved during the transition

'-

_, - e-,

r"'k.

~~

~i - ~f

=-trw

= g_

(VI-1)
(VI-2)

We can show in a short derivation that in the case of free
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hck

k

Fig. 31

Schematic intraband radiative transition in one dimension.
The dots represent electron density. The oblique straight
line is the dispersion function of a plane electromagnetic
wave ~w = ~ck. Notice that the propagation parameter k of
a plane wave is too small to account for the momentum change
involved in the electronic transition.
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simultaneous satisfaction of both conditions is not possible.

Assume by way of contrast, that both conditions (VI-1,2) are satisfied.
If fk is a continuous function of ~ with a continuous derivative, then a
mathematical lemma assures the existence of a vectorial
such that lk*l
the bigger of

is bigger than the smaller of
I~;~ l~fl,

and

~k. - ~

=

_,

-f

~~k

- - kc:k*

I~;

I,

l~fl

argument~*,

and smaller than

. (~i-~f)

(VI-3)

Substituting (VI-1) and (VI-2) and using the definition of the electron
group velocity:
(VI-4)

we get
w =

~*

(VI-5)

. .9..

and consequently

I~*' ~ 1~1

= ~

(VI-6)

n

where c is the speed of light and n is the refraction index of the medium.
A situation like (VI-6) where the group velocity of the electron
exceeds the speed of light is not possible in vacuum where n

= 1.

Excludiny the case of very high energy (relativist.ic) electrons where
inequality (VI-6) can exist inside matter (Cerenkov effect), we conclude
that both Eqs. (VI-1,2) cannot be simultaneously satisfied.
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This argument can be applied to free carriers in the conduction
band (for electrons) or in the valence band (for holes).

Intraband

radiative transition cannot normally take place in a uniform medium,
excluding of course, higher order transitions, which involve participation of additional waves like another photon or a phonon.
As was suggested in Chapter I, such intraband transitions are
possible in an artificial periodic structure, where the

11

lattice

momentum .. of the structure is designed to provide the missing momentum
needed to balance Eq. (VI-2), and makes the interaction possible.
More specifically, the electromagnetic wave in the periodic structure
assumes the Floquet form (I-8,9)

which in the case of one dimensional

periodicity in the z direction leads to
=

L ~(x,y)e

i( wt-S z)
m

(VI-7)

m
o

~-'m

= o

~-' o

+ m 2n

L

(VI-8)

One of the space harmonics (say m = 1) may have a large enough propagation
constant s1 to balance the momentum equation (VI-2) and to allow an
induced radiative transition at frequency w. This process is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 31.
In some of the periodic semiconductor structures discussed (Figs.
28-30), also the electron wave will have a Floquet-Bloch waveform, so
that momentum conserving transitions can be possible involving the
fundamental harmonic of the electromagnetic wave and higher space

-211harmonics of the initial or final electron waves * (compare this to the

three waves interaction discussed in Section 2 of Chapter III in relation to nonlinear optical interaction).

The analysis of traveling wave

interaction through this mechanism is not attempted in the present work.
We will assume that the periodic perturbation affects predominantly
the electromagnetic wave.

Indeed it is possible to have only the first

mechanism present even in structures where the electrons pass through
the periodic structure (like in Figs. 28-30).

If the superlattice is

produced by epitaxial growth of two alternating dielectric semiconductors
we may get modulation of the dielectric constant.

If the impurity doping

level of the different layers is kept uniform, then the conduction band
will "look'' flat to an electron which traverses the device, and it will
not be affected by the periodicity.
In the next sections we will present a more detailed analysis of
the traveling wave interaction in the quantum mechanical regime,and
get an estimate of the gain attainable by this process.

The

result~

which

were presented in the present section using general considerations, will
follow explicitly from the analysis.
The one-dimensional analysis of traveling wave interaction
presented in Section 2 of Chapter IV will be used here, but the
expression for the plasma susceptibility which is used in that analysis
will :be derived quantum mechanically.

We will study the interaction

assuming a drifting Maxwellian, degenerate semiconductor (zero

*An alternative way to explain this mechanism is to present it as
direct radiative transitions between extended Brillouin diagram
minibands produced by the artificial period~c structure (superlattice).

-212temperature limit) and in presence of collisions.

The effect of phase

matched plasmon-photon coupling will be further discussed and some
illustrative examples presented.

2.

The Plasma Susceptibility
The quantum mechanical derivation of the free carrier plasma

susceptibility was presented previously by several authors [Lindhard
We will basically follow the self-consistent field approach

1954].

of Ehrenreich and Cohen [1959] or its extension to carriers in the
crystal lattice [Adler 1962, Wiser 1963].

An MKS units system is used.

The Liouville equation for the electron density matrix

p

is
.l'i at
a p

1

where

J(

=

(Vl-9)

is the total single particle Hamiltonian of the free carriers,

including the electromagnetic field contribution.

Electrons in the

conduction band of semiconductors are considered as free electrons
with effective mass m
.-~/ - 1
a\...
- 2m

(p_- eA )

+ e¢

(VI-10)

-213Where *

~

= A(S)exp

i(Sz-wt) is the electromagnetic vector potential.
~

The scalar potential is set
order terms in

~we

= 0 by gauge choice. Neglecting second

get

(VI-11)
t((O)

= ~m

1((1 >

=-

p_2

(VI-12)

rm (@+~_)

(VI-13)

The eigenmodes of the unperturbed Hamiltonian are
~~ = _1

rv

(VI-14)

e ikr

satisfying

(VI-15)

(VI-16)
-fi2

2

where ~k is the electron energy in state ~.~k =2m k for free electrons,
p(O) and f (k) are the density matrix and the quantum state occupation
0

number {or the statistical distribution function)in the unperturbed system.
This convention of time dependence was chosen in order to conform with
the usual convention in quantum mechanics. However in the rest of this
work we have
assumed a
time dependence exp(i wt), as customary in
electromagnetic theory. The use of previously derived resultsin this
context requires careful ad~ptation.

-214The density matrix can also be separated into zero and first order parts
P ~ P(O) + P(l)

(VI-17)

where p(l) is the response to the perturbation A(~.t).
Substituting (VI-11 ,17) in (VI-9) we find that the perturbation
p(l) satisfies

= r.1J' ( 1)

ill .L ( 1)

at P

~~

•P

( 0) J + [ 1.1 ( o)
a~

•P

(1) J

(VI - 18}

Once this equation is solved it can be used to calculate the
current induced in the plasma

~(.!:_,t) = -e Tr[p(l)J~~)(.!:_)
where
J(O)(r)
-

-op

*

= ~
m
~

+

p(O)J~~)(~,t)]

o(r-r
) + o(r-r
)~]
- "'-€
- -'-€ m

(VI-19)
(VI-20)

and
(VI-21)
The detailed solution of this problem is presented in Appendix
VI-A.

It results in the following expression for the Fourier component

of the current

(VI -22)

-215and particularly the longitudinal-longitudinal component is
(VI-23)
where~=

"' is in the z direction and we used
Sez

E = iwA
The plasma susceptibility

x~

(VI-24)

defined by (IV-2) cannot be deduced

by direct comparison to (VI-23) because of the different convention of
time dependence.

Appropriate conversion of Eq. (VI-23) to the previous

convention is provided by taking the complex conjugate of Eq. {VI-23).
We then get

(VI-25)
consistently with exp(i wt) time dependence convention as used in the
previous chapters.
Eq. (VI-25) is the conventional longitudinal susceptibility
of free electron gas [Lindhard 1954]. Substituting~ + V/(2n) 3 d3k,

J

it can be represented in an integral form

(VI-26)

-2163.

The Gain in

Traveling Wave Interaction

Expression (VI-26) can now be used in the dispersion equation of
the coupled electromagnetic-plasma waves (Eq. IV-9) with

f (~)

0

representing the distribution function of the drifting carriers.

This

dispersion equation was solved in Chapter IV in a first order
approximation which resulted in the change in the propagation constant
of the traveling

electrom~gnetic

plasma (Eq. IV-10).

wave due to its interaction with the

The imaginary part of this propagation constant

is (Eq. IV-ll)
ImS

=

1

2

2
K ss
1 1

Imx

(VI-27)

Using (VI-26)
(VI -28)

(VI-29)
where we have finally taken the limit n'-+ 0+.
Expression (VI-29) vividly demonstrates the general principles
which were discussed in the introduction to this chapter and illustrated
by Fig. 31.

Only transitions which conserve botnenergy and momentum

4 - f~

~

= 1fw

(VI-30)

~ -

-217~ = _@_1

contribute to the integral (VI-29).

(VI-31)

Since the gain of the electromagnetic

wave g = 2 lm8 is proportional to Imxp (Eq. VI-27), we conclude that
only transitions between states which fulfill Eqs. (VI-30,31) contribute
to electromagnetic wave amplification (stimulated emission) or
attenuation (stimulated absorption).

Whether the net result is gain or

attenuation depends on the difference in population between the higher
states~=~+ ~ l

and the lower

states~

(see Figs. 31,33).

In an

equilibrium carrier distribution there will be more carriers at the l ower
energy states, consequently leading to attenuation.

Gain can be achieved

only if there is higher population at the higher energy states
~

=

~

+

~l

than in the lower states

example by applying a de field.

~·

which can be achieved for

For carriers in a solid such a

situation may be referred to as intraband population inversion.
Since _@_l

=

s1ez

is in the z direction,

2
1/s
~~+_@_1 - G~ = ~m ( 8~+28lkz) = m 1

(kz+(31/2)

{VI-32)

is independent of the transverse components kx, ky and we can simplify
Eqs. (VI-26,28,29) by integrating transversely the three dimensional
distribution function

f (~)

0

dk xdky f 0 (k)
-

(VI - 33)

-218Using (VI-32,33) in Eq. (Vl-26) we get
dk

z

=
(VI-34)

where

n

= rrn ' 1 (ns 1 )

(VI-35)

is infinitesimal, and
mw

ka

f3 1

= n s,- 2

(VI-36)

mw
f3 1
kb = 1i S, + 2 = ka + f3 1

(VI-37)

(VI-38)
Instead of (VI-28,29) we get at the limit n

7

0+
(VI-39)

{VI-40)

Using {VI-27,40) we can write the condition for gain (population
inversion condition) as

-219(VI-41)
In the limit

s1

«

ka

(VI-42)

we have from (VI-36,37)
(VI-43)
If the one dimensional distribution function f 0 (kz) is such that
it has a single maximum at k0 , where
m
k =
rII v0
0

(VI-44)

then the gain condition Eq. (VI-41) is satisfied when

ka, kb

<

ko

{VI-45)

which using (VI-43,44) gives
(VI-46)
Thus we have proved that the conditions of energy and momentum
conservation (VI-30,31) lead to the equivalence of the quantum mechanical
gain condition (VI-41) and the classical Cerenkov condition (III -25,V-32).
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Nondegenerate Plasma
Let f 0 (kz) represent

the one dimensional distribution function

of nondegenerate drifting carriers.

Its zero, first and second order

moments define the density n0 , drift momentum ~k
spread in the z direction

0

and thermal momentum

~kth:
ro

n =

(VI-4'7)

0

00

(VI -48)
00

k~h/2

=

2;no

J (kz-ko)2fo(kz)dkz

(VI-4 9)

00

Using the relation
(VI-·50)
these definitions correspond to their classical counterparts Eqs.

(V-14~16),

where

2~11 f o(kz)

ko

f 0 (u)

_ mv0

= --=

1i

(VI- 51,)

(Vl-52)

--=n
mvth

kth

=

/2mk 8T
1'1

(VI _53)

As in (V-17) we may define a normalized distribution function

-221g(x) whose zero, first and second order moments are 1, 0 and l/2
respectively:
f (k )

z

0

n
= 2lT _o_

kth

9

(k zkth-k o~

(VI-54)

We can thus define the plasma dispersion function consistently with

(V-18)

00

J .91&
x- z;

G( r;) =

(Imz; < 0)

dx

(VI-55)

- oo

Using these definitions, Eq. (VI-34) can be written as
1

Xp<s, ,w) = - 2
k -k -in

b

0

kth
r;; a

=

3
kA

e: 3

s,

[G(i';; ) - G(r;; a)J
b

{VI-56)
(VI-57)
(VI-58)
(VI - 59)

(VI-60)
(VI-61)
(VI-62)
(VI-63)

-222We can thus express Eq. (VI-27) in terms of the dispersion function

G( ~ )

(VI-64)
3

1 kA
1 - 2 :3

ep(s 1 ,w) =

[G( ~b)

3

- 1

8

=4

£w

G( ~ a)]

-

(VI-65)

Bl

kA
- 1
8 Kl S - 2

2

2

wp m

2

£W

1

11

s1kth

(VI-66)

Kl S

Let us consider the case where the distribution function is a
shifted Maxwellian
2 2
-(k-k,..)
/k th
~
e

where~

(VI-67)

= k0 ez. The one dimensional distribution function (Eq. VI-33)

is

2

2

_
no
-(kz-ko) /kth
f 0 (kz) - 2n
e
ITikth

(VI-68)

and the normalized distribution function (VI-54) is

g{x) = -1

rrr

e

-i

(VI-69)

Thus the definition of the plasma dispersion function
identical with (V-56).

For real

rrr

(p)

J -e-xx-

- co

(VI-55) i s

~

2

co

1
ReG(~) = -

G( ~ )

~

dx

(VI-70)
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Fig. 32 The plasma dispersion function
tribution and real argument ~ ·

G(~)

for a Maxwellian dis-

-224ImG ( z;)

== -

2

liT e - z;;

(VI- 71)

These functions are plotted in Fig. 32 and tabulated in Appendix VI-B.
We see from Fig. 32 that ImG(z;;b) - ImG( z;; a)

<

0 (which according

to ~I-64)means conditions of gain) only if (z;:b+ z;:a)/2 > 0.
Using definitions (VI-60

,61

,36,37)we find that this condition is equivalent

to the classical Cerenkov condition (VI-46) even if we are not in the
classical limit (VI-42).

This is always

true

when the distribution

function is symmetric as is the case with a Maxwellian.
In conclusion of this section it is in order to indicate that all
the expressions in this section reduce

to their classical counter-

parts in Chapter V in the limit (VI-42).

In this limit we may have
(VI-72·)
B

1
lru;

G( z;; b) - G(z;;a) "' G'( z;; )

(VI-73)

(VI-74)
where
(VI -75)
For these approximations to be valid,

s1 must

be small enough so that first

order Taylor expansion of these functions is valid.

Focusing our interest

to the imaginary part of X• it 1s enough to require
(VI-76)

-225in order to neglect second order expansion of f 0 (kz)so that approximation (VI-72) will be valid .

In terms of the normalized distribution

function (VI-74) this can be written as
Fg'( r,; l)
sl «
g"( r,; l)

I

kth

(VI-77)

In the case of a Maxwellian distribution (VI-69) the condition for
reduction to the classical limit (VI-77' can be written as
61«

2 jr;ll
2 kth
ll-2 r,; l i

(VI-78)

This is in addition to condition (VI-42), which (using VI-43) can be
written as
(VI-79)

5.

Degenerate Plasma
If the density of carriers in the plasma is high enough and the

temperature is low enough, the plasma may become degenerate, i.e. the
effect of the Pauli exclusion principle will become appreciable enough
so that the carriers will have to be described by Fermi statistics
instead of Boltzmann statistics.

Such a situation may be obtained in

most semiconductors even at roan temperature [Fistul 1969].
The carriers distribution function of degenerate plasma in
equilibrium is given by the Fermi distribution function.
(VI-80)

-226-

where we allowed for the possibility of two values of electron spin.
The Fermi level u is determined for a given carrier density n0 by
Eq. (VI-A9) or its integral representation - the left hand side of
Eq (VI-41).
In the limit of zero temperature T

= 0,

the Fermi distribution

(VI-80) reduces to the form

(VI-81)

where kF is defined by
112k2

2m

F

(VI- 82)

- u

In an electron plasma in semiconductors, u is measured relative to
the bottom of the conduction band.
In a drifting degenerate plasma we will assume that the
distribution function is equal to the equilibrium function shifted by
k

0

in the

k

z

direction.

Thus the drifting Fermi distribution function

wi 11 be
2
(VI- 83)

\'lhere

-227k0 ez and kth are defined by Eqs. (VI-52) and (VI-53)

~ =

respectively.

The corresponding one dimensional distribution function

(VI-33) is
k dk
p p

=

(VI- 84)
where kp is the transverse component

of~

in cylindrical coordinates.

(See Fig. 33)
At zero temperature Eq. (VI-84) reduces into
( _1

f (k )
0

z

=)

2~

[k2 - (k -k ) 2]
F
z o

l

l

(VI-85)
0

Equation (VI-84) or (VI-85) can be used in (VI-34,39,ZJO) in order to
calculate the susceptibility of the degenerate plasma.
We define a normalized function g(x) by
(VI- 86)
so that

J g(x)dx =

(VI- 87)

and proceed to define the degenerate plasma dispersi on function GF(~).
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Fig. 33 Three dimensional illustration of traveling wave interaction
in the quantum regime. The example in the picture is of a shiftedFermi-electron-plasma-distribution at T = 0. Transitions can take place
between occupied states in circle b (~) and empty states in the plane of
circle a (~ = ~- ~). and v;ce versa. The different states in each
circle have different energy, but since the corresponding states fh
and fa have the same cylindrical component kp , the energy difference
between any two corresponding states ~ and ~ is fixed
': i k - c k
~

>---a

=

2
2
bm (k2b+k2P) - fl (k2+k2)
Lm
2m a p

2
(k2-k2) =f _c;:
2m b a
kb l'>Ka

= 1!_

Since k > k , transitions from states in circle b to plane a (as
indicat~d inathe picture) correspond to the emission of a photon with
energy~w = ~k -~k. The opposite transitions involve the absorption of
b
a
a photon with the same energy. If the circle b is larger than the circle
a (k0 > (kb+ka)/2), there will be radiative transitions only from the part
of circle b which is not shadowed by circle a, and there will be no
transitions from a to b (transitions to an occupied state are forbidden
by the Pauli principle). Hence the net transition rate (and consequently
the optical gain) is proport~onal to th~ difference in the area of the two
circles n[k~-(kb-k 0 )2J - n[kF - (ka-k 0 ) ]. If the area of the circle
b is smaller than circle a «kb+ka)/2 > k0 ) then we get optical absorption
instead of gain.
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-230Im t;;

<

0

(VI-88)

- oo

The plasma susceptibility (Eq. VI-34) can then be written as
(VI-89)
(VI-90)
k
E;,

::

- k

a

-

o

;n

(VI-91)

kF

a

_ 2w2m 2
3
k - _j)__
G -

(VI-92)

?kF

where kb,ka are defined in Eqs. (WI -36 ,37).
In the 1imit n + 0+
k

b - k0
kF

(VI-93)

ka - k0
=
a
kF

(VI-94)

E;, b =
E;,

k3
G

1

Rexp = - 2

1
2

Imx p = - where for real

E;;

£

;r

Re[GF(t;;b)- GF(i;; a)]

(VI-95)

k~
Im[GF ( E;, b) - GF(E;, .a) J
133

{VI-96)

£ -

1

the real and imaginary part separation is

GF\t;; ) = {p) J 9 ~~J· dx - iTI g(EJ

(VI -97)

-231These expressions are identical with (VI-56-63) except that kth is
substituted by kF, kA by kG, and t by

~-

For the zero temperature distribution (Eq. VI-85), these
expressions are explicitly given in terms of tabulated analytic functions
g(x)

- {t

i)

(1 -

0

I xl

< 1

I xl

> 1

(VI-98)

k3
n

= _F_

o
For real

(VI-99)

3n2

~

ReGF( ~ ) =

- 23 [ ~

r-

ImGF( ~ ) =

~

L

~/]

1 (E,; 2 -l)i n 1+~
+ 2

(VI- 100)

~'IT ( 1 - ~2 )

I~I

<

0

It,;l

>

1
(VI- 101)

The real and imaginary parts of the susceptibility is found by substituting (VI-100,101) in (VI-95,96). The results are consistent with similar
expressions which result in different plasma response problems, for
example [Pines, 1964, p. 144, Spector 1965].
The traveling wave gain (or attenuation) is found by substitution in the first order solution of the dispersion equation (VI-27)
Ims

(VI- 102)

(VI-103}

(VI-104}
For convenience
in Fig. 34.
attained when

ReGF( ~ )

and

ImGF( ~ )

are plotted for real argument ;

Notice the similarity between Figs. 34 and 32.
ImGF( ~b) < ImGF( ~ a)

(or

g(~b) >

g( ; a}).

Gain is

In Fig. 34

ImG(~) vanishes for 1~ 1 > 1 so that the plasma dielectric function

(VI-103) can be purely real if Isal ,l sbl

>

1. This can be understood

as an elimination of the Landau damping because the distribution
function does not have any "tail."
Wher. sa, s b

<

1 (gain) or

~a. sb >

1 (attenuation), exact phase

matching of the plasma and electromagnetic waves can be achieved

(Vl-105}
In this case the first order solution of the dispersion equation
(VI-102) is not valid any more, and we should resort to the second
order solution (see Eqs. V-37-40, 44-50).

In the present case, using

VI-95,96
(VI-106)

(VI-107)
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-2

-4

2

4

~
-1.0

ImGF
- 1. 5

\

-2.0

Fig. 34 The pl asma dispers ion functi on
(T = 0).

GF( ~ )

for Fermi electron gas

-234(VI-1 08)

when £p(a 1 ,w); 0

condition {V-49) is satisfied and the gain is (V-50)

rrra = e1

6.

Jf"'

{VI-109)

The Effect of Collisions
The effect of collisions on the plasma susceptibility function

and the traveling wave interaction was briefly discussed previously in
section 6 of Chapter V in reference to the Boltzmann equation solution.
Similarly to {V-67,68), a simple relaxation time approximation is frequently used in solving for the density matrix Liouville equation

(VI-110)
which can be written (using e-iwt harmonic dependence) as
{VI-111)

Eq. {VI-111) is identical to (VI-Al) except that instead of the
infinitesimal parameter n• we have a finite 1/T.

Hence with the sub-

stitutions

n•
or

(see VI-35)

=

ll

(VI- 112)
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n - m n• - m
11 s1

-

(VI-113)

-fi73lT

Keeping 1/T finite throughout the derivation, the previously derived
fonmulas can still be used.
Similar solution of plasma response problems with collisions is
customary [Lindhard 1954, Tsu 1967, Kliewer

1969].

Kliewer [1969]

also pointed out the limited validity of the simple relaxation time
approximation, especially wben longitudinal fields are present, and
suggested some heuristic corrections to the Lindhard solution.

Never-

theless we will use the simple relaxation time approximation in order
to get an indication on the effect of collisions.
In our approximation the plasma susceptibility is still given by
Eqs. (VI-56-59) for the nondegenerate plasma case, and Eqs. (VI-89-92)
for the degenerate case, where n is substituted from Eq.{VI-113)
We define
I;

r;;R + i r;; I
a,b = a,b
a,b

r;;R =
a,b

(VI-114)

ka,b - ko
kth

m
I
r;;a,b = - flkthBlT
~R
+ i
a,b = a,b

~

ka, b - ko
R
c,; a,b =
kF

(VI-115)

- ~I

a,b

1

vthsl T

(VI-116)

(VI-117)

(VI-118)
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m

I

~a,b - -ilkF~

(VI-119)

T

where the Fermi velocity vF is defined by
1ikF
VF

=m

(VI-120)

The plasma dispersion function G(s) can then be written as
oo
R
oo
I
G(~) = Jg(x)
~-i I 2 dx- in J g(x)
kc 1/ni dx (VI-121)
(x-~ ) +( s )
(x- s ) 2+(s )2
-00

and similarly for

f""'00

GF(~).

For the nondegenerate plasma case we find that Im B is stil given
by the left hand side of Eq. (VI-64), but instead of the right hand
side, we have

(VI-122)
where (VI-121) is used in calculating £p( s 1, w} (Eq. VI-65). An
identical expression results for the degenerate case from Eqs. (VI-102104) with

~

substituted by

~

and e by

K·

The physical meaning of Eq. (VI-122) is that the conservation
of energy and momentum conditions (VI-30,31) are relaxed by the
presence of collisions.

Instead of transitions occurring only between

states with kz=kb and kz=ka (Eqs. VI-36,37 , see Figs. 31,33 for illustration) there is finite (l.orentzian weighted) probability for transitions

-237between states with kz around kb and states with kz around ka.
transitions do not conserve energy and momentum.

These

This effect is thus

completely analogous to line broadening of atomic or molecular radiative
transitions, which is brought about by the finite lifetimes of the
quantum levels involved in the transitions.

Also in that case the

lineshape of the level is a Lorentzian.
The collisions have a harmful effect, mainly on the imaginary
part of the dispersion function ImG.

Instead of the curves of Figs.

32,34 which decay strongly to zero as

1 ~ 1 >>

1

and wider curves which decay slowly to zero as
Fig.~,37) .

1 ~1 >

1, we get

1 ~ 1,

1~1 >>

lower

1 (see

This makes it difficult to achieve plasmon-photon phase

matching, i.e.
(VI-123)

since even if the real part of £P( s 1 ,w) (VI-65 or VI-103) vanishes,
the imaginary part stays finite. Thus the traveling wave gain or
attenuation (Eq. VI-122) cannot be made high by reducing the
2
denominator 1£p( s 1 ,w) l .
The plasma dispersion function G( ~ ) for a Maxwellian distribution
(VI-69) and complex argument
of ~R for few values of

I ~ II.

was computed numerically as a function
Instead of numerical integration of

Eq. (VI-121) better convergence and accuracy was obtained us ing a
continued fraction iteration scheme [Burrell 1974] for dire ct
computation of

G( ~ )

in the complex field.

A computer listing of the

computed functions for parameter values I ~II
0.2

is given in Appendix VI-A.

=

0, 0.01, 0.066,

The functions ImG( ~R) and ReG( ~R)
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~R
-4

Fig. 35

-3

-2

-I

0

2

4

The imaginary part of the plasma dispersion funct ion G(~)
for a Maxwellian distribution, plotted as a function of ~R
for collision parameter values 1~11 = 0 (no collisions) and
1 ~ 11 = l/(vthS1T) = 0.2. Notice that 1mG does not decay to
zero rapidly
at lsRI >> 0 when collisions are present.
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ReG

Fig. 36

The real part of the plasma dispersion function G(~) for
Maxwellian distribution plotted as a function of
~R for
collision parameter values 1~11 = 0 (no collisions) and
1~ 1 1 = 1/ (vthSlT) = 0.2.

-240are plotted in Figs. 35, 36 for parameter values I ~ II

=

The

0,0.2.

difference between the curves illustrates the effect of the
collisions.
In the case of T

=

0 degenerate plasma the dispersion function

GF(~) (VI-88,98) can be presented explicitly in terms of analytical

functions also for complex

ReGF(S)

= -

ImGF( S)

=

~

i{2<R+[(<Rl 2 -( s 1 J 2 -l]inl~~~

+2<RI<IIinl~~ll

t{2i <II

I

+2<Ris 1 i[arg(S-1)-

arg(~+ 1) ]}

- [(SR)2-( SI)2-1]

(VI-124)

(VI-125)

[arg( l;-1) -arg(l;+1)]}

where

(VI-126)
arg( ~ -1)-arg( ~+l) =

tan -1

I

I

tan -l (lfl) - Tin ( t! )
(.-tf--1)s +1
s -1

rl

IE: RI

<

n(SR)1 0

I~R I

>

(VI-127)

(VI-128)

1

and the tan- 1 function is defined to accept values in the region
-TI/2 < tan- 1 (x) < TI/2.
The mathematical derivation of these formulae is given in
Appendix VI-C. An example with l s1 1 = 0.2 is plotted in Figs. 37, 38
together with the curves for

l si!

=

0 in order to illustrate the

effect of the collisions.
In the limit I ~ II

+

0 the Lorentzian function in (VI-121)

reduces into a Dirac delta function o (x-~ R).

Consequently Eq. (VI-121)

reduces into the collisionles s expression (VI-70,71) and similarly for
the degenerate plasma dispersion function.

To neglect colli s ions we
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c;R
-4

-3

-2

-I

0
-0.2

I

2

4

ImGF

Fig. 37 The imaginary part of the plasma dispersion function Gc( ~ )
for ~ Fermi sphere distribution (T = 0) plotted as a ~unction
of ~ for collision parameter values ~~~~ = 0 (no collisions)
and 1 ~11 = l/(vFS1 T) = 0.2. The main effect of khe collisions
is that ImG does not decay rapidly to zero at I ~ I > 1.
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2.5
2.0

~~~, = 0

1.5 ReGF
1.0
~R

0.5
2

-4

4

-2
-0.5
-1.0
-1.5
-2.0
-2.5

Fig . 38

The real part of the plasma dispersion
for Fermi sp h ~re distribution (T: 0),
function of ~ for collision parameter
(no collis1ons) and I~ I : 1/(vF81-r ) :

function ~( ~ )
plotted aT a
values lr I : 0
0.2.
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must require

(VI-129)
or
(VI-130)
for nondegenerate plasma and
(VI-131)
for degenerate plasma.
tional criterion

7.

wT >>

These are somewhat different from the conven1.

Discussion and Examples
The quantum mechanical analysis presented in this chapter

provides

a

interaction.

physical insight into the process of traveling wave
We understand that the electromagnetic wave amplification

is caused by stimulated radiative transitions of free electrons
between states which conserve energy and momentum (Eqs. VI-30,31).
The energy lost during an electron transition from a high to a lower
state is transferred to an emitted photon.

The momentum lost in this

transition is transferred to the photon through one of its wave space
harmonics.

Thus, the traveling wave amplifier may be regarded as a

free electron laser cr maser.
Two independent effects are important:
i)

Population inversion.

This is the sitaution when there

are more electrons in the higher energy states than in the iower
energy states (Eq. VI-41), where we refer only to states which are
connected by energy and momentum conservation (Fig. 31).

In this case

-244there is higher probability for radiative electron transition
emitting a photon than rudiative transition which involves absorption
of a photon, and thus the result is electromagnetic gain.

In

equilibrium population normally the lower energy states are
more highly populated and thus the system exhibits electromagnetic
attenuation.
We showed in Sections 3 and 4 that the population inversion
condition (VI-41 ) is equivalent to the classical Cerenkov condition
(VI-46) when the distribution function is symmetric, viz. population
inversion is attained when the electrons average velocity exceeds
the phase velocity of the space harmonic which participates in the
interaction .
In terms of the normalized function (see Figs.32,34) the gain
condition (or population inversion condition) is that
or

~b

+

~a <

~b

+

~a <

0

0 so that Eqs. (VI-64) and (V!-102) respectively get

positive value.

Since the functions

ImG( ~ ),

minimum at the zero argument point and

~b

>

and

ImGF( ~ )

~a' ~b >~a'

have their
a sufficient

condition for gain(population inversion)is
(VI-132)
or
(VI-133)
ii)

Plasmon- photon phase matched coupling.

This is the

situation when the propagation parameter and frequency of the electromagnetic space harmoni c sati sfy the plasma di s persion equation (VI-105)
When this happens, the electromagnetic wave is
temporally and spatially phase matched to the plasma wave of the

-245system through one of the space harmonics, and there is strong
interaction between the

two waves.

When the plasmon-photon phase matching condition is closely
satisfied, the electromagnetic gain (VI-64 or VI-102) gets very high
since the denominator tends to vanish.

Indeed in this case

condition (V-45) may not be satisfied and the first order solution of
the coupled modes dispersion equation

(IV~O,ll)

fails.

We thus have to

resort to the second order solution (V-44) or (V-50).
In order to satisfy the phase matching condition (VI-105}, both
the real and imaginary parts of £p( s 1 ,w) must vanish . For the
Maxwellian distribution case (VI-65} these conditions can be explicitly
written as
(VI-134)

(VI-135)
where

Re~( ~ ). ImG( ~ )

are plotted in Fig. 32.

For the T

=

0 Fermi

distribution case (VI-103) these conditiens are
Re£p

=

1~
1 - 2

3

;:r [Re9F( ~b)

3

- ReGF( ~a )]

=

0

(VI-136)

1

1 kG

Im£p = 2 ~ [I~( ~b)- ImGF( ~a)] = 0

(VI-137)

81

where

ReGF( ~ ). ImGF( ~ )

are plotted in Fig. 34.

From Figs. 32, 34 we see that IReG( ~ )I < 1

IRe~( ~ ) l < 1.8.

Hence, a neces sary condition for satisfying (VI-134, 136) i s
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(VI-138)

> ~1

(VI-139)
Thus the presently defined parameters kA, kG (Eqs. VI-59,92) are
useful in stating a necessary condition for plasmon-photon phase
matching in nondegenerate (VI-138) and degenerate (VI-139) plasma.
Another condition for the vanishing of the real part of EP (Eqs.
VI-134,136) is that both

~a' ~b

(or

~ a' ~b)

will have the same sign,

otherwise ReG( ~b) - ReG( ~b) < 0 (or ReGf( ~b)-ReGF( ~a) < 0)

and Eqs.

(VI-134,136) cannot be satisfied.
In order to get also the imaginary part of
(Eqs. VI-135,137) we must require also
or l ~al·l ~bl > 1 (see Fig. 34).

1

£p( ~ ,w)

l ~ al . l~b l >>

to vanish

1 (see Fig. 32)

Furthermore, ~ a' ~b (or ~ a' ~b)

must have the same sign in order that also the real part of
will vanish.

£p( ~

1 ,w)

Thus we may have plasmon-photon phase matching either

when

(VI-140)
(VI-141)

in which situation also population inversion and gain areattained
(see Eqs. VI-132, 133), or when
(VI-142)
(VI-143)
in which case the coupling involves attenuation of the electromagnetic
wave.

-247Notice that in the limits (VI-140, 14j also the (positive) value
of

ReG( ~b)

-

ReG( ~ a)diminishes

as the imaginary part.

(see Fig. 32) even though not as fast

Hence, in order to satisfy (VI-134)

we must have
(VI-144)
instead of (VI-138).
In the case of the zero temperature Fermi distribution, there is
exact vanishing of tre imaginary part of £P( s 1 ,w) ~q. VI-137) for
l~al .l ~bl > 1 and a strong inequality is not needed. The gain in this
case should be calculated from a second order solution of the dispersion
equation which is explicitly given for this case by Eqs.(VI-106-109}
In practice, the presence of collisions will cause
finite for
case ofT

1 ~1 >

=0

l even at T

Im~( ~ )

to be

= 0 (see Fig. 37). Hence, also in the

distribution with collisions we may have to require

instead of Eqs. (VI-141, 143, 139)
(VI-145)
(VI-146)
so that the plasmon-photon phase matching condition may be attained.
In the classical limit (Eqs. VI-78, 79), the functions difference in Eqs. (VI-134, 135) may be substituted by a derivative,
resulting in

k2
1 - 21 ~ ReG'(~ 1 ) = 0
s1
k2
1
=0
2 D ImG'(~)
l
1

82

where

(VI-147)

(VI-148}
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= -v- ~~l;; b :t Z: a

th

(VI-149)
(VI-150)

From Fig. 23 we see that necessary conditions to get plasmonphoton phase matching in the classical regime (Eqs. VI-147, 148) are
l l;;ll »

(VI-151)

1

(VI-152)
which are the cl assical counterpart of Eqs. (VI-140, 142, 144).
In a similar way we may also find the classical analogue of
Eqs. (VI -136, 137) in the 1i mit
(VI-153)
resulting in
(VI-154)

Ime:p
where
f,;

1

=

=

t

2
kFT

62
1

mw/ (ll81 )

kF

k3
k2 ·: ~
FT - k
F

ImG'( E.: l)

=

0

w/81
VF % f,;b % E.: a

(VI-155)

(VI-156)
(VI-157)

where kFT is the Fermi-Thomas wave number [Pines 1964] defined by
(compare V-20):

-249l/2
n e2
0
- ( kT)
e: B F

w

/2--E.

(VI-158)

vF

The "classical" counterpart of conditions (VI-145, 146) is thus

(VI-159)
(VI-160)
To illustrate the traveling wave interaction in the quantum
regime we present in Table 39 an example of nondegenerate solid state
traveling wave amplification in the gain regime but without plasmonphoton phase matching.

It is relatively easy to satisfy Eq. (VI-132)

in a semiconductor structure by drifting through the device a current
so that v0

>

w/a 1 .

much harder to meet condition (VI-140)

It is

for plasmon-photon phase matched amplification, since this requires
ko

>>

kth or vo

vth'

>>

From the parameters values listed in Table 39 and Eq. (VI-59)
we find
kA;a 1 = o.657

<

1

so that plasmon-photon phase matching is not possible (VI-138).
We get
l;; b

=

kb - ko
kth
k

z;;a

=

a

- k

kth

o

=

0.8417

= -1 .3616

Table 39:

-250An example of traveling wave gain (kA/s 1 < 1)

parameter
w
no

value
3. 5 X 10 13
X

8

1016

unit
rad/see
em -3

T

50

OK

L

300

$.

wp

1.6

kA

1.375

X

1013

ko

106
1.4x 106

kth

9.5

s,

2.1

ka
kb

X

X

105

10 6
1. 06 X 105
2. 2 X 106
X

rad/see
em -1
em -1
em-l
em -1
em -1
em -1

Fig. 28 ( ~ = 65°
2
2
9
nu/ng = 0.1)

2. l

em -1

Fig. 29 ( ~ = go o
2
2
g
nll/ng = 0.1)

1

em- 1

-251so that ImG(sb)

<

ImG( sa) and net gain is obtained (Eq. VI-64).

The

real and imaginary part of G( s) are found from the computer listing
in Appendix VI-B (s 1 = 0) , then the gain is calculated using Eqs.
(VI-64-66).

For the calculation of the interaction impedance of the

structures in Figs. 28, 29 we used Eqs. (V-A31, A34).
The material considered in this example is GaAs, and so we use an
effective electron mass m/me = 0.08 and an index of refraction n = 3.1
(including the free carrier contribution Eq. V-A2). The listed value
of k corresponds to drift velocity v = 2 x 10 7cm/sec ca.lculated from
0

0

Eq. (VI-52).

Eq. (VI-53) is used to find the thermal wave number kth

for the given temperature.

Some useful equations for the calculation of

some parameters are listed below (all parameters are assumed to have
c.g.s. units).
W

P

= 5.637

10 4 ~
~~

k

" 1.4475 x 1o- 1

X

10

5

=

e

=

n

~
\ £R ~T

t.l . Sl f-

(VI-162)

T

§

0

(VI-161)

c m/me

kth

kA

4.77

X

)1/3

T

(V-163)
(V-164)

m

In the present example collisions were neglected.
the assumed parameters that the thermal velocity is vth
Assuming T = l0- 12 sec, we find from Eq. (VI-116)

We find for
=

7
1.38 x l0 cm/sec.
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so that the neglect of collisions is justified (Eq. VI-130).

It is

not justified of course for the fundamental space harmonic, which
contributes background loss far exceeding the attained gain.
Examples of phase matched plasmon-photon coupling with gain or
with attenuation are presented in the classical regime in Chapter V
Sections 4,5.

In most practical cases of plasmon-photon phase

matching, the classical limit can be taken.
Operation in the degenerate regime can easily be attained in
semiconductor structures with high carrier concentration and low
temperature.

A criterion for nondegeneracy is presented in Appendix

VI-0 (Eq. VI-07}
n0 (~ T)

-3/2
< 4

X

15
10

(VI-165)

e

where n0 and T are expressed in units of [cm- 3] and [°K] respectively.
In the

ex~ple

presented in Table 39, assuming m/me = 0.08 we get
n (!!!_ T)
o me

-3/2

= 10 16

so that condition (VI-165) is violated and the semiconductor is
slightly degenerate.

This slight degeneracy is not expected though

to change appreciably the numerical results presented there.
In the previous sections we derived explicit expressionsfor
the plasma dispersion functions of the nondegenerate Maxwell distribution and the degenerate (T
collisions.

= 0)

Fermi distribution with and without

Previously derived expressions can be used to compute

numerically the plasma dispersion function of the Fermi distribution
with T 1 0.

This further elaboration is not attempted in the present

work, and we also will not analyze examples in the degenerate regime.

-253Some comments about this case still may be in order.
In a degenerate semiconductor in which the carriers are
introduced by impurity doping, the impurity level cannot be ignored.
The impurity levels will be only partially ionized, and in order to
find the concentration of free carriers in the conduction band n0
for a given donor

concentration N0 and donor level ~d' we have to

solve a transcendental equation which results from the neutrality
condition [Fistul 1969].

Indeed a zero temperature Fermi distribution

like the one we analyzed in section 5 (Fig. 33) cannot be achieved at
all at equilibrium by impurity doping, since at zero temperature all
the carriers will populate the impurity levels.

Distribution which

is close to the Fenni sphere distribution may be attained at finite
temperatures corresponding to thermal energy k8T large enough to ionize
the impurity level appreciably but still smaller than the Fermi energy.
When a strong de field is applied (for operation in the gain regime)
the problem of carriers "freezing" in the impurity levels does not
arise since the impurity levelswill get strongly ionized by the
mechanism of impact ionization [Conwell 1967].

The difficulty of

"carriers freezing" may be completely avoided if the carriers are
introduced by injection instead of impurity doping or if an
appropriate semimetal can be used instead of a semiconductor.
As a theoretical model for the analysis of traveling wave
amplification with drifting carriers at T = 0, we used a Shifted
Fermi distribution model (Fig. 33) to describe the carriers.
This assumption is commonly used also in other semiconductor
plasma response problems [Paranjape 1963, Spector 1965],

-254however it lacks experimental justification.

It is apparent that operation in the gain regime, especially
when also photon-plasmon phase matching is desired (VI-140,141), is
much easier to attain at low temperatures when the plasma is
degenerate.

The comparison of Figs. 32, 34 indicates that vanishing

of Imcp(e 1 , w) is much easier to attain at low temperatures. Furthermore, the collision relaxation timeT is considerablylarger because
of the scarcity of phonon collision events.
of

~

Thus the imaginary part

(VI-119) can get reduced, which again helps to attain vanishing

of Imcp( e 1 ,w) and increase in gain. Though phonon scattering is
considerably reduced at low temperature, impurities scattering may
limit appreciable increase in the relaxation time T.

This is

especially destructive when we wish to use high doping level s (this
problem is avoided, of course, if the carriers are not introduced by
impurity doping).

It is worth noting, however, that the cross section

of impurity scattering reduces with the applied electric field to the
power 1 to 1.5 [Conwell 1967], thus longer collision relaxation time
can be attained for the drifting carriers.
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Appendix VI-A:

Derivation of the Quantum Mechanical Plasma Response

to Longitudinal Field
We first solve Eq. (VI-18) for p(l).
. t

The perturbation is

'+

assumed to have e-l w +n ~ time dependence where n'

+

0+ is the adiabatic

turning on parameter (see discussion in Chapter V, Section 2)
(VI-Al)
A general matrix el ement k+q, q is found

(VI-A2)

where we made use of Eqs. (VI-13,15,16).

~(!:_,t) = A(~,w)ei(~:.!:_-wt)

yields

Substituting

(VI-A3)

In order to evaluate the induced current {Eq . VI-19) we need to
first find the matrix elements

of~~) (~) {Eq. VI-20), J~~)(~)

Eq. (VI-21) and p (O) {Eq. VI-16).

Up

p9

( 0>
.
i ( k+g_) . r 3
<kiJ
Jrff e-ll_·re
-me o(r-r
)+o(r-r
)- e e -'-ed r e =
(r)lk+n>= Jm-V
- op - - .:~.:
c. v
- - e
- -'-€ m

1 e in·r
= -2mV
.:L { 2flk
-

+ tfn}
.:L

= ll-mV e in.:L· -r { -k + .,c.1 .:Ln )

(VI-AS)

(VI-A6)

I

I
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(VI -A7}

Eqs. (VI-A4-A7) are then substituted in

in

= -mo ~(!'t)

-

e?-2

?'
mV

I

k

(VI~l9),

yielding

f (k+ S) - f (k)

o- -

o-

11w-~~+_§ -(!~)

+ ffin' x

(VI-AS)

where we used for the particle density n0 the relation

n

0

= lv

Eq. (VI-AS) results in Eq . (VI-22) when (VI-24) is substituter

(VI-A9

-258~Jr_, t)

(VI-AlO)
To get the longitudinal-longitudinal response (VI-23) we substitute

e

S/8 and multiply (VI-AlO) by z = ~
S' B
-E = Ez-

(VI-All)
Using the relation
(VI-A12)
we get
2

J

=
z

. e n
_, - -0 Ez
lflw

2
+ i e2n 2 2m L[f (k+S)-f (k)] x
0 4m2 vws
k 0 - -

..f1

[(2k+B)·
- - -S]E z
2

=

. e n0
-l mVw

E

z

+

=

ie~2 (~)2
Lk[fo(~+§_)
:l'l-

4rivwB2

-

fo(~.)]

x

{VI -Al3)
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Note that

= - 82 Ik

f (k)
0 -

= - 82n0 V

When these are used in (VI-Al3) we get cancellation of the first and
third terms, resulting in

(VI-Al4}
which we use in the text as Eq. (VI-23).
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Appendix VI-B:

The Plasma Dispersion Function G(; ) for Complex

Argument
The computation is based on continued fraction iteration scheme
for the function
calculates

Z'( ~ )

zout)' evaluates
function

Z( ~ ),

Z'( ~ )

[Burrell 1974, p. 126].

in the first complex quadrant.
Z'(~)

Subroutine convert (zin'

at any point in the complex plane and calculates the

using the identity [Fried and Conte 1971]

Z(~) =- ~ Z'( ~ )
Z( ~ )

Subroutine G(z,zprime)

1

(VI-Bl)

~

is the conventional plasma dispersion function for

Maxwellian velocity distribution [Fried and Conte 1971] which is usually
defined in plasma physics for e-iwt harmonic time dependence.
G( ~ )

tion is identical to that of
relation between

Z( ~ )

(Eqs. VI - 55,69), but for

Im~ >

and the function used in the present work
G( ~ ) =

Z* ( ~ * )

Its defini0.
G( ~ )

The
is

(VI-82)

Calculated values of ReZ, ImZ, ReZ', Imz• are listed for parameter values
ETA = 1~ 1 1

= o. 0.01, 0 .066, 0.2

~R = 0, 0. 1, 0.2 ... 9 . 3
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Appendix VI-C:

The Zero Temperature Plasma Dispersion Function
for Complex Argument

In order to obtain an explicit expres s ion for

GF( ~ )

we may

either integrate Eq. (VI-121) with (VI-98) for g(x),or directly
evaluate GF(~ ) from its definition in the complex half plane Im~ < 0
(VI-88).

We will use the second method.

The mathematical steps are

straightforward but care should be taken in the definition of the
logarithmic function which i s a multivalued function in the complex
field.

For a function t nz we will choose the branch cut as
Imz

= 0

~

<

Rez

(VI-Cl)

< 0

so that argz receives values in the principal branch
- n < argz < n

(VI-C2)

The direct integration of (VI-88) with (VI-98) results in
Im~

Breakin g

~( ~ )into

ReGF( ~ )=-

its real and imaginary

i {2~R+ [( ~R)

2

pa r~

<

(VI -C3)

0

results in

-( ~ 1 ) 2 -l]tn! €:~ / + 2~R I~ 1 1 [arg{ ~-l) -arg( ~+l)]}
(VI -C4)

ImGF( ~ ) =

t { 2 j~

1

i +2~R~ ~ I Itn j~:il - [( ~R) 2 -i s 1 i 2 -1][arg( ~-l)-arg{ ~+l)] l
(VI-CS)

Defining the function tan- 1 (x) in the section - ~
bearing in mind that Im~ = - 1 ~ 1 1
bran ch cut (VI-Cl)

<

<

x

<

~

0, we get as a result of the

,
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tan- 1 (

::J£1)
E;R-1

t> 1
I

a rg ( E; - 1) =

(VI-C6)
tan- 1

r

.

tan

-1

(-IE; R-1E; I lj

-n

~~;I)

E;R < 1

E; R > -1

arg( E,; +l) =

(VI -C7)
tan-l

or
arg( t,; -1)-arg( E;+l) =

(-I I)-•
1
f:
E;R+ 1

tan- 1 (~)
E; R+l

i;R < -1

- tan- 1

(1 ~ 1)-nn ( i;R)

1

(VI-C8)

i; -1

where

lt;RI<
n(i;R) = {

o1

At the limit Jt,;

(VI-C9)
1

J

+

0 Eq. (VI-C8 ) reduces to - nn ( E;R ) and Eqs.

(VI-C4,CS) reduce into (VI -100,101).
An HP25 program for calculating the real and i maginary parts of
<t( s) (Eqs. VI-C4,CS) is listed below. The exampl es, JE; 1 J = 0,

J ~; 1 J

=

37' 38 .

0 .. 2 are plotted for comparison on the s ame axes i n Fi gs.

-272HP25 Program to calculate

ImGF(~)

for complex argument

Pre 1imi nar,l

Storage

g rad

0

~ ~ ~,

3

~R-1

Store 0 to 5

1

It; I 12

4

t;R+l

5

.75

2

~R

Program
00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

RCL3
ENTER

10 +
11 7
12 r

X

13

~n

RCLl
+
RCL4
EfHER

14
15
16
17
18
19

RCLO
2

X

RCL 1

X

ST06
X

RCL2

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

X

RCL6
+
RCLO
RCL4
tan-l
RCLO
RCL3
7

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

tan-l
RCL3
X ;:. 0
GTO 48
R+
'IT

RCL3
RCL4

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

X

RCLl
X

RCL5
X

GTO 0
R+
GTO 38

HP25 Program to calculate ReGF(S) for com~l ex argument
Storage
Preliminar,l
[R-1
~ ~ ~,
3
g rad
0
t;R+l
l ~ rl2
4
1
store 0 to 5
~R
5
2
-.75
Program
00
10 +
40 RCLO
20 RCL2
30 RCL3
01 RCL3 ·
11 7
41 X
21 2
31 7
02 ENTER
12 r
42 RCL6
22 X
32 tan - 1
03 X
13 Q.n
43 X
23 ST06
33 04 RCL1
44 +
14 RCL3
24 +
34 RCL3
05 +
15 RCL4
45 RCL5
25 RCLO
35 X ::! 0
06 RCL4
16 X
46 X
26 RCL4
36 GTO 48
07 ENTER
47 GTO 00
17 RCL 1
27 7
37 R-t
08 X
18 48 R+
28 tan - 1
38 'IT
09 RCL1
19 X
49 GTO 40
29 RCLO
39 ~

Appendix VI-D:

-273Degeneracy Criterion

The number of electrons in the conduction band of a semiconductor
is given by [Fistull969, Sze 1969]

~

no = Nc
where

qi 8T)

Fl/2

(VI-Ol)

is the Fermi energy level measured in reference to the conduc-

~

tion band bottom.

Nc is the effective density of states in the

conduction band
N

c

= 2(

2nmk T 312
8

h2

(VI-02)

)

and F112 ([r) is the Fermi-Dirac integral
00

F

(!!_) _

112 kBT -

J
o

1 +

/X dx
exp(x- .l:!__)

(VI-05)

k T
8

This function is tabulated in [Fistul 1969].
We define a criterion for degeneracy as the condition when the
Fermi level exceeds the bottom of the conduction band

(~ >

0). To be

in the nondegenerate regime we must satisfy

(VI-06)
which when numerically computed, results in the condition
n (.!!!.__ T)

o me

-3/2

< 4

X

lOlS

(VI-07)

where n and T are expressed in units of [cm- 3] and [ °K] respectively.
0

-274Chapter VII
DISCUSSION ON WAVE INTERACTIONS IN PERIODIC STRUCTURES

1.

Introduction
In the present chapter we present in further detail some conclu-

sions which result from our generalized treatment of traveling wave
·interaction.

We also discuss some other effects and topics which have

relevance to the present investigation and give reference to some other
investigations which are related to this work.
The implication of our generalized analysis to traveling wave interaction with vacuum accelerated electron beams is discussed in the
second section, and the limits of the conventional traveling wave interaction analysis are indicated.

In the third section we discuss briefly

the Smith-Purcell radiation and the Cerenkov radiation and their relation to the present trave l ing wave analysis.
The implication of the present theory to the case when the
periodic structure is the crysta l lattice is discussed in Section 4.
We calculate the amplitude of optical space harmonics in the crystal
lattice, and discuss the single crystal distributed feedback X-ray
laser and the possibility of traveling wave interaction in the crystal
lattice.
The possibility of a solid state traveling wave amplifier is discussed in Section 5.

Previous research is reviewed, and the design

considerations and limitations are indicated.

Finally, the limitations

of the present theory and of the models used are pointed out in Section
6
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Traveling Wave Interaction with Vacuum Accelerated Electron Beam
of Finite Temperature
The most obvious example of a finite temperature electron beam

is the solid state plasma, therefore in the extensions of the conventional theory of traveling wave interaction we refer mostly to this
example.

However, even a vacuum tube accelerated electron beam has a

finite velocity distribution width, and it will be of interest to investigate the theoretical limits of the conventional theory in this
case.
In this

s~ction

we will summarize the results of our traveling

wave interaction theory in the different operational regimes, show the
consistency of the different expressions, their implication to the case
of vacuum electron beams and their reduction to the conventional traveling wave interaction theory [Pierce 1950].
It i.s apparent that even in the conventional traveling wave tube
there are operating regimes which cannot be explained by the conventional (macroscopic plasma equations) theory .

If the electromagnetic wave

component moves synchronously with the electron beam or within its velocity spread width, the beam wi 11 not "look" monochromatic to the wave.
The kinetic (Boltzmann) plasma theory or even quantum theory may be then
necessary to explain the interaction. Fortunately, as we will see later,
at the optimal operation conditions (maximum gain) the wave is sli ghtly
out of synchronism with the electron beam. This sli ght out of synchronism condition is usually enough to make the beam "look" practically
monoenergeti4 and the extended theories reduce i nto the conventional one
for mo st practi cal cases ofconventional traveling wave tube amplifiers.
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The constant interest in extending the operating frequency of
vacuum traveling wave devices [e.g., Mizuno 1973, Yariv 1973A]
raises the need to examine and define the limits of the conventional
theory and provide appropriate extensions.

Yariv and Armstrong [1973A]

recently suggested a possible backward wave oscillator operating at
the optical frequency regime ( A

= 10

tric waveguide structure (Fig. 7).

~m)

utilizing a periodic dielec-

Operation at this high frequency

may be close to the limits where conventional theory ceases to apply
and the extended theory should be used.

This limit will be defined

in more detail in the following.
There are a few other known physical effects which involve interaction of radiation and electron beams in slow wave structures and
have apparent relation to the conventional traveling wave interaction.
One of them is the Smith-Purcell radiation effect [Smith 1953] discussed in the next section, which operates in the visible light regime.
Another related subject is the idea of "free electron laser" [Madey
1971, Elias 1975] which operates at optical wavelength

A = 10

~m.

Yet

a third intriguing possibility is the interaction of an electron beam
with an electromagnetic beam, utilizing the natural periodicity of the
crystal lattice (discussed later in Section 4).

All these problems

call for extension of the traveling wave theory to high frequencies and
to short periodicities.
The theory extensions which were presented in the previous chapters make it easier to discuss the relation of these effects to the
conventional traveling wave interaction.

-277Before proceeding, it may be in order at this point to discuss
briefly the characteristics of the vacuum electron beam velocity distribution.

This is done in more detail in Appendix VII-A.

A typical

distribution function of a vacuum tube diode is plotted in Fig. 41,
following the model of Poritsky [1953] (see Eq. VII-A8).

The velocity

distribution is quite different from a Gaussian distribution.

It has

an abrupt step on its slow side and a Gaussian tail on its fast side.
Nevertheless we can still talk about the beam average velocity and
temperature defined in terms of the distribution function moments
(V-15,16).
It is important to notice that the beam's longitudinal temperature, which is an important parameter in the theory, reduces considerably with its acceleration (VII-A5,A7),
(VII-1)
k

T

=

4

T~

eV =

8

2.156

X

10- 5

T~

V

(VII-2)

or

T~1

ks

T = 2m
\'/here in (VII-2,3) the units are

[T]

=

°K, [V ]

(VII -3)

=

volt

A typical vacuum tube electron beam has an initial temperature
which is about the temperature of the cathode electron emitter.
If ac celerated to

reas onable estimate is
temperature becomes

T

=

8 x 10- 3°K.

A

V = 6 kV, its

The thermal velocity of this
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0

Fig. 41

u

The longitudinal velocity distribution of an electron beam
in a vacuum tube diode (the dotted area). The velocity
distribution at the potential minimum (near the cathode)
includes also the area under the broken line. The parameter
n is defined in Appendix VII-A.
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th = 4.9 X 10 cm/sec which is exceedingly low relative
to the beam velocity v0 = 4.55 x 10 9 em/sec ( vth/v 0 = 1.06 x 10 -5 ~·
beam is

V

We thus see that the beam's longitudinal temperature is many orders
of magnitude smaller than the cathode temperature.

In practice the

beam may be thermalized by different effects like nonuniformity of
the accelerating field, electron optics aberrations, noise, etc.
Also, the density of the electron plasma reduces with the acceleration (VII-A3)
(VII-4)
For example, a high current tube (I/S = 1000A/cm2 ) operating at 6 ~V
energy (v = 4.55 x 10 9cm/sec) has electron density n = 1.37 x 10 12
0

0

cm- 3 calculated from (VII-4).
It is interesting to notice that the parameters

and

k0 {Eq. V:20)
kA (Eq. VI-59) are independent of the electron acceleration,

since both

n0

and

vth (Eqs. VII-1,4) have the same dependence on

v0 ! Thus effects and criteria which depend on these parameters do
not change by accelerating the beam, and are solely determined by the
current density and the initial temperature of the beam.*
The temperature decrease of a relativistic electron beam is
much stronger than that of (VII-1-3).
A21).

Pantell [1968] quotes as

11

Instead , we get Eqs. (VII-Al8-

reasonable

11

characteristics for

Also the parameter kG can be shown to be independent of v0 ; but to
show this, some modification of the analysis leading to Eq. (VI-92)
must be made, in order to take into account the anisotropy of the
electron beam plasma.

-280carefully filtered electron beams from high current accelerators in
~ = 10- 4 , n -- 108cm- 3 . The first paramth e 1ow megavo lt range uA ~e/ ~
0

eter gives for a 5 MeV beam (using VII-Al9-A21) vth ~ 30000 em/sec,
T ~ 3 x l0- 3°K. On the other hand, Piestrup [1972] suggests a value
of t:,f/ ~ < 10- 3 as a typical value for a 2 MeV, 600 amp electron
gun. This corresponds to vth < 1.9 x 10 6cm/sec and T < l2°K.
The discussion up to this point gave us some indication about
the characteristics of typical electron beams, although it should be
understood that a variety of instruments with different characteristics
exist.

We can now proceed in summarizing the extended theory of travel-

ing wave interaction and its relation to interactions with electron
beams.
Our bas ic model, stated in Section 2 of Chapter IV, consists of
one-dimensional (longitudinal) coupling between a slow electromagnetic
wave component, which i s excited by a plasma a-c current according to
Pierce's equation (IV-8), and a plasma current which is induced in the
plasma by the electromagnetic component according to a general linear
plasma response law, including local field effect (Iv-7).

The result

of the coupling is the traveling wave dispersion equation (IV-9)

=1
where

~( S , w),

(VII-S)

the plasma susceptibility, was calculated according to

different plasma model s in different operating regimes (Chapters IV to
VI).

-281Finite Temperature Plasma in the Collision Regime
Using the macroscopic plasma equations, we derived in Chapter IV
an expression for the plasma susceptibility (IV-31):

(VII-6)

This expression was used in Chapter IV to obtain the dispersion equation
(VII-5) of the traveling wave excitation.
In the limit

T +

oo, T

0

~

~

VT we showed in Appendix IV-A

that Eq. (VII -6) reduces into
(VII-7)

(VII-8)

When substituted into Eq . (VII-5), this results in the conventional
traveling wave tube dispersion equation (IV-A3)

2

2 2

_K1.:_s_s..:..
1_13_w_w._p_lv.....;0;..,.__ _ _ =

1

(VII-9)

(132-132)[(13 - ~)21
vo
or its reduced form (see IV-AS).
In a vacuum accelerated electron beam collisions are usually negligible.

The main collision mechanism is electron-electron scattering.

The reduction to the collisionless finite temperature limit is thus
justified.

In some related effects like the Cerenkov radiation, the

electrons propagate in matter.
case and cannot be ne9lected.

Obviously collisions are severe in that

-282Kinetic (Boltzmann equation) description of the plasma
In the finite temperature collisionless regime we derived in
Chapter V the driftin g plasma susceptibility and dielectric cons tant
(V-19,22)

Ep

( 0

f.> tW

)

1

2
ko

2

8~

= -- E ~G•( r; )

(VII-10)

k2
1-~~G•(
r)
~ ~~
-,

(VII-11)

=

8

We showed in Chapter V that when (VII-10) applies, the electromagneticlike solution (8

~

81 ) of the dispersion equation (VII-S) exhibits
gain when (assuming a symmetric distribution function)
< 0

(VII-12)

and attenuation, when
(VII-13)
It was al so shown that when
(VII - 14)
it i s possible to find operating conditions where the electromagneticl i ke soluti on of the dispers ion equation (VII-S) nearly satisfies the
plasma di spersion equation
(VII-lS)

-283Then stronq interaction occurs with the plasma wave, which can result
in strong gain in case (VII-12), or strong attenuation (the
dip

11
)

11

Kompfner

in case (VII-13).
We showed in Section 3 of Chapter V that Eq. (VII-5) with (VII-

10,11) reduces into Eq. (VII-9) in the limit of monoenergetic electron
beam g(x)

=

o(x).

We will now assume that the electron beam has a

finite longitudinal velocity spread and show in this case the conditions
for reduction to the conventional theory.
In the 1imit
lr;l »

(VII-16)

1

we can asymptotically expand the function
G( r; )

~

G'( z; )

~

G( r; )

1

(VII -17)

l

(VII-18)

r;

~

This expansion is a good approximation for large enough values of r;
that

g(x) ~ 0 for

lxl

>

lr; l

so

In this case, the contribution of

the pole to the integral (V-18) is negligible and one can neglect x relative to r; in the denominator.

Equation (VII-17} is then obtained

straightforwardly using the normalization of g(x).
Using (VII-18) and (V-21), Eqs. (VII-10,11) can be written as
(VII-19)

-284(VII-20)

where we used the identity
(VII-21)

Equations (VII-19,20) are identical with (VII-7,8) and therefore, as
before, reduce (VII-5) to the conventional expression (VII-9).
It is apparent now that Equations (VII-19,20) do not apply
universally for any operation conditions w, B. v0
derived with the assumption (VII-16).

Since

~

because they were

= (w/B

- v )/vth , it
0

means that Equations (VII-19,20,9) do not apply when
(VII-22)
which means that the phase velocity of the excitation is synchronous
with the beam velocity within its thermal spread.
We may show, however, that for operational conditions where
the electromagnetic wave is phase matched to the plasma wave (which
is the case of most practical interest, since

th~n

the interaction is

the strongest) the expansion condition (VII-16) is always satisfied
and hence the conventional equation (VII-9) applies.

Indeed, when

B

satisfies Equations (VII-15,20) we get

B=

(VII -23)

-285hence

l r; I

(VII-24)

=

Since we assumed that phase matching to the plasma wave is
attained, the necessary condition (VII-14) must have been satisfied
(it is always satisfied in traveling wave tubes).

Substituting

(VII-14) in (VII-24) we find that (VII-16) is automatically satisfied and the use of Equations (VII-9,19,20,23) is

thu s ~

posteriori

satisfied near the operation condition (VII-23).
A discussion on the transition from a monoenergetic beam case
to the finite temperature case in relation to the double stream amplifier can be found in [O'Neil 1968].
Quantum mechanical description of the plasma
In Chapter VI we have treated the plasma response problem using
a quantum mechanical model.

We received in the ca se of nondegenerate

plasma (the degenerate case is not relevant to the present discussion)
the following expressions for the plasma susceptibility and dielectric
function (VI-56)
(VII-25)
(VII-26)
where

r; a, r;b,

kA are defined by (VI-57-59,36,37).

The travelinq wave dispersion equation in this regime results
from substituting (VII-25) in (VII-S).

We concluded that the solution

-286for the electromagnetic-like mode exhibits gain in the population
inversion condition
(VI I-27}
where

g(x)

is the normalized distribution function (VI-54).

case of a symmetric

g(x)

In the

this condition can be written as
(VII-28)

which is equivalent to (VII-12) or the classical Cerenkov condition
(VI-46).

We also concluded that strong coupling can occur when con-

ditions for phase matched photon-plasmon interaction are obtained.
viz. , Eq. (VII-15) i s closely satisfied with £p(8,w) gi ven by (VII-26).
This was broadly discussed in Section 7 of Chapter VI, where we
indicated that condition s for phase matched photon-plasmon coupling
a re (VI-140, 142, 144, 164).
(VII-29)

(VII-30)
~a

where

and

~b

have the same sign (if negative, gain is obtained;

if positive, we get attenuation.)
The units in (VII-29) are all c.g.s. For example when n0 =
1.37 x 1012 em -3 • T = 8 x 10 -3 °K . we get kA = 5.32 x 105em -1 • which
means that condition (VII-29) does not forbid collective interaction
(photon-plasmon phase matching) down to optical qratinq period lengths
21r/(~ l

»

0.15

IJin.

-287The reduction of the quantum mechanical expressions to the
classical kinetic theory was discussed in Sections 4 and 7 of Chapter
VI.

The classical regime is obtained by replacing the functions'

difference
~b

G(~b)

-

G(~a)

by the derivative, evaluated at

(compare (VII-25,26) to VII-10,11).

~ l ~ ~a ~

Necessary conditions for this

reduction are (VI-42)
(VII-31)
which can be written in the form
(VII-32)
Also (VI-77)

Bl «

1

2g'( ~ l)l
g"( ~ l)

(VI I- 33)

which in the case of Maxwellian distribution can be written as (VI-78)
(VII-34)
where
(VII-35)
We can see from (VII-33,34) that the quantum mechanical regime can
be obtainedwith vacuum accelerated electron beams under practical situ-

ations.
a 6 KeV ,

In the discussion above we found that the thermal velocity of
Ti

=

1500°K electron beam in a diode tube is

vth

=

4.95 x
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104cm/sec.

This corresponds to

kth

=

4.3 x 104cm-l.

(VII-34). assuming a Gaussian distribution and

ls 1 1

From criterion
1 we get that

>>

the condition for reduction to the classical limit is

s1

<<

4.17 x 104 em -1 ;~

1

or

2rr/ S1

>> ~ l

x 1.5

~m

We thus find that under the above conditions the quantum regime applies
to periodic structures with periods in the micron range.

Certainly

quantum effects will dominate in interactions involving shorter periods
(like the crystal lattice) or beams with smaller thermal spread (higher
acceleration).
The actual electron distribution function is quite different from
a Gaussian and therefore, the more general criterion (VII-33) should be
used.

Examining Fig. 41 we realize that strong quantum effect may be

obtained if the slow electromagnetic wave component is synchronous with
the step-like slow edge of the velocity distribution.
the difference

g( s b) - g( sa)

cannot be substituted by a differential,

or using condition (VII-33) we note that
point that the

in~alityis

In this case

g•(~ )

1 is so large at this

not satisfied even at quite small values of

kth(or long periods of the periodic structure.)
We showed that under the appropriate conditions the quantum
mechanical theory reduces into the classical kinetic (Boltzmann equation) theory.

We also showed that the latter can be reduced to

conventional traveling wave tube dispersion equation (VII-9).

the
It thus

follows that the quantum mechanical derivation is consistent with the
conventional traveling wave theory.

It is, however, of interest to

examine directly how and under what conditions the quantum mechanical

-289analysis reduces to the conventional traveling wave tube expressions.
Substituting (VII-25) into (VII-5), one gets the quantum mechanical expression of the travelinq wave interaction dispersion equation
(VI I -36)

where

e is given by Equation (VI-66}.
In order to reduce (VII-36) to the conventional expression

(VII-9), we would like to use the asymptotic expansion (VII-17) of
However, if e1/kth is large enough, it is possible to get a situation where the expansion condition (VII-16) is
G( ~; a)

and

G( ~; b)

.

satisfied for only one of !;a• l;; b .
I~;

aI «

If, for example, only

1 we get a "mixed" expression
G( ~; b) +

-2 e

1

l/l;;a

e ------------- = 1
2

(8 -

e12 )

(VII -37}

1 kA

{1 - ~:! [G( ~; b) + 1/ ~;a]}

el

We may have a situation where both

l;;b and

~;a

satisfy (VII-16)

even if they are quite different from each other (large value of

(VII-38)

=1

(VII-39)
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After substituting

~a' ~ b

and

e (Eqs. VI-60,61,36,37,66) in

(VII-39) we get

(VII-40)

Equation (VII-40) is almost identical to (VII-9) except for an
extra quantum mechanical term (f\ B2/2mv0 ) 2 in the denominator.
11

11

Equation (VII-40), like (VII-9), can also be reduced into Pierce's
third order normalized equation (IV-A8) (assuming

B ~ 81 ).

The condition for neglecting the quantum mechanical effect is that
the term (h B2/2mv 0 ) 2 will be negligible relative to the classical
term w;/v~

This can be written in one of the forms

<<

(VII-41)

w

p

« 1lw

(VII-42)

p

2

2e

B « .f)

where

B and

n

0

~no
= 2. 73

X

£0

10 4 ~

are expressed in (VII-43) in units [cm- 1] and

[cm -3] respective 1y.
For n = 10 12 em -3 criterion (VII-43) give s
0

em -1 (or 2rr/B >> 0.2
(2rr/B »

(VII -43)

~).

For n0

=

B << 3.1 2 x 105

108 em -3 • B << 3.12 x 104

2llm).

Charge continuity limit
In the limit when the wavelength of the collective osci llation

-291is smaller than the average distance between the electrons, the space
charge analysis of the traveling wave tube which is based on hydrodynamic modeling of the plasma charge fails.

To get traveling wave

interaction with isotropic electron plasma we must require that the
bunching period be longer than the average spacing between electrons*
(VII-44)
2n/ 8 > i = n -l/ 3
1
a
o
~r the example n0 = 1.37 x 10 12 , T; = 1500°K, V = 6 KV we get i a = 0.9~m.
So, under these conditions, interaction with space charge waves can
take place down to bunching periods in the micron range.

It seems

that in practice the charge continuity condition is the strongest
limitation for obtaining traveling wave interaction with space charge
waves (electromagnetic-plasma wave phase matching) at short wavelengths.
It should be noticed that the analysis in Chapters V and VI
started from a single electron interaction, and the only place where
violation of Eq. (VII-44) is disrupting is where we used the Poisson
equation and assumed an average modulated space charge (Eq. IV-4).
When condition (VII-44) is violated, we may say that the electrons are
so diluted that the local field in the plasma
external field

Ecz (see Eq. IV-3).

not be used in this case.

Ez , is equal to the

Thus the Poisson equation should

The result is that in Eq. (IV-7), and con-

sequently in (VII-S), one should replace

Ep

=1 +

xp/£ by 1 .

With

this modification, the analysis in this work still holds even beyond
This condition can be shown to be equivalent with the requirement
that the electron bunching energy is larger than the Coulomb repulsion energy of individual electrons (I am indebted to Dr. A. Rose for
pointing out this fact to me.)

-292the regime (VII-44).

However, in this case only the single electron

interaction is obtained, and collective interaction (electromagneticplasma wave phase matched interaction) cannot be obtained.

In con-

trast, the conventional traveling wave interaction fails when condition (VII-44) is violated, since it is based on a space charge wave
analysis.
The optical traveling wave oscillator
Is there a theoretical limitation to operation of traveling
wave amplifiers at optical frequencies?

Does space charge wave anal-

ysis still apply then?
As an example we may examine the optical traveling wave oscillator suggested by Yariv and Armstrong [1973A].

This device which

operates in the infrared regime (A= lOJJ) utilizes a periodically
corrugated dielectric waveguide to guide theelectromagnetic wave.
The structure, operating as a backward wave oscillator, is shown in
Fig . 7 and its interaction impedance

K_ 1 (o+) was derived and calcu-

lated in Chapter II (Eqs. III-43, 49, Fig. 9, Appendix III-B).
The analysis in [Yariv l973A] is based on the conventional
theory of space charge wave interaction, using a coupled mode formalism.

For parameter values

a= lJJ, A= lOJJ, t = 1.43JJ, L = 0.8JJ,

V = 2.5 KV, I/S = 1000A/cm2 , we get from Eq. (III-49)

for which

~ariv

at device length

1973A] would predict a start oscillation condition
t

= 154 ]Jm.
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demonstrated devices are listed in Table 42 (afterEMizuno 1975]*).
Some additional beam parameters which were discussed in the present
chapter are also listed, providing practical case parameter values
for the investigation of the conventional theory limits.
For wavelength A = lO~m and v0 /c

2n/I B1 1

=<

= l/10 [Yariv 1973A] we have

l0- 4cm

Comparison of these values with the examples of parameter
values listed in Table 42 indicates that the conditions for collective
interaction (VII-14) or (VII-29) and the charge continuity condition
(VII-44) may be practically satisfied.

Hence the theoretical

limitations are avoided, and a space charge wave analysis, as presented
at these conditions (2n/ s 1 = l ~m).
There may be, though, some practical difficulties in implementing the
in [Yariv ·1973A], can still

app~y

structure of Fig. 7 to operate at these conditions .
The condition (VII-44) is getting difficult to satisfy with
practical electron tubes and a period range of 2n/ 81 ~ l ~m or less.
At this regime only single electron interaction can take place and the
extended analysis (Chapters V, VI) should be used.
for s 1

~

6 x 104em -1 , Table 42 indicates s 1

~

Notice also that

k th ; hence, 1n
. con d1t1ons
. .

*Mizuno and Ono [1975] overlooked the effect of reduction in the electron
beam longitudinal velocity s pread (VII-A-3) which led them to overly
pessimistic predictions. This was corrected here in Table 42 .
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Table 42.

The Beam Parameters
of Some TWT Devices
'
;

Ledatron
(SWM)

Reflex Klystron
(Philips)

Backward-Wave
Oscillator
(Thomson-CSF)

Unit

f

210

120

300

GHz

A

1. 43

2.5

1

1/S

30

300

1000

v

10

2.5

6

vo

2.95 X 109
2.55 X 109

4.55 X 10 9
3.93 X 109

em/sec

ko

5.84 X 10 9
5.04 X 10 9

no

3.2

6.36 X 1011
4.5 X 1010

10 12
6.6 X 1010
8. 24 X 10- 3

cm- 3

5 X 104

em/sec

104
5.32 X 10 5
1.87 X 10 6

cm- 1
em -1

em

wp
T

X

1010

l X lQ 10

2 X 10-2

1. 37

nm

A/cm2
KV

X

10- 3
3.9 X 10 4
3.36 X 104

7.8 X 10 4
6.72 X 104

ko

1. 65 X 10 5
3.66 X 105

3.55 X 105
8.16 X 10 5

i

3.14 X 10- 4

1.16 X 10-4
2.56 X 10 2

9 X 10-S

2.46 X 10- 2

1. 52 X 10-2

vth
kth
kA

a
B -w-

1- vo
2n/ 81

5

X

2.25 X 102
2.78 X 10 ... 2

4.31

4.14

X

X

102

em - 1

rad/sec
OK

em -1
em -1
em
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of single particle interaction, quantum mechanical behavior (Chapter

VI) may be observed.
At short enough wavelength when the space charge wave analysis
can no longer apply, the optical traveling wave oscillator can still
work on the mechanism of single electron interaction discussed in
Chapters V, VI, and its gain is given by Eqs. (V-28, 33) or (VI-64).
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Relativistic Beam Interaction, Smith-Purcell and Cerenkov Radiation
and the Free Electron Laser
In 1953 it was discovered by S. J. Smith and E. M. Purcell that

when an energetic electron beam travels in close proximity to an
optical grating, light is emitted from the grating in the visible
region [Smith 1953].

The Cerenkov radiation is an electromagnetic

radiation at different frequency regimes (from microwave to U.V.),
which is observed when an energetic electron beam passes through matter
at a speed faster than the speed of the electromagnetic radiation in
the same medium (see for example [Jackson 1962]).

The analysis of

electron-electromagnetic wave interaction in periodic structures, which
was presented in this work is obviously related to these effects.

This

relation will pe briefly discussed in the present section; however, we
should first examine the effect of special relativity on our previously
derived results.
In the relativistic regime the quantum mechanical analysis of
traveling wave interaction should be modified, and instead of the
Schrodinger equation one should use the Dirac equation to describe the
electron wave [Heitler 1936],
Gordon equation

·~iljJ

-~
c

or if spin

~2
at

+
mc

_o- ljJ

2

=

c~n

be ignored the Klein-

2
ljJ

(VII-45)

h

can be used [Marcuse 1970].
It is not intended in the present work to pursue this extension.
In addition, at high values of v/c the neglect of coupling through
transverse field components, which is done in our one dimensional
model, may not be justified.

This is especially true in the case of

-297Cerenkov radiation (see for example [Piestrup 1972, Rose 1966A, p. 135]
for three dimensional analysis) .

In spite of these differences, we

would still expect that some of the conclusions which resulted from
the analysis of Chapter VI are correct also in the relativistic
regime.

In particular, the conditions of energy and momentum conserva-

tion during the electronic transition should be satisfied
(VII-46)
k. - -kf

- 1

=

(l

.:1.

(VI 1-47)

The only difference is that ~k is given by the relativistic expression
(VII-48)
instead of the usual parabolic relation.

The transition process is

still illustrated by Fig . 31 but the parabolic energy curve plotted
there shoul d be substituted by the curve of the function (VII-48).
Also in the present case there is a much smaller energy spread of the
beam than what is presented in the figure and most electrons populate
the states around -k1. .
In the limit
(VII-49)
the energy difference in Eq. (VII-46) can be replaced by a differenti al
(VII-50)
or
(VII-51)

-298where
(VII-52)
is the group velocity at .!5_*, such that l~fl
l.!5_fl

<

1!.; I).

<

1.!5_* I

<

1.!5._; I (assuming

Hence
(VII-53)

If _,
k. is the peak of the electron distribution, and we define
~- =

Yo• then the electronic transition involves photon emission and

- 1

Eq. (VII-53) is the Cerenkov condition (VI-46).
(VII-54)
As we showed in section l of Chapter VI, condition (VII-54)
cannot be satisfied in free space where
(VII-55)
It c ..m be satisfied, however, in a periodic structure, where due to

the lattice

momentum~

we may have for space harmonic G
w < c

where

(VII-56)

l%T

(VII-57)
which in the case of one dimensional (z direction) periodicity can be
written as
where m is an integer.

% = .9o

27T "'ez

+ mL

(VII-58)

Eq. (VII-54) may be satisfied also in the case

when the light pas ses in a material with index of refraction n
so that

> 1,
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c
JgJ=n < c

(VII-59)

Thus we conclude that the traveling wave interaction of an
electron with a slow electromagnetic wave space harmonic, which was
analyzed in the present work, is equivalent to the Cerenkov radiation
effect .
n

>

In the Cerenkov effect the material with index of refraction

1 functions as "the slow wave structure" instead of the periodic

structure, and instead of interacting only with one wave component
(space harmonic) as in the latter case, the interaction is with the
whole wave.
Usually the energetic electron beam used in the Cerenkov effect
is too dilute to support space charqe waves in the wavelength of the
radiation (except possibly at the long wavelength region of radio or
microwave wavelengths).

This makes it similar to the traveling wave

amplifier operating at the single particle interaction regime (off
the photon-plasmon phase matching condition).

The traveling wave tube

amplifier in its normal operation point exhibits collective interaction
(phase matched electromagnetic-plasma wave) in addition to satisfying
the Cerenkov condition (VII-54), and in this sense it is different from
the Cerenkov radiation effect. The statement made by D. Marcuse
[1970, p. 173], "It is perfectly legitimate to think of the radiation
emitted by the traveling wave tube as a stimulated emission of
Cerenkov radiation" and similar statements made by Ginzburg et .il
[1965] and others, are very confusing.

It is my opinion that these

statements are correct only within a broad sense of notations.

It is

true that traveling wave interaction in a traveling wave tube can be

-300viewed as a special case of stimulated Cerenkov radiation.

However,

in its normal operation condition there is in the traveling wave tube
amplification of both space charge wave and rotational electromagnetic
wave, in addition to satisfying the Cerenkov condition (VII-54).
By contrast, in the conventional Cerenkov radiation no space charge
wave is involved.

In a broad sense of notations [Ginzburg 1965],

amplification of space charge waves can be regarded as a "Cerenkov
effect" of space charge waves.
Usually Cerenkov radiation is a spontaneous effect.

The emitted

radiation is carried away from the narrow beam and does not continue
to interact with it.

A comprehensive discussion of Cerenkov radiation

at microwave frequencies is given in [Lashinsky 1961].

Several sugges-

tions of structures in which stimulated Cerenkov interaction can take
place are presented in this reference.

Some structures incorporate

cavities for the microwave radiation; others confine the microwave
radiation in a dielectric waveguide so that it is propagating
collinearly with the electron beam, which also propagates in the
waveguide or very close to its surface.

This latest possibility is

completely analogous to the optical traveling wave amplifier shown in
Fig. 7, again stressing the similarity between the two effects.
High power device for Cerenkov microwave generation which is
intensified by prebunching of the electron beam was reported by Coleman
and Enderby [1960].

This is, however, still a spontaneous radiation

device.
Piestrup [1972] analyzed and experimented with stimulated
Cerenkov radiation in the visible and UV frequency regime, using an
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optical resonator.

His analysis consists of solving the kinetic

Boltzmann equation in a three dimensional model, obtaining dispersion
equations similar to the conventional traveling wave equation [Pierce
1950].

Let us discuss now the Smith-Purcell radiation effect and its
relation to the traveling wave interaction.
preted their

~esult

Smith and Purcell inter-

by a simple classical physics argument.

The

electron charges, traveling across the metallic optical grating, were
assumed to induce positive charge images which bounce up and down as
the electrons move across the grating rulings .

The relation between

the beam velocity v0 , the period L, the wavelength A, and the direction
(e ) of the radiation is
rnA =

L(£_- cose)
vo

(m

= 1 ,2, . .. )

and follows from a simple Huygens construction.

(VII -60)

This equation agreed

well with the experimental observation.
By eliminating v0 from (VII-60) we get
w

vo
where s

0

=

w

~7T cose + 27T

me-

=

27T
s 0 + mL

w
=

sm

=

vph

(VII -61)

m

is the z component of the propagation parameter of a plane

wave propagating in angle e to the grating plane, and Sm can be viewed
as the propagation parameter of its m order space harmonic.
Equation (VII-61) means that there is exact velocity synchronism
between the electron beam and the m-th order electromagnetic wave
space harmonic.

This is somewhat different from the ordinary Cerenkov

-302or population inversion condition (VII-54) which requires inequality
(VII-62)
However, since condition (VII-49) is certainly satisfied in this
experiment, or rather

sm «

kf < k.
"' 1

(VII-63)

it turns out that v h is only slightly smaller than vk = v and
p m
i
0
slightly larger than vk . Therefore in addition to the inequality
f

(VII-54)

(VII-64)
we also have
(VII-65)
The slight amount by which vph

= w/ Sm is smaller than v is a small
0
m
quantum effect which could not be detected in this experiment and

therefore the equality (VII-61) was measured instead of (VII-64,65 ).
We thus conclude that the Smith-Purcell radiation effect is
exactly a spontaneous traveling wave interaction of the kind discussed
in the previous chapter.

As in that case we would expect that the

interaction would take place predominantly with a TM electromagnetic
wave.

This was confirmed by Smith and Purcell who reported that the

light emitted was strongly polarized with the electric vector
perpendicular to the grating.
To check if the traveling wave interaction in the Smith Purcell
experiment could possibly include collective interaction (phase
matching to the space charge wave) let us examine in some more detail
the experimental conditions in which the effect was measured.
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electron accelerator tube.

A 5 microampere beam, focused electro-

statically and magnetically to a diameter of 0.15 mm, and diverging
less than 0.004 radian,was adjusted by deflection coils to pass over
the grating, just grazing its surface.
range V = 309 : 340 KV.
for the first order (m

The energies used were in the

The observed radiation was about
=

1) line.

A.

The grating period was L

= 0.5~m
= 1.67~m.

From this information we find that the current density was
1/S

=

2.8 x 10- 2 A/cm 2

The beam velocity (using VII-A22)

v0 ~ 2.35 x l0 10 cm/sec
and the electron density
n

0

= 7.4

x

106 cm- 3

It is difficult to estimate the velocity spread (o·r the
longitudinal temperature) of the beam.
discussion after Eq. VII-4)
V-16 and VI-53) T

6!/e ~

ll ° K, kth

=

=

Using

Pantell 's estimate (see

10- 4 , we get (using Eqs. VII-AlB,

1.6 x 10 6em -1 .

Taking even a more

optimistic estimate:

we get from Eqs. (VI-163,164, VII-44,65)
kA

= 4. 2 x 10 3em -1

k

=

3.9 x 102cm- 1

9.,

::

n- 1/ 3
o

0

a

8

1

~ ~
v0

=

=

5.1 x 10- 3 em

2TI £_ = 1 . 6 x 1 0 5 em- 1
A.

v0
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So the Smith-Purcell experiment could not involve collective interaction with space charge waves (phase matched plasma-electromagnetic
wave).
We thus conclude that the Smith-Purcell experiment was
essentially traveling wave interaction of the kind discussed in the
previous chapters, operating at the single electron interaction regime,
and could not involve interaction with space charge waves (plasmaelectromagnetic wave phase matching).
In the Smith-Purcell experiment, the generated light is
radiated away from the grating and does not continue to interact with
the electron beam, in contrast to the structures analyzed in the
previous chapters and the TWT amplifier.

Indeed, if the emitted

radiation will be confined in a waveguide (for example, a structure
like Fig. 7 or an evacuated metallic corrugated waveguide), then much
stronger light generation and amplification will be demonstrated.
We may conclude that even in operation and frequency regions
where space charge waves do not exist (and conventional traveling wave
tube theory may not hold), gain can still be attained in traveling
wave amplifiers by the single electron interaction mechanism, which we
might call the Smith-Purcell mechanism.
The single electron (Smith-Purcell) interaction gain is simply
given by the first order solution of the dispersion equation (Eqs. V-28,
33) in the classical case, and Eq. (VI-64) in the quantum case.
~xamination

of these equations, assuming (III-49) for the interaction

impedance reveals that highest gain is attained when k0 is still kept
to be of the order of magnitude of e1 (even though we may have k0 < e1

-305and are far from phase matching to the plasma wave).

If this condition

is kept we find that the gain increases inversely with the radiation
wavelength, so that this mechanism is more efficient at short wavelengths.

For a wavelength of A ~

10~

and v0 /c

~

l/10 [Yariv 1973A]

gain of the order of a few inverse centimeters was calculated.

So even

in regimes where space charge waves do not exist, the optical TW
oscillator (Fig. 7) may operate as a "Smith-Purcell oscillator."
Most of the existent literature on Smith-Purcell radiation is
based on a classical model, solving the Maxwell equations with the
appr.opri ate boundary conditions and a current source of a single
moving electron of fixed energy (see for example [Barnes 1966, Van
den Berg 1973A, 1973B, Lalor 1973]).

Palocz and Oliner [Palocz 1962,

1964, 1965, 1967] solved this problem using a model of leaky space
charge waves and equivalent electrical networks.

It is noteworthy that

the structures analyzed by them confined the electromagnetic wave to
propagate col linearly with the electron beam and they actually solved
the mutual electron-electromagnetic wave interaction self consistently.
In some of these references and some othersof interest ([Hessel 1964,
Bradshaw 1959]), space charge wave effects are also included
(our definition of the Smith-Purcell effect excludes interaction with
space charge waves).

Another interesting related effect of electron interaction with
electromagnetic wave in a periodic structure is the "free electron laser"
suggested by Madey et _li. [1971, 1973] and recently demonstrated
experimentally [Elias 1975].

In this experiment a 20-30 MeV electron

beam was passed through a 5.2m long superconducting heli x of period
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L

=

3.2 em.

The electrons, passing through the center of the helix,

experienced a periodically varying transverse magnetic field with
period L = 3.2 em.

The workers observed both spontaneous and

stimulated radiative emission at wavelength A =

lO~m.

The effect was explained by Madey et al.using a model which
presents the · interaction as a Compton Scattering of virtual photons,
which are the result of the periodic static magnetic field, when viewed
in the electron rest mass.

This interesting point of view allowed the

use of well known equations of Compton Scattering for the calculation
of the electromagnetic gain obtained in this interaction.
The emission wavelength was found to be (for relativistic
electrons)
A~

2
2
l 2LrB
-::----2 1 + ( 2n )
o2
L

[

2y

J

(VII-66)

moe

This condition can be shown to be equivalent to the conservation of
energy and momentum conditions in the limit (VII-49).

In the limit of

small magnetic field (B% 0) the second term in (VII-66) is negligible
and we can show that Eq. (VII-66) can be deduced from (VII-65).
Substituting
S
1

= 2n
A

+ 2n
L

(VII-67)

into (VII-65), we get after short manipulation

-- -::----2
L

(VII-68)

2y

which is identical to the first term of (VII-66), and we used v0
in the relativistic limit.
This interesting recent experiment is different from the
traveling wave interaction discussed previously in three points:

~

c

(1)

-307The periodicity affects only the electrons and not the electro-

magnetic WiJ.Ve.

In this sense this effect can be described as "coherent

bremsstrahlung", while the previously discussed effects are "generalized
Cerenkov radiation" effects (where only the electromagnetic wave is
affected by a slow wave structure).

(2) When the magnetic field is

strong enough, it affects the free electron trajectory, resulting in
2
the term proportional to B in (VII-66). (3} The electromagnetic wave
in this experiment is a TEM wave and the coupling of the electromagnetic
field to the electron beam is a transverse coupling* .
In spite of the differences, the free electron laser, like the
stimulated Smith-Purcell and Cerenkov radiation, can be described by
the framework of the traveling wave interaction model developed in the
previous chapters.

Even though our model is quite simplified, it has

the advantage of being general, and reveals the connection between
the different effects. Thus, we can, for example, answer a question
which was left open by Madey et

~.[Madey

1973, Kroll 1975] who wondered

at the fact that the calculated expression for gain in the "free
electron laser" does not reduce to the conventional expression of gain
in a traveling wave tube amplifier, and especially at the different
dependence on the electron density (or current density).

The answer is

that the conventional traveling wave tube operates usually in the
collective interaction mode where the electromagnetic wave is coupled
*The transverse coupling of a TEM wave to a collinear electron beam can
be obtained if in Eq. {VI-10) we keep the second order of A, and use
the periodic magnetostatic field in the perturbati on Hamiltonian .
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to the slow space charge wave or both space charge waves (see the
discussion in Section 2).
is basically a

On the other hand the ''free electron laser"

single electron interaction device.

In this regime,

the traveling wave model predicts that the gain is proportional to the
electron density (or current density) (V-28, 27, 20, VI-64, 66), in
agreement with Madey's expression for the free electron laser gain.
The traveling wave interaction model is capable of describing
many of the electron-electromagnetic wave interactions discussed.
However appropriate extensions of the model may be necessary in order
to calculate the expected gain in specific cases.

The demonstrations

of the Smith-Purcell radiation effect, the "free electron laser" and ·
other related works [Friedman 1973, Bartell 1965] give hope, that
amplification of electromagnetic wave by stimulated emission from
free electrons in periodic structures--in which the electromagnetic
wave is confined, and efficiently interacts with the electron beam-will be further developed in the futu r P..
and oscillators in the vi s ible and U.V.

Thus possible new amplifiers
regimes may evolve [see also

Kro 11 1975].
It is suggested that short period structures {gratings ) which
affect the electromagnetic wave and confine it in a waveguide, so that
it efficiently interacts with the electron beam, are easier to produce
than short

pet~iod

periodic magnetic field structures.

Thus shorter

wavelengths with lower electron energies may be attained in the first
structure, possibly also with stronger (longitudinal) co upling and
higher gain, c0mpared to the low gai n reported by Elias et al. [1975]
for the free electron laser.
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4.

Wave Interactions in the Crystal Lattice
After extensive discussion on wave interactions in artificial

periodic structure, it is natural to wonder about the implications of
this theory in the case of the crystal lattice - nature's ready-made
periodic structure.
The theories of electron bands in the solid, electron and
x-ray diffraction in the crystal lattice and other waves interaction
with the crystal lattice, are well developed.

Nevertheless, new

concepts and effects, developed recently for interactions in artificial
periodic structures, provide a new outlook on different possible wave
interactions in the crystal lattice, like x-ray DFB lasers and traveling
wave interaction in the crystal lattice.
As pointed out by P. P. Ewald [1965], in spite of the extensive
research on x-ray diffraction in the lattice since its discovery by
von Laue in 1912, only at few points, novel features of x-ray optical
theory were introduced .

The successful application of x-ray diffrac-

tion to the analysis of crystal structures, overshadowed any other
research on the basic features of x-ray diffraction in the crystal
lattice.

For this application and others, the fairly primitive

"kinematic" theory of x-ray diffraction has been always used in the
same way originally conceived by Laue.

The kinematic theory is based

on the assumption that a plane optical wave is passing through the
crystal essentially unmodified, causing each atom to radiate independently
according to the primary excitation by the plane wave; double and
triple scattering is neglected.

In contrast the "dynamical" theory

of x-ray theory is based on the self consistent solution of the x-ray
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The use of the dynamical theory is important in order to
understand the wave propagation inside the crystal.

Only by using a

dynamical theory it is possible to explain the "Borrman effect" which
consists of extraordinary high transmission of x-rays by perfect
crystals near the Bragg condition; the transmitted beams are also
characterized by a very narrow angular spread [Ewald 1965, Batterman
1964].

The Borrman effect explanation is based on recognizing that

the Bragg diffracted wave is important, near the Bragg condition, as
much as the primary impinging plane wave.

Self consistent solution of

the primary and diffracted waves in the lattice results in a possible
mode of propagation in the crystal lattice, which has vanishing field
at the lattice atom sites where losses are high.

In the one dimen-

sional case, the dynamical theory is equivalent to the coupled mode
theory of a thin film Bragg reflector [Yariv 1973B] or to the "two
harmonics" Floquet mode analysis (Chapter III, Section 6).

The X-ray DFB Laser
When gain is introduced into a Bragg reflector it can turn
into an oscillator [Yariv 1974B], where the Bragg reflection is the
oscillator's feedback mechanism.

This is the principle of the optical

distributed feedback laser, originally suggested by Kogelnik et al.
[1972].
It was suggested by Yariv [1974C,1974D] that the

idea of

distributed feedback (DFB) laser can be extended to the x-ray regime,
where a perfect crystal lattice is used as the feedback providing
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that the atoms in the crystal

will have an atomic transition in the x-ray regime, which can be
inverted, and which produces radiation of wavelength that satisfies the
Bragg condition. In the case of retro-Bragg coupling the interacting
waves are collinear, and the problem is completely analogous to the
conventional one dimensional DFB laser theory.

In this case the Bragg

condition is
m 2A =

d(h,k,~)

(m

=

1,2, ... )

(VII-69)

where d(h,k, ~) - 2n/l~(h,k,£)1

is the spacing between adjacent lh,k,~l

lattice planes (see Fig . 43).

The retro-reflection scheme was discussed

and analyzed in Yariv [19740] from the point of view of optical index
modulation.

The retro-reflection scheme is not only easier to manipulate

theoretically, but also is essential for attaining low threshold, efficient pumpin g and directionality of the laser beam.
This new promising approach to x-ray lasers did not yet get a
comprehensive theoretical analysis which will present self consistently
the active dynamical x-ray diffraction together with the quantum
mechanics of the electronic transitions.

Besides the simple analysis

of Yariv [19740], the DFB laser has been qualitatively examined from
the points of view of loss modulation [Fisher l974A,B], laser structure
design [Spiller 1974, Yariv l974E] and different host crystals [Elachi
1975, Farkas 1974].

First experimental observation of sti mulated

emission at Bragg condition was reported by Das Gupta [l973A, l973B].
The main expected obstacle in the practical realization of a
DFB x-ray laser is the problem of the laser pumping.

There is
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Crystal

Fig. 43 The effective index modulation associated with the
reciprocal lattice vector ~(h,k, ~ ).

-313extensive research on different approaches to x-ray laser pumping and
population inversion [e.g. Lax 1972, McCorkle 1972, Duguay 1973,
Freund 1974, Bohn 1974, Elton 1974] .

It is sometimes claimed that the

high transmission loss of x-rays in high mass materials will require a
very high amount of pumpingin order to overcome the losses in the x-ray
laser.

It may happen though that in the case of the DFB x-ray laser

this problem is much less severe than usually considered.

The major

loss mechanism in incoherent transmission of x-rays is photoexcitation
of electrons and conversion to longer wavelength rays.

However, in the

case of a coherent standing wave in a single crystal DFB laser, losses
may be expected to decrease considerably, since the nodes of the standing
wave can adjust relative to the atom sites as in the Borrman effect.
It is encouraging to notice that the x-ray transmission in the Borrman
effect was measured in some cases to be eight orders of magnitude
higher from what is expected from simple ''mass action"!

[Ewald 1965]

For a full understanding ana optimal design of a DFB x-ray
laser, the x-ray dynamic diffraction and the quantum mechanical
stimulated and spontaneous emission by the atomic electronic transitions, should be solved self consistently.

The atom is stimulated

to emit radiation by a particular standing wave and not by a general
plane wave as usually is assumed in the theory of stimulated emission.
An optimal situation would be such that the x- ray standing wave suffers
low loss (its nodes coincide with the atom sites) and at the same time
has good overlap with the electronic states which participate in the
transition (i.e. the amplitude of the electronic transition matri x
element, with the standing wave used in it has maximum value).

-314A comprehensive analysis may result in some new results. For example,
it may be speculated that normally forbidden transitions
be preferable for the lasing transition.

( ~~ =

O) may

Such a transition may be

stimulated by an x-ray standing wave with nodes in the atom sites which
keep the matrix element

< fl~(£)'£li>

nonvanishing.

Even if the

transition rate of such a transition is smaller than a permitted
(~~ =

l) transition, the advantage of low loss of the x-ray mode and

longer lifetime of the excited level (which makes the pumping easier)
may be dominant factors.

A more quantitative detailed quantum analysis

is necessary to get conclusive theoretical predictions.

The point of

the present discussion was just to stress the necessity of self
consistent analysis of the quantum mechanical transition problem and
the x-ray dynamic diffraction problem, and to suggest that favorable
results may result from such an approach.
Finally it is pointed out that the DFB approach is a natural solution
to the problem of very short lifetime of x-ray transitions. Estimates of
inner shell levels lifetimes are in the range of 10 -15 to 10 -13 sec
[Elton 1974, Das Gupta 1973A].

For self terminating amplified spontaneous

emission [Elton 1974] this corresponds to coherence length of

(0.1-lO)~m.

For ultrashort pulses (10 ps) a coherence length of lmm results.

This

means that Fabry-Perot mirrors approach may require to set the mirrors
inconveniently close so that the transit time of the laser beam will not
exceed the gain duration time.

In contrast, in the DFB x-ray laser the

resonator length can be considered to be in the range of a few unit cell
lengths, and the problem does not arise.
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Optical Space Har!'lonic,s, in, the Crystal Lattice
It is well known that electromagnetic waves in any frequency
regime have in the crystal lattice (like in any periodic structure)
the Floquet-Bloch form (I-8,9)*
E(~,t) = L~(~,w)e
G-

i(%·r-wt)

-

(VII-70)

(VII -71)
where a single Fourier component of temporal frequency w is assumed
in (VII-70).

Nevertheless, the crystal is usually viewed in the

optical frequency regime as a macroscopically uniform medium; so
that instead of (VII-70) a single plane wave is assumed with single
propagation constant which is determined by the average dielectric
constant of the crystal.
The direct observation of the electromagnetic wave space
harmonics is usually impossible, since they have low phase velocity
and short spatial oscillation period {of the order of the crystal
lattice constant).

Only a very small fraction of a space harmonic

(§10) can radiate out of the crystal and possibly be seen.

This is

because of the smallness of the transverse component of the field of
any space harmonic (§10), and because of the big difference between its
propagation constant 1%1 and the vacuum propagation constant w/c,
which causes very high reflection at the crystal surface [Johnson
1975].

Detection of the optical space harmonics inside the crystal

Here again we use t~e harm?nic time-space dependence exp i(~·~-wt)
which is customary 1n phys1cs, instead of the electrical engineering
convention exp i( wt-~·~) which was used in previous chapters.

-316by means of parametric mixing with an x-ray wave was suggested by
Freund [1969] but it has not, to date, been measured experimentally.
Even though the individual space harmonics are hard to detect,
they certainly are

not negligible and have an appreciable effect in

determining the macroscopic optical dielectric constant of crystals
via the local field effect [Adler 1962, Wiser 1963].
Due to a local field effect, the field at any point in the
crystal is affected by the field (and the consequent polarization) at
neighboring points.

Thus, in a microscopic model, the field is a

solution of Maxwell equations with an

11

induced

11

source term

(VII-72)

v x -H = - iwE oE + -Jind
nv .

E

V·H

(VII-73)

= p i nd/ € 0
=

(VII-74)
(VII -75)

0

where

~ind(!_,t)

=

-iw J ~(.!:_,.!:_'

,w)£.(~ ,t)d 3r_'_

(VII-76)

v
= _ i V· Jind
w

= -

J ~·.x_(!_,!_' ,w)f_(r_', t)d 3r

(VII -77)

v

where we assumed a single Fourier frequency component (w).

The current

(or polarization) at each point is induced by the spatially distributed
field

according to a nonlocal dependence (VII-76) . The field in

turn is determined by the Maxwell equations (VII-72,73), whi ch must be
solved self consistently with (VII-76) .

Only in the case of uniform
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x_(_r_,_r~

,w)

= ~(_r,w)o(_r-r.')

(VII -78)

and the extended dependence (VII-76) reduces into a local one (IV-2)
(VII-79)
Using the Floquet theorems, (VII-70,71) and
· d
~ln (_r,t)

=

L ~nd

G -

(~,w)e

i(~·r-wt)

--

(VII-80)

and Fourier transforming (VII-76,77), we get

~nd(.9o,w) = -iw L ~.G·(~,w)~, (~,w)
1

-

G

in d (_r, t)

P

= 'i'
~

--

Pin d (
) i
§.
.9. 0 ,w e

(VII-81)

-

(~ ·.r~wt)

(VII-82)

{VII-83)
~.~.(g 0 ,w)

= !(~·9§••w)

is the general susceptibility matrix element

(notice that each matrix element is by itself a 3 x 3 tensor).

When

Eqs. (VII-72,70,80,81) are substituted in (VII-73) we get
(VII-84)
where

~.~·

is the dielectric matrix element, defined by
(VII-85)

and I is the 3 x 3 unit tensor.
The dielectric matrix elements can be derived in the RPA
approxima tion.

Their longitudinal-longitudinal components are found

-318to be [Adler 1962, Wiser 1963]

(VII -86)
"'
where e9G

is a unit vector in the direction of 9G'

lk, ~>

and

~(t)

are the Bloch eigenstates and eigenvalues of the unperturbed crystal
Hamiltonian;

t

is the band index, and V is the crystal volume (compare

Eq. VII-86 to the expression for the free electron gas response VI-25}.
In the optical frequency regime
(VII-87)
Hence
(VII-88)

(§_ f 0)

Also it turns out then, that the dielectric matrix element tensor
~.~'

is approximately scalar [Johnson 1974], hence
(VII-89)

Once the matrix

elements~,~'

are known, the self consistent

Floquet mode solution of the electromagnetic wave in the crystal may
be rigorously found by solving the infinite set of equations (VII-84)
for the Floquet components

~·

Even though this solution is al most

straightforward , it does not seem to have drawn interest
state physicists who work in thi s field.

Th~would

from solid

calculate the

matrix elements mostly for the purpose of using them to obtain the

-319macroscopic dielectric constant with the local field effect: £
__
macro
1
l/[ £6 G'J 00 [e.g. Van Vechten 1972, Louie 1975]. For this reason,
--'-until recently, the off-diagonal matrix elements £~.~· (~·&'!0,0)

=

were never reported.
Only recently, Johnson [1974] has reported the calculated
values of the dielectric matrix elements
at optical frequency

(~w =

€G,~'

of the diamond crystal

1. 5 eV), and Loute et al [1975] reported

these values for silicon crystal.

Johnson [1975] also presented an

approximate solution for the transverse components of the space
harmonics amplitudes le~ x ~I ·

He has found in the case of diamond

that these components are quite small relative to the fundamental
monic lfol.

har~

Our goal in the following short analysis is to find the

longitudinal components of the space harmonics

e

·~·

% --

This follows

from a very simple derivation analogous to the one used to derive Eq.
(V-A28).

It turns out that the longitudinal components of the space

harmonics, in contrast to the transverse components, have appreciable
magnitude relative to the fundamental harmonic.
The longitudinal components are found straightforwardly by
either substituting Eqs. (VII-70,82,83) in (VII-74), or simply by
scalar multiplication of (VII-84) by

e%

resulting in

~. e%·~.~i~· = a
or using (VII-87-89)
(VII-91)
Using the assumptions 1 £~.~1 >> l £i·~·~~~ and l£ol >> 1~ 0 1 , we get
from (VII-91) an approximate expression for the longitudinal

-320component (compare to V-A28)
A

(eG·E~) ~
-u

-

£~

0

~

€§.,§_

A

(eG·E )
-o

(VII -92)

From Johnson's calculation for diamond [Johnson 1974] we have
for example e:: 111 ,lll = 1.3858,

e::

111 ,OOO = -0 . 2469, and consequently

which shows that the longitudinal components of optical space harmonics
in the crystal lattice may be comparable in magnitude to the fundamental
space harmonic!
The components of optical space harmonics in the crystal
lattice have not been measured experimentally.

They may possibly be

measured using parametric mixing with x-rays, as suggested by Freund
[1969], or by using traveling wave interaction with energetic charged
particles passing through the crystal.

The latter suggestion is

particularly appropriate for detecting the longitudinal components of
the space harmonic, and may be favorable, because of the large size
of these components.

Di~ect

observation of space harmonics radiation

out of the crystal ("the optical Borrman effect") suggested by Johnson
[1975], seems to be a too small effect to be measurable (it also is
incapable of detecting the long t tudinal components of the space
harmonics).
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The high amplitude of the longitudinal components of electromagnetic wave space harmonics in the crystal lattice may make possible
traveling wave interaction of the kind discussed in Chapter VI between
these space harmonics and charged particles (electrons) channeling
through the crystal lattice.

In addition to this process one would

also expect a process in which radiative transitions occur via the
electron wave space harmonics (instead of the electromagnetic wave
space harmonics).

This effect is sometimes called "coherent .Brems-

strahlung" or "resonant radiation."
Coherent Bremsstrahlung was discussed by a number of workers
[Dyson 1955, Uberall 1956, Belyakov 1971] and was also demonstrated
experimentally [Walker 1970].

The contribution of the electromagnetic

wave space harmonics to the interaction was not taken into account in
these references.
The analysis of this section indicates that the magnitude of
the electromagnetic space harmonics is not negligible.

Hence, I suggest

that in addition to the "Bremsstrahlung" mechanism discussed in the
mentioned references, there will be also a "travel ing wave" mechanism
in the crystal.

This mechanism and its contribution are described by

the analysis of Chapter VI (in the nonrelativistic limit) .
Further examination of this effect as a possible source for
coherent radiation in the x-ray regime should be of appreciable
interest.

I suggest that Zeolites (a family of crystals with naturally

occurring longitudinal channels [Smith 1963]), may be an excellent
candidate for such experiments.

These crystals were originally

suggested by Elachi et al [1975] for use as DFB x-ray laser resonators.

5.

-322The Solid State Traveling Wave Amplifier
A substantial part of the analysis developed in thi s report

deals with the case of solid state traveling wave interaction (and
amplification).

There_fore we discuss in this section the state of

the art of research in this field, and the difficulties and the
prospects of developing solid state traveling wave interaction devices.
A short review of previous work on the solid state traveling
wave amplifier was given in Section 1 of Chapter IV.

In general,

previous analyses were based on classical models and on solution of a
macroscopic plasma equation similar to the conventional traveling wave
tube analysis [Pierce 1950].

Also, the structures which

w~re

proposed

and tried were basically similar to the conventional traveling wave
tube, composed of metallic helix or meander line, which operates as
an external slow wave circuit, electrically insulated from a semiconductor rod which is placed in close proximity to the circuit
[e.g., Solimar 1966, Sumi 1966, 1967 , 1968, Et tenberg 1970, Freeman
1973].

Hines and Swanenburg s uggested using insulated metallic mosaic

patterns [Hines 1969, 1971] and interdigital el ectrode structures
[Swanenburg 1972, 1973], in order to improve the coupling of the
electromagnetic wave to the drifting carriers .

All these s tructures

are designed for radio or microwave operation and are not s uitable at
higher frequencies.
Few workers have reported experimental observation of solid
state traveling wave amplification .

Sumi and Suzuki [1968] reported

observation of amplifying traveling wave interaction in devi ces made
of InSb semiconductor and helix or meander line circuits oper atin g
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Freeman et al [1973] observed travelipg wave amplification

in structures made of InSb or Ge semiconducturs and metallic meander line
circuits operating at 4°K.
small.

In both cases the measured effect was quite

A third worker [Swanenburg 1972] reported observation

of negative conductance and high frequency oscillation in a somewhat
different but related device (an interdigital electrode structure).
In the present work, the analysis and the devices examined were
oriented more towards high frequency operation (submillimeter, far
infrared).

Instead of an external slow wave structure, monolithic

structures which incorporate the slow wave periodic circuit in the
semiconductor rod were suggested, so that closer coupling between the
electromagnetic wave and the drifting carriers can take place.

One

kind of these devices (Fig. 8) consists of a semiconductor dielectric
waveguide with a periodically corrugated boundary [Gover 1974A, Yariv
1974A].

The other kind (Figs. 28-30) consists of superlattice struc-

tures [Gover 1975].

The interaction impedance of these structures was

calculated in Chapter III and in Appendix V-A.
Traveling wave interaction was analyzed in this work in three
different regimes--in the collision dominated regime where macroscopic
equations describe the plasma, in the kinetic classical regime where the
plasma behavior is describable by the Boltzmann equations, and in the
quantum regime.

In all these regimes the theory was applied to various

examples of high frequency solid state traveling wave amplifiers of the
structures mentioned above.
In the analysis we distinguished between two possible modes of
operation, one which involves individual interaction with the drifting
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carriers, the other involves collective interaction with the
carriers space charge wave.

Both mechanisms require satisfaction of

a population inversion condition (VI-41) or Cerenkov condition (VI-46)
in order to obtain gain.

The collective mechanism, which is equivalent

to the regular operation

mechanism in the conventional traveling wnve

tube amplifier, is potentially capable of providing stronger gain, but
for this, a condition of a high ratio of drift to thermal velocity
spread must be satisfied by the drifting carriers.

It is not clear if

such condition may ever be attained in semiconductor plasma.
Usually the drift velocity in semiconductors is smaller than
one thousandth of the speed of light.

This means that the electro-

magnetic wave should be slowed down by about two orders of magnitude
compared to the conventional traveling wave amplifier.

A priori, this

is likely to reduce the efficiency of the solid state traveling
wave interaction considerably compared to the TWT amplifier.

On the

other hand, attainability of very high carrier density in semiconductors is an inherent advantage that the solid state amplifier
has over the conventional TWT amplifier.
Considerations in optimizing the operation of the solid state
traveling wave amplifier were presented in Section 7 of Chapter VI .
It is found that low temperature operation is advantageous for achieving gain for many reasons.
collision relaxation time T.

In the first place it results in longer
This permits better phase matching of the

electromagnetic wave to the plasma wave, permitting higher gain in
the phase matched plasma-electromagnetic wave operational mode.

Also,

in the single electron interaction mode higher maximum gain is
attained.

At low carrier-temperature the velocity distribution tail

-325diminishes until at T

=

0 it vanishes for lv-v 0 1 > vf (Figs. 33,34).

Thus Landau damping of the plasma wave is reduced, and better phase
matching

and gain in the collective interaction operation mode can

be attained.

At low temperatures it is sufficient to get v0 only

slightly larger than vth or vF in order to attain phase matching to
slow space charge wave and amplification (providing collisions are
negligible).

In addition, at low temperature the mobility of the

semiconductor (IV-16) increases appreciably so that high drift
velocities can be attained at lower voltages.
advantage of reducing power dissipation.

This also has the

The desirability of low

temperatures dictates pulse operation in experimental investigation of
the effect.
The effect of carrier concentration on the traveling wave
interaction gain can be deduced from inspection of Eqs. (V-33,27,35).
Bearir.g in mind that k~ is proportional to the carrier density n0 , we
find that the gain increases proportionally to the carrier density in
the case of single electron interaction (V-33) as would be expected.
The dependence of the gain on the density n0 is less obvious in the case
of phase matched plasma-electromagnetic wave coupling.

This dependence

should be derived from (V-34,35), (V-50) or (IV-A3), depending on the
operating conditions; it is different in each case, but in general the
gain grows with n0 .

Higher carrier concentration also affects the net

gain of the device by increasing the attenuation due to traveling
wave interaction with nonsynchronous space harmonics of the electromagnetic wave, and free carrier absorption of the fundamental space
harmonic (due to the finite collision relaxation time 1).

Also, we
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notice that if the carriers are introduced by impurity doping, high
doping level will limit the collision relaxation time

T

even at low

temperature, since impurity scattering mechanism will become dominant.
This, as we explained before, has a negative effect on the gain.

This

difficulty is avoided if the carriers are introduced by injection.
In the choice of material for the solid state traveling wave
amplifier, the attainability of high drift velocity and low thermal
velocity spread should be a major criterion.

Low band gap semiconductors

have lower effective mass and correspondingly higher mobility (IV-16),
so that higher drift velocity can be attained at low fields.

On the

other hand, the thermal velocity is inversely proportional to the
square root of the effective mass m (V-16) which makes it harder to
attain low thermal velocity spread in low effective mass materials.
In general the drift velocity of drifting carriers in the solid
is limited to a little higher than 10 7cm/sec. The most stringent
limiting factors are scattering of electrons by optical phonons (which
are present in any solid with more than one atom per unit cell) and
intervalley scattering in semiconductors with the appropriate band
structure.

Comprehensive discussions of the different loss mechanisms

by which an electron loses its energy can be found in [Rose 1966A,l966B,
The highest drift velocity
reported in semiconductors is v0 = 9 x 10 7cm/sec measured in indium

1967,1969,1972] and in [Conwell 1967].

antimonide at 77°K [Glicksman 1963].

This makes this material a

favorite candidate for application in solid state traveling wave
amplifiers.

In other semiconductors the maximum drift velocity was
measured to be in the range 1 x 10 7 to 3 x 107cm/sec. (See for
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GaAs [Ruch 1968, 1970], GaAlAs [Immorlica 1974], InP [Glover

1972, Hayes 1974], CdTe [Canali l971A], Si [Canali 19718, 1973, Haas
1973, Scharfetter 1969], Ge [Chang 1968, Ottaviani 1973]).
Another important parameter of the carrier distribution
function is the thermal velocity.

Low thermal velocity spread is

desirable for attaining gain, particularly if phase matched plasmaelectromagnetic wave amplification is attempted.

There is very little

experimental data on the thermal velocity spread of drifting electrons
or their detailed distribution function .

Mooradian et al [1970]

measured the velocity distribution of drifting carriers in GaAs by
Raman scattering. At drift velocity v0 = 1.3 x 10 7cm/sec, the
distribution function fitted a shifted Gaussian with a carriers'
temperature of the order of 300°K to 400°K, far exceeding the lattice
temperature (40°K).

By contrast, Southgate et al [1970A,l970B,l971]

measured the distribution function by measuring the shift in radiative
recombination photoluminescence.

Their measurements fitted a shifted

Gaussian with a carriers' temperature of 77°K which was the same as the
lattice temperature .
It is difficult to estimate with the limited experimental data
available the maximum attainable ratio of drift to therma l velocity
v0 /vth"

However it seems that a ratio v0 /vth appreciably

higher than unity may be hard to attain with any material even under
pulsed conditions.

Glicksman and Hicinbothem [1963] estimated in their

experiment in InSb that they attained relatively high ratios of drift
to thermal velocity (0.7) and drift to transverse thermal velocity
(1.5) at 77 °K.
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this work are quite low.

Relatively high gain may be attained in the

collective interaction operation mode (see Chapter V, Table 25).
However, the conditions for this case (thermal velocity smaller than
the drift velocity) may be unattainab le.

In the examples which were

presented in this work (predominantly in order to illustrate the
theory) we also ignored the fact that the semiconductors discussed may
have high background fundamental lattice and free carrier absorption
at the operation frequency, so that net gain may not be attained.
The estimates which result from the different examples which
were presented in this work do not rule out the possibility that a
practical solid state traveling wave amplifier or oscillator may be
produced in the future, and operate with net gain in the submillimeter
or infrared regime.

It is

apparen~

however, that successi ve research

efforts should be made to find better operational conditions and
higher gains.

Analytical research can provide a better estimate of

expected gain in the different regimes by assuming more general models,
three dimensional analysis and interacti on through higher order
harmonics.

Important new results and estimates may result from

considering traveling wave interaction through electron wave space
harmonics in superlattice structures (see discussion in Appendix VII-B).
Experimental and theoretical investigation of different materials
(possibly other than semiconductors), different ways to introduce the
carriers (possibly injection), different structures and operating
conditions, may make the embodiment of a practical device possible
in the future.

-329Finally we should mention that there exists a similarity
between the analysis of solid state traveling wave interaction in the
different regimes and the acoustoelectric effect.

In the acousto-

electric effect an acoustic wave interacts with the drifting electrons
ins tead of an electromagnetic space harmonic.

The low velocity of the

acoustic wave makes it unnecessary to use a periodic slow wave structure.
The coupling of the acoustic waves to the drifting electrons may be
longitudinal or transverse,depending on the kind of acoustic wave and
the crystal.

Noting the analogy between the traveling wave interaction

and the acoustoelectric effect may help in the investigation of each
case.

A detailed discussion on the acoustoelectric effect can be

found in [Rose 1966A, 1966B, 1967, 1969, 1972].

As in the present

report, the acoustoelectric effect has been analyzed in the three different
regimes:

using macroscopic plasma equations [e.g.White 1962,

Blotekjaer 1964 , Barybin 1968]; using the Boltzmann kinetic equation
[e.g. Tsu 1965]; and usin u quantum mechanical model [e.g. Paranjape
1963, Spector 1965, Tsu 1967].

An original generalized quantum

mechanical di s cuss ion on amplification of any kind of negative enrgy
quanta in drifting plasma was presented by Mus ha [1963, 1964].
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6.

Limitations of the Present Analysis of Traveling Wave Interaction
In

concluding

this chapter it is in order to point out some

of the limitations of the analyses presented in this work, and especially
in their app lication to the problem of the solid state traveling
wave amplifier.
Perhaps the most limiting assumption was the use of a one
dimensional model, assuming only longitudinal coupling and no transverse variation of the field.

In the case of solid state traveling

wave amplifier, this may have very limited validity in structures where
the periodic pertu rbation is on the surface of the device (Fig. 8).
However in

~~vices

where the periodic perturbation is distributed

throughout the bulk (Figs. 28, 29), these assumptions are quite valid.
The one di me nsional model gave us a clear description of the traveling
wave interaction mechanism, allowing extension to different regimes ,
and providing information on both the single particle and collective
interaction mechanisms.

All this could have been lost in a more compli-

cated formulation, including transverse variation and transverse field
coupling.

When the problem is analyzed in a three dimensional model

it is found that also some beam parameters, and particularly the plasma
frequency wp are modified, because of the finite width of the
stream [e.g. Hutter 1960, p. 169].

~ arriers•

Extension of the one dimensional

analysis in the case of classical macroscopic plasma equations is
given in [Sumi 1£67, Steele 1969].
The expressions for the interaction impedance of the various
structures, which were calculated in Chapter III and in Appendix V-A,
have limited val idity .

They are based on a first order approximate
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solution of Maxwe ll equations.

In the case of the surface perturbed

structures (Fig. 8), the approximation fails at large corrugation depth.
In this case, higher order approximation or numerical solution for
the amplitude of the space harmonics is required, in order to
calculate the interaction impedance.
Another limitation is the use of a drifting Gaussian
approximation to describe the carrier distribution in some of the
examples presented.

This however is not a limitation of the analysis,

because any other known carrier distribution could be used in the
equations.

In principle one can calculate numeri cally the theoretical

distribution function of drifting carriers and use it in the present
model.

However, as we pointed out in the previous section, the limited

experimental data on the drifting carriers distribution function
justifies in many cases the use of the Gaussian distribution approximation.
The extension of the analyses of Chapters V, VI to include
collisions may have limited validity when the collisions are very
frequent, a situation which, unfortunately, is often unavoidable in
practice.
time

T,

The use of a single, energy-independent collision relaxation

is then incorrect.

To so lve the problem exactly one would have

to include all the collision mechanisms in the model which will make
it very elaborate.
If the carriers plasma is introduced into the semiconductor
by i mp urity doping, the impurity levels will have a negative effect
by scattering carriers and by "freezing" carriers at low temperatures.
In addition quantum transitions of excited electrons from conduction
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compete with the intraband transition process.

This effect was not

taken into account in the present (except for possibly including the
effect in T).

This problem can be avoided if the carriers are

introduced by other ways (like injection).
In structures where the periodic structure is in the path of
the carriers (especially in the superlattice structures, Figs. 28-30),
the electron wave as well as the

e lectroma~neti c

wave may be affected

by the periodicity and have an appreciable contribution to the
traveling wave interaction process.

This effect is qualitatively dis-

cussed in Appendix VII-B, but was not quantitatively analyzed in this
work.

Notice that it

i~

p:::>ssible in principle to avoid an "electronic

contri bution" even in superlattice structures.

For example, in a

heterojunction superlattice structure which is doped uniformly by
donors, the conduction band will be flat in space, and the electrons
will not "sense" the periodicity but the electromagnetic wave will.
However, in order to attain a stronger effect it may be preferab 1e
to use conditions where the electronic wave is affected, and there is
then need for extension of the analysis of this work.
Finally there is the limitation of "pump depletion" or "gain
saturation ."

This is the situation when the gain and the power density

of the amplified radiation is high enough to cause a reduction of the
population inversion of the electronic states between which transitions
t ijke place.

This situation is not likely to be attained in the case of

solid state traveling wave interaction.

For traveling wave interaction

with vacuum accelerated electrons, extension of the analysis to
include the pump depletion effect may be of interest.
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Appendix VII-A.
Beam

The electron beam in the classical traveling wave interaction
theory is usually considered monoenergetic.

In order to investigate

the limits of the classical theory we must have some estimate of the
electron beam velocity distribution.
The first three moments of the beam distribution can be
estimated by some simplified considerations (assume a non-relativistic
elec~ron

beam).

The average velocity is found from the beam kinetic

energy

v =~ =

J~

o

,

/2 eV

(VII-Al)

m

where~ is the electron kinetic energy
~

eV

=

(VII-A2)

and Vis the acceleration potential.

The electron density is computed

from the given current density of the beam I/S.
no

=

..!fl_

(VII-A3)

ev 0

Thus the beam becomes more diluted the more it is accelerated.
Some care is required in calculating the longitudinal
temperature (which is the significant parameter in our model).

All

electrons gain the same energy eV during the acceleration, therefore
the energy spread
This

caijs~s

~ ~stays

the same before and after acceleration.

the velocity spread to change during the acceleration
(VII-A4)

Identifying

~v

as a thermal velocity spread vth and

initial thermal energy kBTi : m(vth)~/2 (Eq. V-16) we get

~e,

with the
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(VII-AS)

(VII-A6)
(VII -A7)

Thus the longitudinal thermal velocity vth and beam temperature T
reduce considerably as the beam is accelerated.

This can be viewed as

coo ling down of the plasma gas due to its expansion (reduction of n0 ).
In practice the electron beam distribution can hardly be
considered a Gaussian distribution which is characterized by its first
three moments.

A detailed analysis of the electron beam distribution

in a diode is given in [Poritsky 1953].
Assuming that the electrons emitted from the cathode obey a
Gaussian distribution with temperature Ti (about the cathode
temperature), and then noting that only electrons with some minimum
initial velocity leave the cathode without being repelled back, it is
found that the one dimensional (z direction) velocity distribution is
an abruptly starting function (see Fig. 41) given by
mu 2
- k8Ti
e (V -V m)
m
1/2
u>
2n.e
ksTi (2nkBTi)
e
1

UQ,

(VII -A8)

f(u)
0

UQ,

= [;e(V-Vm)]l/2

u <

UQ,

(VII-A9)

where Vm is the potential minimum near the cathode \'/here the velocity
distribution is half a Gaussian with parameters 2n; and Ti (see Fig. 41).

-335Even though the velocity distribution is quite different from
a Gaussian it still may be useful to know the first three moments.
Using the distribution (VII-A8) and definitions (V-14-16) one obtains

1 - erf /il
I

(VII -All)

=-

T =

m

~

B

2

vth

_ m
=
~

(2

B

- 2)

u - u

(VII-AlO)

=

r

(VII-Al2)
/TI( 1-erf h))

where
(VII-Al3)
As would be expected, Eqs. (VII-Al0-Al2) reduce into (VII-Al,
A3,A7) in the limit n >> 1 (second order asymptotic expansion of
erf(!Jl)

must be used in (VII-Al2)) .
Finally, we will shortly present some equations for the

relativistic electron beam case.

where

The electron beam energy is given by

1
y =

(VII-Al5)
2

Jl - (v/c)
The beam velocity can be calculated from the acceleration potential
which is equal to the gain in kinetic energy
(VII-Al6)

-336Instead of (VII-A4) we now have
(VII-J.\17)
or
(VII-Al8)
For a highly relativistic beam
t::. v

m c2 2
) ~
~

"' ( o

v

(VII-Al9)

e.

We thus get correspondingly to (VII-A5,A7)

vth
T

2
(vth)i ~ 1 ( m0 c2 ) 3
l
2
= 2c 3
(vth)i
- 2c
y v;c
m c2 6
kB
T2
kB
=
"'
( ~ ) T~
2m 0 c2 y 6v2/ c 2 2m 0 c 2

e

(VII - A20)
(VII-A 2l)

The velocity spread and the temperature of a relativistic
electron beam reduces very strongly with the acceleration, even more
so than in the nonrelativistic beam case.

The carriers density n0 is

calculated as in the nonrelativistic case (Eq. VII-A3).
A useful expression for the beam velocity can be readily derived
from (VII-Al5)

z"/1 - -2 ./1
y

m c2 2
( 0

~

)

=

(VII -A22)

where V is measured in KV.

-337Appendix VII-8:

Superlattice Effects

In the solid state traveling wave structures suggested before
(Figs. 8, 28-30) the periodic "slow wave circuit" is a monolithically
integral part of the device and not only the electromagnetic wave but
also the electron wave may "feel" the periodicity.
true for the superlattice structures (Figs. 28-30).

This is particularly
This mechanism

may make, in the appropriate conditions, a major contribution to the
traveling wave interaction.

However, its detailed analysis is not

attempted at present; only some qualitative observations

will be made

in this Appendix, and related research on superlattice effects will
be 1is ted.
The single electron traveling wave interaction process was
described in Chapter VI as a radiative electronic transition, in
which an energetic electron makes a quantum transition to a lower energy
quantum state (in the case of amplification), and emits in the process
a photon.

The conservation of momentum in this process is made possible

by the fact that the electromagnetic wave in a periodic structure has
components (space harmonics) with high momentum, e.g. 81
(see Fig. 31).

=

80 + 2n/L

We realize that if also the electron wave has space harmonics,
two more momentum conserving first order processes are possible:
(1) a process involving a first order space harmonic of the lower
electronic state wave function; (2) a process involving a -1 order space
hannonic of the higher electronic state wave function.
processes are schematically described in Fig . 43b,c.
infinite number of higher order transitions exist too.

These two
In addition an
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(a)

------~-· -----~---
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(b)

/31
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Fig. 43

f3o

The three fir st order processes of traveli ng wave interaction (i ntraband transiti ons in a superlattice). (a) is
the conventiona l process involving a first order space harmonic
of the electromagnetic wave (seeFig. 31) . (b) and (c) involve
first order and -1 order space harmonics of the initial and final
electr on wave respectively (see Fig. 44). Compare this scheme
to the scheme of nonlinear optical mixing processes (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 44 The Br i ll oui n band diagram of a superlattice . The first
orde r trans i tion pr ocesses (b ) and (c) ar e expl ained
schematically in Fig. 43 . Also a t r ansition from the second
superlattice band to the fi r st band is shown.

-340In the broader sense, we view the traveling wave interaction
as a case of three wave interaction in a periodic structure.

This

case is analogous to a nonlinear optics parametric interaction of
three optical waves, a particular case of which (second harmonic
generation) was discussed in Section 2 of Chapter III.

Fig. 43

should be compared to Fig. 5, and Eq. (III-17) expresses the different
momentum conserving processes (which are, to first order, the three
processes shown in Figure 43).
A Brillouin diagram description of the two processes of Fig.
43 b,c is presented in Fig. 44.

The effect of the periodicity is to

create mini-Brillouin zones associated with the superlattice.

The

processes (b) and (c) of Fig. 43 can be interpreted as direct electronic
transitions between the superlattice mini-bands.

Compare Fig. 44 to

Fig. 31 which describes only the process (a) of Fig. 43. A process
which involves transition between two adjacent superlattice bands is
also shown in Fig. 43.

Such a process is analogous to the backward phase

matched nonlinear optical mixing scheme (Fig. 6).
The scheme of Fig. 44 can be viewed as a population inversion
scheme in an artificial semiconductor.

It operates analogously to a

conventional semiconductor laser amplifier in the far infrared or
submillimeter wavelengths.

The population invers ion is provided by

simply applying a d-e field across the superlattice.

Provided the

superlattice-forbidden gaps are small enough and the field is high
enough, the gaps will be surpassed by either of the effects of Zener
tunneling, avalanching, and impact ionization.

Assuming that the

drifting carrier distribution is not modified strongly by the periodic
perturbation, we see from Fig. 44 that a necessary condition for this

-341process to take place i s
(VII-Bl)
For k0

= 1.4

x 10 6cm-l (corresponding to v0

x 10 7cm/sec in GaAs
For k0 = 6.74 x 10 6cm-l

=2

this gives L > 225~.
(corresponding to v0 = 1.4 x 107cm/sec in Gem= 0.55 me) this

m = 0.08 me)

gives L > 47~.
In a broader sense, the scheme of Fig. 44 can describe also
situations in which the population inversion is introduced by other
means than drifting carriers by a d-e field (like optical or
electrical carrier injection to higher superlattice

~ands).

In this

case condition (VII-Bl) is not required, and the analogy to the
conventional semiconductor laser or LED is even more complete.
We pointed out here how to extend the traveling wave analysis
to include the effect of the
lattice structures.

pe~iodicity

on the electrons in super-

At present we will not pursue this analysis .

The recently developed art of superlattice epitaxial growth by vapor
phase epitaxy [Blakeslee 1970A,B] and most recently computer controlled
molecular beam epitaxy [Chang 1973, Esaki 1974A, Dingle 1974], makes
this extension necessary,and may open a new direction for the
investigation of solid state traveling wave interaction devices.
Most of the research on superlattice effects (which evolved
only in the last few years) is based on a different approach from the
one presented here.

The superlattice layers are usually assumed to

introduce deep potential wells for the electrons, which the electrons
populate at some distinct (in the periodicity direction) potential
well quantum level.

Effects of negative resistance and electromagnetic

-342wave amplification occur when an applied electric field tilts the
potential wells so that the first energy level of the potential well
overlaps the second energy level of the next potential well,so that
strong tunneling between the wells can take place and consequently
radiative transitions [Kazarinov 1971, Tsu 1973, Esaki 19758].

This

approach can be viewed as a "tightly bound electron" approxjmation,
while the approach presented above can be regarded as a "nearly free
electron" approximation, and is useful when the average energy of the
drifting electrons is high relative to the depth of the potential well .
In addition to the references mentioned before, further
research on superlattice effects was reported in the following references
[Esaki 1970, Lebwohl

1970, Dohler 1972A, 19728, 1975, Dingle 1974,

Tsu 1975, Van der Ziel 1975].
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